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1963 (written by New Order)
{ 1987 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-9 }

Intro: [Gmaj7] [Gmaj7] [Dmaj7] [Dmaj7] (x2)
Verse 1:
It was [Gmaj7] January, 1963
When [Dmaj7] Johnny came home with a gift for me
He said 'I [Gmaj7] bought it for you because I love you
And I [Dmaj7] bought it for you 'cos it's your birthday, too'
He was [Gmaj7] so very nice, he was so very kind
To [Dmaj7] think of me at this point in time
[Gmaj7] I used to think of him, he used [Dmaj7] think of me
Chorus:
[Bm] He told me to close my eyes,
My [Amaj7] gift would be a great surprise
[G] I saw tears were in his eyes
He [F#] never meant to hurt me, Oh God
[Bm] Johnny, don't point that [Em] gun at me
There's so [F#m] many ways our lives have changed
But [Bm] please, I beg, don't [G] do this to me
[Bm] Johnny, don't point that [Em] gun at me
Can I [F#m] save my life at any price?
For [Bm] God's sake won't you [G] listen to me?
[Gmaj7] [Dmaj7] [Gmaj7] [Dmaj7]
Verse 2:
And though [Gmaj7] he was ashamed that he had took a life
[Dmaj7] Johnny came home with another wife
And he [Gmaj7] often remembered how it used to be
Before that [Dmaj7] special occasion, 1963
There’s [Gmaj7] too many ways that you could kill someone
Like in a [Dmaj7] love affair, when the love has gone
[Gmaj7] He used to think of her, she used to [Dmaj7] think of him
Chorus:
[Bm] He told me to close my eyes
My [Amaj7] gift would be a great surprise
[G] I saw tears were in his eyes
He [F#] never meant to hurt me, Oh God
[Bm] Johnny, don't point that [Em] gun at me
There's so [F#m] many ways our lives have changed
But [Bm] please, I beg, don't [G] do this to me
[Bm] Johnny, you keep on [Em] using me
Can I [F#m] change my life for any price?
Oh, [Bm] Johnny, won't you [G] listen to me?
[Gmaj7] [Dmaj7] [Gmaj7] [Dmaj7]
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Chorus:
[Bm] He told me to close my eyes
My [Amaj7] gift would be a great surprise
[G] I saw hatred in his eyes
He [F#] never meant to hurt me, Oh God
[Bm] Johnny, don't point that [Em] gun at me
There's so [F#m] many ways our lives have changed
But [Bm] please, I beg, don't [G] do this to me
[Bm] Johnny, you keep on [Em] using me
Can I [F#m] change my life for any price?
Oh, [Bm] Johnny, won't you [G] listen to me?
[Bm] I just want you to be mine,
And [Em] I don't want this world to shine
[F#m] I don't want this bridge to burn
Oh, [Bm] Johnny, do you miss me? [G] I just want to feel free
[Gmaj7] [Dmaj7] I will always feel free (x4)
[Gmaj7]
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All About That Bass (by Meghan Trainor)
{ 2014 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8W }

Because you know I'm [A] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [Bm] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [E] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm <A> all about that bass, 'bout that bass
[A] Yeah, it's pretty clear, I ain't no size two
[Bm] But I can shake it, shake it like I'm supposed to do
[E] 'Cause I got that boom boom that all the boys chase
<A> And all the right junk in all the right places
[A] I see the magazine workin' that Photoshop
[Bm] We know that shit ain't real, c'mon now, make it stop
[E] If you got beauty beauty, just raise 'em up
<A> 'Cause every inch of you is perfect
From the bottom to the top
Chorus:
Yeah, my [A] mama she told me don't worry about your [Bm] size
She says, [E] "Boys like a little more booty to hold at [A] night."
You know I won't be no stick figure silicone Barbie [Bm] doll
So if [E] that's what you're into then go ahead and move a[A]-long <A>
Because you know I'm [A] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [Bm] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [E] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm <A> all about that bass, 'bout that bass, hey!
I'm bringing [A] booty back …
Go ahead and tell them skinny [Bm] bitches that
No I'm just playing, I know you [E] think you're fat
But I'm here to tell ya
Every <A> inch of you is perfect from the bottom to the top
Chorus:
Yeah, my [A] mama she told me don't worry about your [Bm] size
She says, [E] "Boys like a little more booty to hold at [A] night."
You know I won't be no stick figure silicone Barbie [Bm] doll
So if [E] that's what you're into then go ahead and move a[A]-long <A>
Because you know I'm [A] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [Bm] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [E] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm <A> all about that bass, 'bout that bass
Because you know I'm [A] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [Bm] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm [E] all about that bass, 'bout that bass, no treble
I'm <A> all about that bass, 'bout that bass
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Any Trouble (written by Paul Westerberg, sung by Glen Campbell)
{ 2011 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-5y }

Intro: [F] [Am] [F] [Am] [F] [Am] [F] [Am]
Verse 1:
Don't [F] go [Am] [F] [Am] to any [Bb] trouble [Bb] [C] [C]
You [F] know [Am] I [F] won't [Am] be here [Bb] long [Bb] [C] [C]
[F] Hold me [Am] like a [F] breath [Am]
You can [Bb] count on me to [C] 10
And [Bb] any trouble you [C] got will be [F] gone [Am] [F] [Am]
Verse 2:
Don't [F] go [Am] [F] [Am] to any [Bb] bother [Bb] [C] [C]
Your [F] mo[Am]-ther [F] may [Am] never [Bb] lay [Bb] [C] [C]
Don't [F] go, and [Am] make a [F] fuss [Am]
And [Bb] you forget about [C] us
And [Bb] any trouble you [C] got will fade a[F]-way [Am] [F] [Am]
Bridge:
[Eb] Don't pin your [F] hopes, don't pin your [Eb] dreams
On misan[F]-thropes and guys like [Eb] me
Don't pin your [F] hair, let it hang [Eb] down
Don't go to [F] any trouble on [F] my [Am] acc[F]-ount [Am] [Bb] [Bb] [C] [C]
[F] [Am] [F] [Am] [Bb] [Bb] [C] [C]
Verse 3:
Don't [F] go [Am] [F] [Am] to any [Bb] trouble [Bb] [C] [C]
You [F] know [Am] I [F] must [Am] say "so [Bb] long" [Bb] [C] [C]
Don't [F] hold me [Am] like a [F] trial [Am]
It's [Bb] only for a little [C] while
And [Bb] any trouble you [C] got will be [F] gone [Am] [F] [Am]
[Bb] Any trouble you [C] got will [F] fade [Am] [F] [Am]
[Bb] All the trouble you [C] got will fade away [Db] [Db] [Eb] [Eb] [F] [Am] [F] [Am]
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April Skies (by The Jesus And Mary Chain)
{ 1987 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-4B }

Intro: [D]
[D] Hey, honey what you trying to say
[G] As I stand here don't you walk away
[A] And the [G] world comes
[A] tumbling [D] down
[D] Hand in hand in a violent life
[G] Making love on the edge of a knife
[A] And the [G] world comes
[A] tumbling [D] down
And it's [G] hard for me to say
And it's [D] hard for me to stay
I'm going [G] down to be by myself
I'm going [D] back for the good of my health
And there's [A] one thing I couldn't do
Sacri[G]-fice myself to you
Sacri[D]-fice
Instrumental: [D] [G] [D] [G] [A] [G]

[D] Baby, baby I just can't see
[G] Just what you mean to me
[D] I take my aim and I fake my words
[G] I'm just your long time curse
[A] And if you walk away
I can't [G] take it
But that's the way that you [D] are
And that's the things that you [G] say
But now you've gone too [D] far
With all the things you [G] say
[A] Get back to where you come from I can't [G] help it
Under the April [D] skies
Under the April [G] skies
Under the April [D] sun
Under the April [G] skies
Oh oh oh [D] ohhh
Oh oh oh [G] ohhh
Oh oh oh [D] ohhh
Oh oh oh [G] ohhh
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Under the April [D] sun
Under the April [G] sun
Under the April [D] skies
Under the April [G] sun
Under the April [D] skies [G]
[D] Sun grows cold, sky gets black
And you [G] broke me up and now you won't come back
[D] Shaking hand, life is dead
And a [G] broken heart and a screaming head
Hey, [D] hey
Under the April [G] sky
Under the April [D] sun
Under the April [G] skies [A] [G]
Under the April <D> skies

Solo (over instrumental section):
[D]
[D]
[G]
[G]
xA|------------|----9-9-9-7-9-12---|-----------|-----------|
xE|-10-10------|-----------------7-|-----------|---------7-|
xC|------------|-------------------|-----------|-----------|
xG|------------|-------------------|-----------|-----------|
[D]
[D]
[G]
[G]
xA|------------|----9-9-9-7-9-12---|-----------|-----------|
xE|-10-10------|-----------------7-|-----------|-----------|
xC|------------|-------------------|-----------|-----------|
xG|------------|-------------------|-----------|-----------|
[A]
[A]
[G]
xA|-2-----------|-2-----------|-22-----------------------|
xE|---5-2-225---|---5-2-225---|----55-552--0---/2-\0-----|
xC|-------------|-------------|--------------2-------2-2-|
xG|-------------|-------------|--------------------------|
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April the 14th (Part One) (by Gillian Welch)
{ 2001 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-6n }

Intro: [D] [Am] [C] [G]
[Bm] When the iceberg hit, [Am] oh they must have known,
[C] God moves on the water like [G] Casey Jones
[Bm] So I walked downtown [Am] on my telephone,
And [C] took a lazy turn through the [G] redeye zone [D]
It was a [Bm] five-band bill, [Am] a two-dollar show
I saw the [C] van out in front from [G] Idaho,
And the [Bm] girl passed out in the [Am] backseat trash
There was [C] no way they'd make even a [G] half a tank of gas [D]
They [Bm] looked sick and stoned and [Am] strangely dressed
And [C] no one showed from the [G] local press
[Bm] But I watched them walk [Am] through the bottom land,
And I [C] wished I played in a [G] rock and roll band [C] [D]
Instrumental: [D] [Am] [C] [G]
[D] Hey, [Am] hey,
[G] It was the fourteenth [D] day in [Am] April [C] [G]
[Bm] Well they closed it down with the [Am] sails in rags
And they [C] swept up the fags and the [G] local rags
[Bm] Threw the plastic cups in the [Am] plastic bags,
And the [C] cooks cleaned the kitchen
With the [G] staggers and the jags [C]
Instrumental: [D] [Am] [C] [G]
[Bm] Ruination day, and the [Am] sky was red
I went [C] back to work, [G] and back to bed
[Bm] And the iceberg broke, and the [Am] Okies fled,
And the [C] Great Emancipator took a [G] bullet in the back of the head [D]

April 14th:

1865 – Abraham Lincoln (the “Great Emancipator”) shot

1912 – Titanic hits an Iceberg

1935 – Black Sunday, one of the worst dust storms in American history hits Oklahoma
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Baby What You Want Me To Do (by Jimmy Reed)
{ 1959 }

You got me [E] running, got me hiding,
You got me run, hide, hide, run [E7] anywhere you want me,
Let it [A] roll..yeah, yeah, yeah, let it [E] roll.
You got me [B] where what you want me now,
[A] Baby, what you want me to [E] do? [B] [B7]

Going [E] up, going down,
Going up, down, down, up, [E7] anyway you want me,
Let it [A] roll..yeah, yeah, yeah, let it [E] roll.
You got me [B] where what you want me now,
[A] Baby, what you want me to [E] do? [B] [B7]

Instrumental verse

You got me [E] peeping, got me hiding.
You got me peep, hide, hide, peep, [E7] anywhere you want me,
Let it [A] roll..yeah, yeah, yeah..let it [E] roll.
You got me [B] where what you want me, now,
Baby, what you want to [E] do? [B] [B7]

Oh [E] baby, honey you don't have to go,
Oh [A] baby, honey you don't have to [E] go
I'm gonna [B] pack my things, and [A] down the road I go. [E] [B] [B7]
Oh [E] baby, honey what's wrong with you?
Oh [A] baby, baby, honey, honey, honey what's wrong with [E] you?
You don't [B] treat your baby [A] li-li-like you used to do. [E] [B] [B7] [E]
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Backhanded Compliment (by Sunny Sweeney)
{ 2014 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-aD }

Intro: [Bb] [Gm] [Bb] [Gm]
I [Bb] hope I look like you when I'm your [Gm] age
It [Bb] seems like you have lost a lot of [Gm] weight
You [Cm] must have confidence to wear that [F] dress
And [Cm] it's too bad that you have not had [F] more success
I [Bb] think I liked you better as a [Gm] blonde
Has [Bb] anyone told you, you look like your [Gm] mom
I [Cm] love that you don't care about your [F] looks
And [Cm] nothing that you do is ever [F] by the books
Do you [Eb] ever think before you speak
Or was [Bb] that an insult intentionally
You [F] talk to me without an invitation
[Bb] Making an awkward conversation
[Eb] Too bad your big mouth never came with
[Bb] Words to say what you really meant
Piss [F] off and thanks again,
My friend for your backhanded compli[Bb]-ment
[Gm] [Bb] [Gm]
[Bb] Never ask a woman when she's [Gm] due
And [Bb] never tell a man his pants are [Gm] cute
It's [Cm] rude to say I'm smarter than you [F] thought
And [Cm] it's my personality that [F] makes me hot
Do you [Eb] ever think before you speak
Or was [Bb] that an insult intentionally
You [F] talk to me without an invitation
[Bb] Making an awkward conversation
[Eb] Too bad your big mouth never came with
[Bb] Words to say what you really meant
Piss [F] off and thanks again,
My friend for your backhanded compli[Bb]-ment
[Eb] [Eb] [F] [F]
Here's a [Bb] compliment that I'd like to give [Gm] back
You re[Bb]-mind me of a horse that I once [Gm] had
Do you [Eb] ever think before you speak
'cause it [Bb] makes insults feel really sweet
You [F] talk to me without an invitation
[Bb] Now I'm gonna end this conversation
[Eb] Too bad your big mouth never came with
[Bb] Words to say what you really meant
Piss [F] off and thanks again,
My friend for your backhanded compli[Bb]-ment [Gm]
Backhanded compli[Bb]-ment [Gm]
<Bb>
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Backwater Blues (by Bessie Smith)
{ 1927 }

When it [A7] rained five days and the [D7] skies turned dark as [A7] night
When it [D7] rained five days and the skies turned dark as [A7] night
There was [E7] trouble takin' place in the [D7] lowland at [A7] night

I woke [A7] up this mornin', couldn't [D7] even get out of my [A7] door
I woke [D7] up this mornin', couldn't even get out of my [A7] door
Enough [E7] trouble to make a poor woman [D7] wonder where she's gonna [A7] go

They [A7] rowed a little boat just about [D7] five miles across the [A7] farm
Said they [D7] rowed a little boat just about five miles across the [A7] farm
I packed up [E7] all of my clothes, throwed them [D7] in, and they rowed me a[A7]-long

Well it [A7] thundered and lightnin'd, and the [D7] winds began to [A7] blow
Said it [D7] thundered and lightnin'd, and the winds began to [A7] blow
There was [E7] thousands of people, they [D7] had no place to [A7] go

I went [A7] out and I stood on a [D7] high old lonesome [A7] hill
I went [D7] out and I stood on a high old lonesome [A7] hill
I looked [E7] down on the house [D7] where I used to [A7] live

Back Water [A7] Blues that calls me to [D7] pack my things and [A7] go
Back Water [D7] Blues that calls me to pack my things and [A7] go
Cause my [E7] house fell down, and I [D7] can't live there no [A7] more

[A7] Ooh, I [D7] can't live there no [A7] more
[D7] Ooh, I can't live there no [A7] more
There [E7] ain't no place for a [D7] poor old woman to [A7] go
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Baker Street (by Gerry Rafferty)
{ 1978 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-29 }

Intro: | G / / / | Eb / / / | F / / / | / / / / | (x3)
| D / / / | / / F / | D / / / | / / F / | C / / / | A7sus4 / / / | G / / / | / / F / | (x2)
[A] Winding your way down on Baker Street [Asus4]
[A] Light in your head, and dead on your feet
Well an[Em]-other crazy day, you [G] drink the night away
And for[D]-get about [Dsus4] every[D]-thing
[A] This city desert makes you feel so cold, it's [Asus4] got
[A] So many people but it's got no soul
And it's [Em] taken you so long to [G] find out you were wrong
When you [D] thought it held [Dsus4] every[D]-thing
[Dm7] You used to think that it was [Am] so easy
[Dm7] You used to say that it was [Am] so easy
But [C] you're tryin’, [G] you're tryin’ [D] now [Dsus4]
[Dm7] Another year and then you'd [Am] be happy
[Dm7] Just one more year and then you'd [Am] be happy
But [C] you're cryin', [G] you're cryin' [A] now [F]
Instrumental: | D / / / | / / F / | D / / / | / / F / | C / / / | A7sus4 / / / | G / / / | / / F / | (x2)
[A] Way down the street there's a light in his place [Asus4]
You [A] open the door, he's got that look on his face
And he [Em] asks you where you’ve been, you [G] tell him who you've seen
And you [D] talk about [Dsus4] any[D]-thing
[A] He's got this dream about buyin' some land
[Asus4] He's gonna [A] give up the booze and the one night stands
And [Em] then he'll settle down, it's a [G] quiet little town
And for[D]-get about [Dsus4] every[D]-thing
[Dm7] But you know he'll always [Am] keep moving
[Dm7] You know he's never gonna [Am] stop moving
Cause [C] he's rollin', [G] he's the rolling [D] stone [Dsus4]
[Dm7] And when you wake up it's a [Am] new morning
[Dm7] The sun is shining it's a [Am] new morning
And [C] you're going, [G] you're going [A] home [F]
Instrumental:
| D / / / | / / F / | D / / / | / / F / | C / / / | A7sus4 / / / | G / / / | / / F / | (x3)
| G / / / | Eb / / / | F / / / | / / / / | (x3)
| D / / / | / / F / | D / / / | / / F / | C / / / | A7sus4 / / / | G / / / | / / F / | (to end)
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Intro tab
[G]
[Eb]
[F]
|-2------------0---|-1--------------|------0-----------|-----------------|
|------------------|-3---3----------|------------------|-----------------|
|------------------|-------3--------|-2----------------|-----------------|
|------------------|----------------|------------------|-----------------|
[G]
[Eb]
[F]
|-------2---------|-------1---------|------------------|---------------0-|
|-----------------|-----------------|---------3--------|-----------------|
|-2---------------|-3---------------|-0----------------|-----------------|
|-----------------|-----------------|------------------|-----------------|
[G]
[Eb]
[F]
|-2h3h2---------0-|-1-----------5-3-|-5-----3-0------3-|-0----0-8-7-5----|
|-----------------|-3---3-----------|------------------|--------5------8-|
|-----------------|--------3--------|------------------|--------5--------|
|-----------------|-----------------|------------------|-----------------|
[D]
[F]
[D]
[F]
|-5h7p5-----------|-------0-8-7-5---|-0----------------|------0-8-7-5----|
|-5---------------|---------5-----8-|-5s4s5------------|--------5------8-|
|-6---------------|---------5-------|-6s5s6------------|--------5--------|
|-----------------|-----------------|------------------|-----------------|
[C]
[A7sus4]
G
[F]
|-3---------------|-0-----0-8-7-5---|-5h7p5------------|-----------------|
|-3---------------|-0-------------8-|-7----------------|-----------------|
|-4---------------|-1---------------|-7-------5h7-5-2--|-----------------|
|-0---------------|-0---------------|-0----------------|-----------------|
(by bertiebeetle, from http://www.ukuleleunderground.com/forum/showthread.php?51033-Baker-St
reet-sax-solo-and-intro-anyone)
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Be Thankful For What You’ve Got
(by William DeVaughn)
{ 1974 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-aW }

Intro: [F#m7] [Em7] [F#m7] [Em7]
Though you may [F#m7] not drive a great big Cadillac [Em7]
Gangsta [F#m7] whitewalls
TV antennas in [Em7] the back
You may not [F#m7] have a car at all [Em7]
But re[F#m7]-member brothers and sisters
You can [Em7] still stand tall
Just be [F#m7] thankful for what you've [Em7] got
Though you may [F#m7] not drive a great big Cadillac [Em7]
Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean
[F#m7] Gangsta whitewalls
TV antennas [Em7] in the back
You may not [F#m7] have a car at all [Em7]
But re[F#m7]-member brothers and sisters
You can [Em7] still stand tall
Just be [F#m7] thankful for what you've [Em7] got
[F#m7] Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean,
Wooh-[Em7] ooh-ooh
[F#m7] Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean,
Wooh-[Em7] ooh-ooh
[F#m7] Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean,
Wooh-[Em7] ooh-ooh
Though you may [F#m7] not drive a great big Cadillac [Em7]
Gangsta [F#m7] whitewalls
TV antennas [Em7] in the back
You may not [F#m7] have a car at all [Em7]
But re[F#m7]-member brothers and sisters
You can [Em7] still stand tall
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[F#m7] Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean,
Wooh-[Em7] ooh-ooh
[F#m7] Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean,
Wooh-[Em7] ooh-ooh
[Instrumental Interlude] [F#m7] [Em7]
[F#m7] Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean,
Wooh-[Em7] ooh-ooh
[F#m7] Diamond in the back, sunroof top, diggin' the scene with a gangsta lean,
Wooh-[Em7] ooh-ooh

Riff
xA|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
xE|-12-12-12-9----12-12-12-9----12-12-12-9----12-12-12-9--------------------------|
xC|---------------------------------------------------------9--11--9--11--9—11----|
xG|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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Being Boiled

(by The Human League)

{ 1978 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-aP }

Intro: [Am] [Am] [Am] [Am]
[C] [Em] [Am] [Am] [C] [Em] [Am] [Am]
[Am] Listen to the voice of Buddha
[Am] Saying stop your sericulture
[C] Little people like your offspring
[Em] Boiled alive for some gods stocking
[Am] Buddha's watching, Buddha's waiting
[C] [Em] [Am] [Am]
[Am] Just because the kid's an orphan
[Am] Is no excuse for thoughtless slaying
[C] Children don't forget this torture
[Em] Just because you call her mother
[Am] Doesn't mean that she's your better
[C] [Em] [Am] [Am]
[Am] Once more with the voice of Buddha
[Am] He'll say carry on your slaughter
[C] Who cares for the little children
[Em] You may slice with no conviction
[Am] Blind revenge on a blameless victim
[C] [Em] [Am] [Am]
[Am] Listen to the voice of Buddha
[Am] Saying stop your sericulture
[C] Little people like your offspring
[Em] Boiled alive for some gods stocking
[Am] Buddha's watching, Buddha's waiting

Optional riff:
Play this optional riff at the end of lines 1, 2 and 5 in the verse, and in the interludes between verses.

[Am] / / / [Am/D] [Am/C]
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Intro tab:
Am
Am
Am
Am
xA|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|----------|---------|
xE|-4h5-----|---------|-4h5-----|---------|-4h5-----|---------|-4h5------|---------|
xC|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|----------|---------|
xG|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|----------|---------|
C
Em
Am
C
Em
Am
xA|-3-------|-7-------|-0-----53-|-0-------|-3-------|-7-------|-0-----53-|-0-------|
xE|---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|----------|---------|
xC|---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|----------|---------|
xG|---------|---------|----------|---------|---------|---------|----------|---------|

Verse tab:
Am
Am
Am
Am
xA|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
xE|-4h5----4h5----|-4h5----4h5----|-4h5----4h5----|-4h5----4h5----|
xC|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
xG|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
C
Em
Am
C
Em
Am
xA|-3-----|-7-----|--------------|--------------|-3-----|-7-----|--------------|-------------|
xE|-------|-------|-4h5---4h5----|-4h5---4h5----|-------|-------|-4h5---4h5----|-4h5---4h5---|
xC|-------|-------|--------------|--------------|-------|-------|--------------|-------------|
xG|-------|-------|--------------|--------------|-------|-------|--------------|-------------|
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Brass Buttons (by Gram Parsons)
{ 1974 }

Intro: [Dm] [G] [C] [C]
Brass [Dm] buttons, green [G] silks and silver [C] shoes [C]
Warm [Dm] evenings, pale [G] mornings, bottle of [C] blues [C]
And the [Em] tiny golden [C] pins
That she [F] wore up in her [D] hair [D]
Brass [Dm] buttons, green [G] silks and silver [C] shoes [C]

[Dm] My mind was [G] young until she [C] grew [C]
[Dm] My secret thoughts known [G] only by a [C] few [C]
It was a [Em] dream much too [C] real
To be [F] leaned against too [D] long [D]
[Dm] All the [G] time I think she [C] knew [C]

[Dm] Her words still [G] dance inside my [C] head [C]
[Dm] Her comb still [G] lies beside my [C] bed [C]
And the [Em] sun comes up with[C]-out her
It just [F] doesn't know she's [D] gone [D]
But [Dm] I remember [G] everything she [C] said [C]

Brass [Dm] buttons, green [G] silks and silver [C] shoes [C]
Warm [Dm] evenings, pale [G] mornings, bottle of [C] blues [C]
And the [Em] tiny golden [C] pins
That she [F] wore up in her [D] hair [D]
Brass [Dm] buttons, green [G] silks and silver [C] shoes [C]

Outro: [Dm] [G] [C] <C>
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Bright Side Of The Road (by Van Morrison)
{ 1979 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-1q }

Intro: [C] [Em] [F] [G] [C] [F] [C] [G]
[C] From the [Em] dark end of the [F] street [G]
[C] To the [Em] bright side of the [F] road [G]
[C] We'll be [Em] lovers once [F] again
On the [G] bright side of the [C] road [F] [C] [G]
[C] Little [Em] darling come with [F] me [G]
[C] And [Em] help me share my [F] load [G]
[C] From the [Em] dark end of the [F] street
To the [G] bright side of the [C] road [F] [C] [C7]
Chorus:
And in[F]-to this life we're born [Fm]
Baby, [C] sometimes, sometimes we don't know [C7] why
[F] And time seems to go by so [Fm] fast
[D] In the twinkling of an [G] eye [G7]
[C] Let's en[Em]-joy it while we [F] can [G]
[C] [Em] Help me share my [F] load [G]
[C] From the [Em] dark end of the [F] street
To the [G] bright side of the [C] road [F] [C] [G]
Instrumental verse: (ending [F] [C] [C7])
Repeat Chorus:
[C] Let's en[Em]-joy it while we [F] can [G]
[C] And [Em] help me sing my [F] song [G]
[C] Little [Em] darling come a[F]-long
To the [G] bright side of the [C] road [F] [C] [G]
[C] From the [Em] dark end of the [F] street [G]
[C] To the [Em] bright side of the [F] road [G]
[C] Little [Em] darling come with [F] me
To the [G] bright side of the [C] road [F] [C] [G]
[C] On the [Em] dark end of the [F] street [G]
[C] To the [Em] bright side of the [F] road [G]
[C] We'll be [Em] lovers once [F] again
On the [G] bright side of the [C] road [F] [C] [G] (repeat last two lines)
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China Girl (written by David Bowie and Iggy Pop)
{ 1983 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8z }

Intro / Riff: (On E String)
7755775-7755775533555-5---555-5-1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Intro: [G] [Am] [G] [Am]
[G] I could escape this feeling, [Am] with my China Girl
[G] I feel a wreck without my, [Am] little China Girl
[Em] I hear her heart beating, [G] loud as thunder
[Am] Saw the stars crashing [B]
[G] I'm a mess without [Am] my little China Girl
[G] Wake up in the morning where's my, [Am] little China Girl
[Em] I hear her heart's beating, [G] loud as thunder
[Am] Saw the stars crashing [B] down
[G] I feel a-tragic like I'm [F] Marlon Brando
[Em] When I look at my China [D] Girl
[G] I could pretend that nothing [F] really meant too much
[Em] When I look at my China [D] Girl
Break: [Em] [D] [C] [B]
[Em] I stumble into town [D] just like a sacred cow
[C] Visions of swastikas in my head, [B] plans for everyone
[Em] It's in the whites of my [D] eyes [C] [B]
[Em] My little China Girl, [D] you shouldn't mess with me
[C] I'll ruin everything you [B] are
[Em] I'll give you television, [D] I'll give you eyes of blue
[C] I'll give you a man who wants to [B] rule the world
[G] And when I get excited, [F] my little China Girl says
[Em] Oh baby just you shut your [D] mouth
She says [Em] ... shhh [D]
She says [C] ... shhh [B]
She says [Em] [D]
She says [C] [B]
Break: [Em] [D] [C] [B]
[G] And when I get excited [F] my little China Girl says
[Em] Oh baby just you shut your [D] mouth
[G] And when I get excited [F] my little China Girl says
[Em] Oh baby just you shut your [D] mouth
She says [Em] ... shhh [D]
She says [C] ... shhh [B]
Outro: [Em] [D] [C] [B] [Em]
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Crash (The Primitives)
{ 1988 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-85 }

Intro: [A] [D] [E] [D] [A] [D] [E] <D>
Here you [A] go way too [D] fast
[E] Don't slow down you're gonna [D] crash
You should [A] watch - watch your [D] step
[E] Don't look out you're gonna [D] break your neck
So [A] shut, shut your [D] mouth
Cause [E] I'm not listening [D] anyhow
I've had e-[A]nough, enough of [D] you
E-[E]nough to last a [D] life time through
So [E] what do you want of me?
[A] Got no words of [D] sympathy and [E] if I go around with you
You [A] know that I'll get [D] messed up too with [E] you /////// ////////
[A] Na na na na na, [D] na na na na nah-[E]ah [D]
[A] Na na na na na, [D] na na na na nah-[E]ah <D>
Here you [A] go way too [D] fast
[E] Don't slow down you're gonna [D] crash
You don't [A] know what's been [D] going down
[E] You've been running all [D] over town
So <A> shut, shut your [D] mouth
Cause [E] I'm not listening [D] anyhow
I've had e-[A]nough, enough of [D] you
E-[E]nough to last a [D] life time through
So [E] what do you want of me?
[A] Got no cure for [D] misery and [E] if I go around with you
You [A] know that I'll get [D] messed up too with [E] you ///////
With [E] you ///////
[A] Na na na na na, [D] na na na na nah-[E]ah
(slow down) you're gonna [D] crash
[A] Na na na na na, [D] na na na na nah-[E]ah
(slow down) you're gonna [D] crash
[A] Na na na na na, [D] na na na na nah-[E]ah
(slow down) you're gonna [D] crash
[A] Na na na na na, [D] na na na na nah-[E]ah
(slow down) you're gonna [D] crash
(…to fade)
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Dancing With Myself (by Generation X / Billy Idol)
{ 1980 } { }

Intro: [E] [E] [E] [E] (intro riff)
[E] On the floors of Tokyo
Or down in [A] London town to go, go
With the [B] record selection and the mirror's reflection
I'm-a [A] dancing with myself
When there's [E] no-one else in sight
In the [A] crowded lonely night
Well I [B] wait so long for my love vibration
And I'm [A] dancing with myself
Chorus:
Oh, oh [E] dancing with myself
Oh, oh [A] dancing with myself
Well [B] there's nothing to lose and there's nothing to prove
Well I'm [A] dancing with myself, oh, oh, oh [E]
If I [E] looked all over the world
And there's [A] every type of girl
But your [B] empty eyes seem to pass me by
Leave me [A] dancing with myself
So let's [E] sink another drink
'Cause it'll [A] give me time to think
If I [B] had the chance I'd ask the world to dance
And I'll be [A] dancing with myself
Chorus:
Oh, oh [E] dancing with myself
Oh, oh [A] dancing with myself
Well [B] there's nothing to lose and there's nothing to prove
Well I'm [A] dancing with myself, oh, oh, oh [E]
Oh, oh, oh [A]
Oh, oh, oh [E]
Oh, oh, oh [B]
[B] [E] [B] [E] [B] [E] [B] [B] (solo riff)
If I [E] looked all over the world
And there's [A] every type of girl
But your [B] empty eyes seem to pass me by
Leave me [A] dancing with myself
So let's [E] sink another drink
'Cause it'll [A] give me time to think
If I <B> had the chance I'd ask the world to dance
And I'll be [A] dancing with myself
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Chorus:
Oh, oh [E] dancing with myself
Oh, oh [A] dancing with myself
If I [B] had the chance I'd ask the world to dance
If I [B] had the chance I'd ask the world to dance
If I [B] had the chance I'd ask the world to dance [B] [B]
Oh, oh, oh [E]
Oh, oh, oh [A]
Oh, oh, oh [E]
Oh, oh, oh [A]
Oh, oh [E] dancing with myself
Oh, oh [A] dancing with myself

(repeat, ad lib, to end)

Intro riff

Solo riff
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Dear Prudence (written by John Lennon, performed by Siouxsie & the Banshees)
{ 1983 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-1i }

Intro:

| C / C/Bb / | C/A / C/Ab / | (x2)

Verse 1:
Dear [C] Prudence, [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Won't you come out to [C] play [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Dear [C] Prudence, [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Greet the brand new [C] day C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
The [C] sun is up, the [C/Bb] sky is blue
It's [C/A] beautiful and [C/Ab] so are you
Dear [C] Prudence, [Bb] won't you [F] come out and [C] play?
Verse 2:
Dear [C] Prudence, [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Open up your [C] eyes [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Dear [C] Prudence, [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
See the sunny [C] skies [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
The [C] wind is low the [C/Bb] birds will sing
That [C/A] you are part of [C/Ab] everything
Dear [C] Prudence, [Bb] won't you [F] open up your [C] eyes?
Bridge:
Look a[C]-round round round round round [F]
Look a[C]-round round round round round [F]
Look a[C]-round round round round round [F]
Look around [Eb] [Bb] [F] [C]
Verse 3:
Dear [C] Prudence, [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Let me see you [C] smile [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Dear [C] Prudence, [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
Like a little [C] child [C/Bb] [C/A] [C/Ab]
The [C] clouds will be a [C/Bb] daisy chain
So [C/A] let me see you [C/Ab] smile again
Dear [C] Prudence, [Bb] won't you [F] let me see you [C] smile?

Repeat Verse 1
Repeat Bridge
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Don’t Let It Trouble Your Mind (in C)
(written by Dolly Parton, performed by Rhiannon Giddens)
{ 2015 } {http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-bD }

Intro: [C] [C] [Bb] [C] [C]
Our [C] love affair is [Bb] bittersweet, [C] insecure and [F] incomplete
And I've [C] often wondered [Bb] why your leaving's [C] been so [Bb] long de[C]-layed [C]
It's [C] all become so [Bb] complicated, [C] maybe you feel [F] obligated
And [C] out of sympa[G]-thy for me, you [C] stay [C]
But [F] I had rather [Bb] live alone
Than [F] live with someone [Bb] who doesn't [F] love me [F]
And I'd [F] rather have you [Bb] go than stay
And [F] put me down [Bb] thinkin' you're a[F]-bove me [F]
Our [F] love affair is [Bb] so wound up, it's [F] best that [Eb] we un[F]-wind
And if [C] you don't love me, [F] leave me, and don't [C] let it [Bb] trouble your [C] mind
[Bb] Mmm, mmm, mmm, [C] mmm
[Bb] Mmm, mmm, [C] mmm [C]
You've [C] waited much too [Bb] long to leave, a[C]-fraid of [Bb] how I'd [C] take it
And I'm [C] deeply touched by [Bb] your concern, but [C] I think [Bb] I can [C] make it
It [C] won't be easy [Bb] for a while, but [C] I'll for[Bb]-get in [C] time
And if [C] you don't love me, [F] leave me, and don't [C] let it [Bb] trouble your [C] mind [C]
[F] I had rather [Bb] live alone
Than [F] live with someone [Bb] who doesn't [F] love me [F]
And I'd [F] rather have you [Bb] go than stay
And [F] put me down [Bb] thinkin' you're a[F]-bove me [F]
Our [F] love affair is [Bb] so wound up, it's [F] best that [Eb] we un[F]-wind
And if [C] you don't love me, [F] leave me, and don't [C] let it [Bb] trouble your [C] mind
[Bb] Mmm, mmm, mmm, [C] mmm
[Bb] Mmm, mmm, [C] mmm [C]
[C] [Bb] [C]-[Bb] [C]
[C] [Bb] [C]-[Bb] [C]
[C] [Bb] [C]-[Bb] [C]
[C] [F] [C]-[Bb] [C]
[Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [C] [C]
Our [C] love affair is [Bb] bittersweet, [C] insecure and [F] incomplete
And I've [C] often wondered [Bb] why your leaving's [C] been so [Bb] long de[C]-layed [C]
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Don’t Let It Trouble Your Mind
(written by Dolly Parton, performed by Rhiannon Giddens)
{ 2015 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-bD}

Intro: [Bb] [Bb] [Ab] [Bb] [Bb]
Our [Bb] love affair is [Ab] bittersweet, [Bb] insecure and [Eb] incomplete
And I've [Bb] often wondered [Ab] why your leaving's [Bb] been so [Ab] long de[Bb]-layed [Bb]
It's [Bb] all become so [Ab] complicated, [Bb] maybe you feel [Eb] obligated
And [Bb] out of sympa[F]-thy for me, you [Bb] stay [Bb]
But [Eb] I had rather [Ab] live alone
Than [Eb] live with someone [Ab] who doesn't [Eb] love me [Eb]
And I'd [Eb] rather have you [Ab] go than stay
And [Eb] put me down [Ab] thinkin' you're a[Eb]-bove me [Eb]
Our [Eb] love affair is [Ab] so wound up, it's [Eb] best that [Db] we un[Eb]-wind
And if [Bb] you don't love me, [Eb] leave me, and don't [Bb] let it [Ab] trouble your [Bb] mind
[Ab] Mmm, mmm, mmm, [Bb] mmm
[Ab] Mmm, mmm, [Bb] mmm [Bb]
You've [Bb] waited much too [Ab] long to leave, a[Bb]-fraid of [Ab] how I'd [Bb] take it
And I'm [Bb] deeply touched by [Ab] your concern, but [Bb] I think [Ab] I can [Bb] make it
It [Bb] won't be easy [Ab] for a while, but [Bb] I'll for[Ab]-get in [Bb] time
And if [Bb] you don't love me, [Eb] leave me, and don't [Bb] let it [Ab] trouble your [Bb] mind [Bb]
[Eb] I had rather [Ab] live alone
Than [Eb] live with someone [Ab] who doesn't [Eb] love me [Eb]
And I'd [Eb] rather have you [Ab] go than stay
And [Eb] put me down [Ab] thinkin' you're a[Eb]-bove me [Eb]
Our [Eb] love affair is [Ab] so wound up, it's [Eb] best that [Db] we un[Eb]-wind
And if [Bb] you don't love me, [Eb] leave me, and don't [Bb] let it [Ab] trouble your [Bb] mind
[Ab] Mmm, mmm, mmm, [Bb] mmm
[Ab] Mmm, mmm, [Bb] mmm [Bb]
[Bb] [Ab] [Bb]-[Ab] [Bb]
[Bb] [Ab] [Bb]-[Ab] [Bb]
[Bb] [Ab] [Bb]-[Ab] [Bb]
[Bb] [Eb] [Bb]-[Ab] [Bb]
[Ab] [Bb] [Ab] [Bb] [Bb] [Bb]
Our [Bb] love affair is [Ab] bittersweet, [Bb] insecure and [Eb] incomplete
And I've [Bb] often wondered [Ab] why your leaving's [Bb] been so [Ab] long de[Bb]-layed [Bb]
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Don’t Stop Believin’ (by Journey, Glee version)
{ 1981 }

Intro: [G] [D] [Em] [C] (x2)
[G] Just a [D] small town girl, [Em] living in a [C] lonely world
[G] She took the [D] midnight train going [Bm] anywhere [C]
[G] Just a [D] city boy, [Em] born and raised in [C] south Detroit
[G] He took the [D] midnight train going [Bm] anywhere [C]
[G] A singer in a [D] smoky room, [Em] a smell of wine and [C] cheap perfume
[G] For a smile they can [D] share the night, it goes [Bm] on and on and [C] on and on
Bridge:
[C] Strangers waiting [G] up and down the boulevard
Their [C] shadows searching [G] in the night
[C] Streetlight, people, [G] living just to find emotion
[C] Hiding, somewhere in the [G] night
[G] Working hard to [D] get my fill, [Em] everybody [C] wants a thrill
[G] Paying anything to [D] roll the dice, just [Bm] one more time [C]
[G] Some will win, [D] some will lose, [Em] some were born to [C] sing the blues
[G] Oh, the movie [D] never ends; it goes [Bm] on and on and [C] on and on
Repeat Bridge
[G] Don't stop be[D]-lieving [Em] hold on to the [C] feeling
[G] Streetlight [D] people [Bm] [C]
(repeat last two lines x2)
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Down In The Subway (by Soft Cell, written by Jack Hammer)
{ 1984 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-dt }

Intro:

[D] [D] [D] [D]

[D] Rain keeps on falling, sun refuse to shine
Baby quit your stalling, and <D> say that you are mine
'Cos I've got [G] so many troubles, oh, I feel like I could [D] cry
Going [C] down in the subway
<D> Jump on the train-tracks and [D] die

[D] Down in the subway, I hide these tears of mine
Down in the subway, I'm gonna <D> cry, cry, cry 'til the end of the line
[D] [D]

[D] Cold-hearted baby, you're too mean to smile
Every day is stormy, oh, <D> you're my evil child
I've got [G] so many troubles, oh, I feel like I could [D] cry
Going [C] down in the subway
<D> Jump on the train-tracks and [D] die
[D] [D] [D] [D]
(Instrumental verse)
[D] Red-blooded baby, you're too tough for me
Well I don't mean maybe, oh <D> why don't you let me be
'Cos I got [G] so many troubles, whoa I feel like I could [D] cry
Going [C] down in the subway
<D> Jump on that train-track and [D] die
[D] Jump on that train-track and [D] die
[D] Jump on that train-track and [D] die
[D] Jump on that train-track and [D] die
[G] [G] [G] [G] [D] [D]
Going [C] down in the subway
<D> Jump on that train-track and [D] die
[D] Jump on that train-track and [D] die
[D] Jump on that train-track and <D> die
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Duel (by Propaganda

)

{ 1985 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7H }

Intro: [C] [Caug] [Am] [Caug] [C] [Caug] [Am] [Caug]
[C] Eye to [Caug] eye stand winners and [Am] losers [Caug]
Hurt by [C] envy, [Caug] cut by [F] greed [Em]
[C] Face to [Caug] face with their own disil[Am]-lusion [Caug]
The [C] scars of old ro[Caug]-mances still on their [E7sus4] cheeks [E7]
And when [C] blow by blow the [Am] passion dies
Sweet [E] little death, just have been lies
The [C] memories of [Am] gone by time
[E] Would still recall the lie
Chorus:
[D] The first cut won't [G] hurt at [C] all [G]
[D] The second only [G] makes you [C] wonder [G]
The [D] third will have you on your [G] knees [C] [G]
[D] You start bleeding I start [E7sus4] scream[E7]-ing
[C] [Caug] [Am] [Caug]
[C] It's too [Caug] late the decision is [Am] made by fate [Caug]
[C] Time to [Caug] prove what forever should [F] last [Em]
Whose [C] feelings are so [Caug] true [C] as to stand the [Caug] test
[C] Whose demands are so [Caug] strong as to [E7sus4] parry all at[E7]-tempts
And when [C] blow by blow the [Am] passion dies
Sweet [E] little death, just have been lies
The [C] memories of [Am] gone by time
[E] Would still recall the lie
Chorus:
[D] The first cut won't [G] hurt at [C] all [G]
[D] The second only [G] makes you [C] wonder [G]
The [D] third will have you on your [G] knees [C] [G]
[D] You start bleeding I start [E7sus4] scream[E7]-ing
Instrumental: [D] [E] [G] [A] (x8)
[C] [Caug] (x4)
Chorus: (x3 to fade)
[D] The first cut won't [G] hurt at [C] all [G]
[D] The second only [G] makes you [C] wonder [G]
The [D] third will have you on your [G] knees [C] [G]
[D] You start bleeding I start [E7sus4] scream[E7]-ing
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Everything Is Free (by Gillian Welch and David Rawlings)
{ 2001 }

Intro: [Dm] [F] [C] [G]
Everything is [Dm] free now, that's what they [F] say
Everything I [C] ever done, gonna give it a[G]-way
Someone hit the [Dm] big score, they figured it [F] out
They were gonna do it [C] anyway, even if [G] doesn't pay
Break: [Dm] [F] [C] [G]
I can get a [Dm] tip jar, gas up the [F] car
Try to make a [C] little change down at the [G] bar
Or I can get a [Dm] straight job, I've done it [F] before
Never minded [C] working hard, it's who I'm working [G] for
Everything is [Dm] free now, that's what they [F] say
Everything I [C] ever done, gonna give it a[G]-way
Someone hit the [Dm] big score, they figured it [F] out
They were gonna do it [C] anyway, even if [G] doesn't pay
Break: [Dm] [F] [C] [G] (x2)
Every day I [Dm] wake up humming a [F] song
But I don't need to [C] run around, I just stay [G] home
Sing a little [Dm] love song, my love and my[F]-self
If there's something that you [C] want to hear, you can sing it your[G]-self
'Cause everything is [Dm] free now, that's what I [F] said
No one's got to [C] listen to the words in my [G] head
Someone hit the [Dm] big score and I figured it [F] out
That I'm gonna do it [C] anyway, even if [G] it doesn't pay
Outtro: [Dm] [F] [C] [G]
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Feeling Good (by Nina Simone)
{ 1965 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-bU }

Intro : [Gm] [Gm/F] [Gm/Eb] [Gm/D] (x2)
[Gm] Birds flying [Gm/F] high [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
[Gm] Sun in the [Gm/F] sky [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
[Gm] Reeds driftin’ on [Gm/F] by [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
It’s a [Gm] new dawn, it’s a [Gm/F] new day
It’s a [Gm/Eb] new life [Gm/D] f-o-r [C] me [D]
And I’m feeling [Gm] good [Gm/F] [Gm/Eb] [Gm/D]
[Gm] Fish in the [Gm/F] sea [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
[Gm] River running [Gm/F] free [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
[Gm] Blossom on the [Gm/F] tree [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
It’s a [Gm] new dawn, it’s a [Gm/F] new day
It’s a [Gm/Eb] new life [Gm/D] f-o-r [C] me [D]
And I’m feeling [Gm] good [Gm/F] [Gm/Eb] [Gm/D]
[Gm] Dragonfly out in the [Gm/F] sun [Gm/Eb] you know what I [Gm/D] mean, don’t you know
[Gm] Butterflies all havin’ [Gm/F] fun [Gm/Eb] you know what I [Gm/D] mean
[Gm] Sleep in [Gm/F] peace when day is [Gm/Eb] done, that’s what I [Gm/D] mean
And this [Gm] old world is a [Gm/F] new world
And a [Gm/Eb] bold world [Gm/D] f-o-r [C] me [D]
And I’m feeling [Gm] good [Gm/F] [Gm/Eb] [Gm/D]
[Gm] Stars when you [Gm/F] shine [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
[Gm] Scent of the [Gm/F] pine [Gm/Eb] you know how I [Gm/D] feel
Oh [Gm] freedom is [Gm/F] mine and I [Gm/Eb] know how I [Gm/D] feel
It’s a [Gm] new dawn, it’s a [Gm/F] new day
It’s a [Gm/Eb] new life [Gm/D] f-o-r [C] me [D]
And I’m feeling <Gm> good
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Femme Fatale (by Velvet Underground

)

{ 1967 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-9j }

Intro:

[Cmaj7] [Fmaj7] [Cmaj7] [Fmaj7]

[Cmaj7] Here she [Fmaj7] comes, [Cmaj7] you better watch your [Fmaj7] step
[Cmaj7] She's going to [F] break your heart in [Dm] two, it's [G] true
[Cmaj7] It's not hard to rea[Fmaj7]-lize
Just [Cmaj7] look into her false coloured [Fmaj7] eyes
[Cmaj7] She builds you [F] up to just put you [Dm] down, what a [G] clown
Chorus:
'Cause everybody [C] knows (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
The things she does to [C] please (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
She's just a little [C] tease (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
See the way she [Dm] walks
Hear the way she [Bb] talks [G]
[Cmaj7] You're put down in her [Fmaj7] book
You're [Cmaj7] number thirty seven, have a [Fmaj7] look
[Cmaj7] She's going to [F] smile to make you [Dm] frown, what a [G] clown
[Cmaj7] Little boy, she's from the [Fmaj7] street
Be[Cmaj7]-fore you start, you're already [Fmaj7] beat
[Cmaj7] She's going to [F] play you for a [Dm] fool, yes it's [G] true
Chorus:
'Cause everybody [C] knows (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
The things she does to [C] please (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
She's just a little [C] tease (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
See the way she [Dm] walks
Hear the way she [Bb] talks [G]
'Cause everybody [C] knows (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
The things she does to [C] please (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
She's just a little [C] tease (She's a femme fa[F]-tale)
Ooh ooh [C] oh [F]
Ooh ooh [C] oh [F]
Ooh ooh <C> oh
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Follow You, Follow Me (by Genesis

)

{ 1978 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-p }

Intro: [G] [Gmaj7] [C] [D] [G] [Gmaj7] [C] [D]
[G] Stay with [Am] me, my [G] love I hope you'll [Am] always be
[Dm] Right here by my [G] side, if ever I [C] need you, [Am7] oh my [D] love
[G] In your [Am] arms, I [G] feel so safe and [Am] so secure
[Dm] Every day is [G] such a perfect [C] day to spend,
[Am7] alone with [D] you
Chorus:
I will [G] follow [Gmaj7] you if you [C] follow [D] me
All the [G] days and [Gmaj7] nights that we [C] know will [D] be
I will [G] stay with [Am] you if you [D7] stay with [B7] me
Just one [Em] single [G] tear in each [C] passing [D] year
[G] With the [Am] dark, oh I [G] see so very [Am] clearly now
[Dm] All my fears are [G] drifting by me so [C] slowly now, [Am7] fading a[D]-way
[G] I can [Am] say, the [G] night is long but [Am] you are here
[Dm] Close at hand though I'm [G] better for the [C] smile you give,
[Am7] and while I [D] live
Chorus:
Instrumental: [G] [Gmaj7] [C] [D] [G] [Gmaj7] [C] [D]
[G] [Am] [D7] [B7] [Em] [G] [C] [D]
Chorus: (repeat to fade)
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Get It Right Next Time (by Gerry Rafferty)
{ 1979 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-cG }

Intro : [Bb/G] / [A/G] / [Ab/G] / [G] / (x3)
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [F] / / / [F] / / [C]
[G] Out on the street I was [C] talkin' to a [G] man
He said there's [F] so much of this [C] love of mine that [F] I don't un[C]-der[G]-stand [C]-[G]
[G] You shouldn't worry I said that [C] ain't no [G] crime
Cause [F] if you get it [C] wrong you'll get it [F] right [C] next [G] time, [C] next time
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [Ab/G] / [G] / (x3)
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [F] / / / [F] / / [C]
[G] You need direction, yeah you [C] need a [G] name
When you're [F] standing in the [C] crossroads every [F] highway [C] looks the [G] same [C]-[G]
[G] After a while you can [C] recognize the [G] signs
So [F] if you get it [C] wrong you'll get it [F] right [C] next [G] time, [C] next time
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [Ab/G] / [G] / (x3)
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [F] / / / [F] / / [C]
[G] Life is a liar yeah [C] life is a [G] cheat
It'll [F] lead you on and [C] pull the ground from [F] under[C]-neath your [G] feet [C]-[G]
[G] No use complainin', don't you [C] worry, don't you [G] whine
Cause [F] if you get it [C] wrong you'll get it [F] right [C] next [G] time, [C] next time
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [Ab/G] / [G] / (x3)
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [F] / / / [F] / / [C]
Break:

[G]-[C]-[G] / / [C]-[G] /
[F] / [C] / [F]-[C]-[G]-[C]
[G]-[C]-[G] / / [C]-[G]
[F] / [C] / [F]-[C]-[G]-[C]

[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [Ab/G] / [G] / (x3)
[Bb/G] / [A/G] / [F] / / / [F] / / [C]
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[G] You gotta grow, you gotta [C] learn by your mis[G]-takes
You gotta [F] die a little [C] everyday just to [F] try to [C] stay a[G]- wake [C]-[G]
[G] When you believe there's no [C] mountain you can [G] climb
And [F] if you get it [C] wrong you'll get it [F] right [C] next [G] time, [C] next time
[Bb/G] [A/G] [Ab/G] [G] Next time
[Bb/G] [A/G] [Ab/G] [G] Hmm-mm
Outro: [Bb/G] [A/G] [Ab/G] [G]
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Georgia On My Mind (written by Hoagy Carmichael and Stuart Gorrell

)

{ 1930 }

Intro: (verse)
[C] Georgia, [E7] Georgia,
[Am] the [Am] whole day [D7] through [Fm]
Just an [C] old sweet [A7] song keeps
[Dm7] Georgia [G7] on my [Em7] mind [A7] [Dm7] [Gaug]
[C] Georgia, [E7] Georgia,
[Am] a [Am] song of [D7] you [Fm]
Comes [C] sweet and [A7] clear as
[Dm7] moonlight [G7] through the [C] pines [C] [E7] [E7]
[Am] Other [Dm] arms reach [Am] out to [Dm] me
[Am] Other [Dm] eyes [Am7] smile tender[D7]-ly
[Am] Still in [Dm] peaceful [C] dreams I [C#dim] see
the [Dm7] road leads [C#dim] back to [Dm7] you [G7]-[Gaug]
[C] Georgia, [E7] Georgia,
[Am] no [Am] peace I [D7] find [Fm]
Just an [C] old sweet [A7] song keeps
[Dm7] Georgia [G7] on my [C] mind [C] [E7] [E7]
[Am] Other [Dm] arms reach [Am] out to [Dm] me
[Am] Other [Dm] eyes [Am7] smile tender[D7]-ly
[Am] Still in [Dm] peaceful [C] dreams I [C#dim] see
the [Dm7] road leads [C#dim] back to [Dm7] you [G7]-[Gaug]
[C] Georgia, [E7] Georgia,
[Am] no [Am] peace I [D7] find [Fm]
Just an [C] old sweet [A7] song keeps
[Dm7] Georgia [G7] on my [E7] mind [E7] [A7] [A7]
Just an [Dm7] old sweet song keeps
[Gaug] Georgia on my [C] mind [Dm7] <Cmaj7>
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Get The Message (written by Electronic, [Bernard Sumner and Johnny Marr]

)

{ 1991 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-65 }

Intro:

| [D] | [C/D] | [Bbmaj7] | [G] [C] | [D] | [C/D] | [G] | [Bbmaj7] [C] | (x2)
| [D] | [C/D] | [Bb] | [Gm] [C] | (x2)

[D] I've always thought of [C] you as my brick [D] wall
Built like an [C] angel, six feet [G] tall
Six feet [D] tall
[D] And when you go a-[C]way, I start to [D] weep
You're too ex[C]-pensive girl to [G] keep
Isn't it [D] sweet?
Chorus:
I [D] don't know where to be[C/D]-gin, living in [Bbmaj7] sin
How can we [G] talk? [C] Look where you've [D] been
I've counted the [C/D] nights, living in [G] sin
How can we [Bb] talk? [C] Look where we've [D] been
[D] Take my inde[C]-pendent point of [D] view
I've loosened my [C] wallet, thanks to [G] you
Don't do me any [D] favours
[D] Hark, the herald [C] angels sting
[D] Please repair my [C] broken wing
Why won't you [G] look at me? I live and [D] breathe
Chorus:
Instrumental:
| [D] | [C/D] | [Bbmaj7] | [G] [C] | [D] | [C/D] | [G] | [Bbmaj7] [C] |
| [D] | [D] | [C/D] | [C/D] | [C/D] | [C/D] | [Bb] | [Gm] [C] |
| [D] | [C/D] | [Bbmaj7] | [G] [C] | [D] | [C/D] | [G] | [Bbmaj7] [C] | (x2)
Chorus:
Instrumental:
| [D] | [C/D] | [Bbmaj7] | [G] [C] | [D] | [C/D] | [G] | [Bbmaj7] [C] |
[D] Living on [C/D] peanuts ain't my [Bbmaj7] scene
A shame that [G] word [C] rhymes with [D] "mean"
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Happy Hour (by The Housemartins)
{ 1986 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-e6 }

Intro: [Bb] [Dm] [Eb] [F] (x2)
It's [Bb] happy [Dm] hour again
I [Eb] think I might be happy, if I [F] wasn't out with them
And they're [Bb] happy, it's a [Dm] lovely place to be
[Eb] Happy that the fire's real, the [F] barman is a [Bb] she. [Bb]
Where the [Bb] haircuts smile, and the meaning of style
Is a night out with the [F] boss
Where you [Bb] win or you lose, and it's them who choose
And if you don't win then you've [F] lost <F>

Chorus:
What a good place to [Bb] be
Don't be[Dm]-lieve her
'Cause they [Eb] speak a different language
And it's [F] never really happened to [Bb] me
^(It's happy hour again)^
Don't be[Dm]-lieve her, oh [Eb] no
'Cause it's [F] never been happy for [Bb] me
^(It's happy hour again)^
No [Dm] – oh wo – oah [Eb] [F]

It's a[Bb]-nother [Dm] night out with the boss
[Eb] Following in footsteps [F] overgrown by moss
And he [Bb] tells me that [Dm] women grow on trees
And [Eb] if you catch them right they will [F] land upon their kne-ee-[Bb]es
Where they [Bb] open all their wallets, and they close all their minds
And they love to buy you all a [F] drink
And as we [Bb] ask all the questions and you take all your clothes off
Go back to the kitchen [F] sink <F>

Chorus:
What a good place to [Bb] be
Don't be[Dm]-lieve her
'Cause they [Eb] speak a different language
And it's [F] never really happened to [Bb] me
^(It's happy hour again)^
Don't be[Dm]-lieve her, oh [Eb] no
'Cause it's [F] never been happy for [Bb] me
^(It's happy hour again)^
No [Dm] – oh wo – oah [Eb] wo – o – [F] oah
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Instrumental: [Bb] [Bb] [Bb] [F]
[Bb] [Bb] [Bb] [F] <F>
Chorus:
What a good place to [Bb] be
Don't be[Dm]-lieve her
'Cause they [Eb] speak a different language
And it's [F] never really happened to [Bb] me
^(It's happy hour again)^
Don't be[Dm]-lieve her, oh [Eb] no
'Cause it's [F] never been happy for [Bb] me
^(It's happy hour again)^
Don't be[Dm]-lieve her
[Eb] Don't be[F]-lieve her, (its happy hour again)
[Bb] Do [Dm] –o– on't be[Eb]-lieve her [F]
It's happy hour a[Bb]-gain, and a[Dm]-gain, and a[Eb]-gain [F]
It's happy hour a[Bb]-gain, and a[Dm]-gain, and a[Eb]-gain [F]
It's happy hour a[Bb]-gain, and a[Dm]-gain, and a[Eb]-gain [F]
It's happy hour a<Bb>-gain
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He’s On The Phone (by Saint Etienne)
{ 1995 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-ek }

Intro: (with riff)
[D] [D] [Bm] [Bm] He's on the phone [D]
And she wants to go [Bm] home
Shoes in [G] hand, don't make a [A] sound, it's time to [Bm] go <Bm>
[D] / / / / [Asus4] / / [A] / / [Em] / / / / [Bsus4] / / [Bm] / / [G] / / / / [D] / / / /
Some[Bm]-day (someday), some[A]-day (someday)
He's on the [D] phone, doesn't want to go [Bm] home [Bm]
The hotel [G] life, forget your [A] wife, you're on your [Dsus4] own [D]
[D] [D] Academia [Bm] girl [Bm]
Her life's a [G] gas, she loves the [A] trash inside his [Dsus4] world [D]
[D] [D] Can't find his way [Bm] there [Bm]
Got the [G] cash, feeling [A] flash in Leicester [Bm] Square [Bm]
Chorus:
[D] Yes [Asus4] [A]
She never [Em] meant to call, she [Bsus4] did any[Bm]-way
And now he's [G] trying to find the [D] words to say
Some[Bm]-day (someday), some[A]-day (someday)
[D] Yes [Asus4] [A]
She never [Em] meant to call, she [Bsus4] did any[Bm]-way
And now he's [G] trying to find the [D] words to say
Some[Bm]-day (someday), some[A]-day
It's five to [D] twelve, and she's nervous as [Bm] hell
With nothing to [G] lose, it's hard to [A] choose, it's hard to [Dsus4] tell [D]
[D] [D] Skin is dewdrop and [Bm] warm [Bm]
The lipstick [G] kiss, remin[A]-isce, awake 'til [Bm] dawn [Bm]
Chorus:
[D] Yes [Asus4] [A]
She never [Em] meant to call, she [Bsus4] did any[Bm]-way
And now he's [G] trying to find the [D] words to say
Some[Bm]-day (someday), some[A]-day (someday)
[D] Yes [Asus4] [A]
She never [Em] meant to call, she [Bsus4] did any[Bm]-way
And now he's [G] trying to find the [D] words to say
Some[Bm]-day (someday), some[A]-day
He's on the [D] phone, and she wants to go [Bm] home [Bm]
Shoes in [G] hand, don't make a [A] sound, it's time to [Bm] go <Bm>
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Chorus:
[D] Yes [Asus4] [A]
She never [Em] meant to call, she [Bsus4] did any[Bm]-way
And now he's [G] trying to find the [D] words to say
Some[Bm]-day (someday), some[A]-day (someday)
[D] Yes [Asus4] [A]
She never [Em] meant to call, she [Bsus4] did any[Bm]-way
And now he's [G] trying to find the [D] words to say
Some[Bm]-day (someday), some[A]-day (someday)
Some[D]-day / / / [Asus4] / / [A] / /
[Em] / / / / [Bsus4] / / [Bm] / / [G] / / / / [D] / / / /
[Bm] / / / / [A] / / / / <D>

Riff:
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Head Hang Low (by Julian Cope

)

{ 1984 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-5h }

Intro: [D] [C] [G] [D] (x2)
[D] All is [C] lost [G] in bright con[D]-fusion
[D] Once that [C] loss [G] was far a[D]-way
[D] Frightened [C] man [G] in deep di[D]-vision
[D] Frightened [C] man [G] with head hang [D] low
Chorus:
[F] You may sit a[Em]-lone like me
But, [G] please, don't be a[D]-lone like me
[F] My world's very [Em] beautiful to[A]-day
Instrumental: [D] [C] [G] [D] (x2)
[D] Patron [C] saint [G] of lost il[D]-lusion
[D] Come and [C] paint [G] my world in [D] grey
[D] I am [C] lost [G] with no com[D]-panions
[D] All are [C] bowed [G] with head hang [D] low
Repeat Chorus
Instrumental: [D] [C] [G] [D] (x4)
Repeat Chorus (x2)
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Help Me Make It Through The Night
(by Kris Kristofferson)
{ 1970 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-4n }

Intro: [C] [Csus4] <C>
[NC] Take the ribbon from your [C] hair [Csus4] [C]
Shake it loose and let it [F] fall [F] // [Am] //
[Dm] Laying soft upon my [G7] skin
Like the shadows on the [C] wall [Csus4] <C>
[NC] Come and lay down by my [C] side [Csus4] [C]
Till the early morning [F] light [F] // [Am] //
[Dm] All I'm takin' is your [G7] time
Help me make it through the [C] night [Csus4] [C7]
Chorus:
I don't care who's right or [F] wrong
I don't try to under[C]-stand
Let the devil take to[D7]-morrow
Lord tonight I need a [G] friend [G] <G7>
[NC] Yesterday is dead and [C] gone [Csus4] [C]
And tomorrow's out of [F] sight [F] // [Am] //
[Dm] And it's sad to be a[G7]-lone
Help me make it through the [C] night [Csus4] [C7]
Chorus:
I don't care who's right or [F] wrong
I don't try to under[C]-stand
Let the devil take to[D7]-morrow
Lord tonight I need a [G] friend [G] <G7>
[NC] Yesterday is dead and [C] gone [Csus4] [C]
And tomorrow's out of [F] sight [F] // [Am] //
[Dm] And it's sad to be a[G7]-lone
(slowing) Help me make it through the [C] night
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“Heroes” (by David Bowie

)

{ 1977 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-2Q }

Intro: [D] [G] [D] [G]
[D] I - I will be [G] King
And [D] you - you will be [G] Queen
For [C] nothing will drive them a[D]-way
We can [Am] beat them [Em] just for one [D] day
We can be [C] Heroes [G] just for one [D] day
And [D] you - you can be [G] mean
And [D] I - I'll drink all the [G] time
'Cos we're [D] lovers and that is a [G] fact
Yes we're [D] lovers and that is that [G]
For [C] nothing will keep us to[D]-gether
We could steal [Am] time [Em] just for one [D] day
We can be [C] Heroes [Em] forever and [D] ever - what you say?
Interlude: [D] [G] [D] [G]
here]

[Short (single) version starts

[D] I - I wish you could [G] swim
Like the [D] dolphins - like dolphins can [G] swim
Though [C] nothing - nothing will keep us to[D]-gether
We can [Am] beat them [Em] forever and [D] ever
Oh we can be [C] Heroes [G] just for one [D] day
Interlude: [D] [G] [D] [G]
[D] I - I will be [G] King
And [D] you - you will be [G] Queen
Though [C] nothing will drive us a[D]-way
We can be [Am] Heroes [Em] just for one [D] day
We can be [C] us [G] just for one [D] day
[D] I - I can re[G]-member (I remember)
[D] Standing by the [G] wall (By the wall)
And the [D] guards shot a[G]-bove our heads (Over our heads)
And we [D] kissed as though nothing would [G] fall (Nothing could fall)
And the [C] shame [Em] was on the [D] other side
Oh we can [Am] beat them [Em] forever and [D] ever
Then we can be [C] Heroes [G] just for one [D] day
[D] We can be [G] Heroes
[D] We can be [G] Heroes
[D] We can be [G] Heroes, just for one [D] day
[D] We can be [G] Heroes
We’re [C] nothing and nothing will [D] help us
Maybe we're [Am] lying [Em] then you better not stay [D]
But we could be [C] safer [G] just for one [D] day
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How Long Will I Love You?
(written by Mike Scott, performed by The Waterboys, and by Ellie Goulding)
{ 1990 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-1b }

Intro: [F] [C] [Bb] [F] [Gm] [Bb] [C]
[F] How long will I love [C] you?
[Bb] As long as [F] stars are above you
[Gm] [Bb] And longer if I [C] can
[F] How long will I need [C] you?
[Bb] As long as the [F] seasons need to
[Gm] [Bb] Follow their [C] plan
[Bb] How long will I [Gm] be with you?
[C] As long as the [F] sea is bound to
[Bb] [Gm] Wash upon the [C] sand
[F] How long will I want [C] you?
[Bb] As long as [F] you want me to
[Gm] [Bb] And longer by [C] far
[F] How long will I hold [C] you?
[Bb] As long as your [F] father told you
[Gm] [Bb] As long as you [C] are
[Bb] How long will I [Gm] give to you?
[C] As long as I [F] live to you
[Bb] [Gm] However long you [C] say
[F] How long will I love [C] you?
[Bb] As long as [F] stars are above you
[Gm] [Bb] And longer, if I [F] may
[F] [C] [Bb] [F] [Gm] [Bb] [C]
[F] [C] [Bb] [F] [Gm] [Bb]
[F] Do do do do do [C] do
[F] Do do do do do [C] do
[F] Do do do do do [C] do
[F]
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History (by One Direction)
{ 2015 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-dH }

Intro: [F] [F]
[F] You've gotta help me, [A7] I'm losing my mind,
[Dm] Keep getting the feeling you want to [Cm7] leave this all behind.
Thought we were [Bb] going strong, I thought we were [Gm] holding on,
[C] Aren't we? [F]
[F] No, they don't teach you [A7] this in school,
[Dm] Now my heart's breaking and I [Cm7] don't know what to do.
Thought we were [Bb] going strong, thought we were [Gm] holding on,
[C] Aren't we? <F> <C7>
Chorus:
You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
We could [Gm] be the greatest thing that the [C7] world has ever seen.
You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
So don't [Gm] let it go, we can [Bb] make some more,
We can [F] live for[C7]-ever. [C7]
[F] All of the rumours, [A7] all of the fights,
[Dm] But we always find a way to [Cm7] make it out alive.
Thought we were [Bb] going strong, thought we were [Gm] holding on,
[C] Aren't we? <F> <C7>
Chorus:
You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
We could [Gm] be the greatest thing that the [C7] world has ever seen.
You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
So don't [Gm] let it go, we can [Bb] make some more,
We can [F] live for[C7]-ever.
[Bb] Mini bars, expensive cars,
[F] Hotel rooms, and new tattoos, the [Bb] good champagne and private planes,
But [F] we don't need anything 'cause the [Bb] truth is out,
I realise that with[Dm]-out you here life is just a lie.
This is [Gm] not the end, this is not the end,
We can [C7] make it, you know it, you <C7> know.
Chorus:
You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
We could [Gm] be the greatest thing that the [C7] world has ever seen.
You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
So don't [Gm] let it go, we can [Bb] make some more,
We can [F] live for[C7]-ever. [C7]
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You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
We could [Gm] be the greatest thing that the [C7] world has ever seen.
You and [F] me got a whole lot of [Dm] history,
So don't [Gm] let it go, we can [Bb] make some more,
We can [F] live for[C7]-ever.
So don't [Gm] let me go, so don't [Bb] let me go,
We can [F] live for[C7]-ever.
Baby [Gm] don't you know, baby [Bb] don’t you know,
We can [F] live for<C7>-e<C7>-ver.
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I Envy The Wind (by Lucinda Williams

)

{ 2001 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-37 }

Intro: [C] [Am] [Dm] [G]
Verse 1:
I envy the [C] wind that whispers in your [Am] ear
That howls through the [Dm] winter that freezes your [G] fingers
It moves through your [C] hair and cracks your [Am] lips
It chills you to the [Dm] bone [G] I envy the [C] wind
Verse 2:
I envy the [C] rain that falls on your [Am] face
That wets your eye[Dm]-lashes and dampens your [G] skin
And touches your [C] tongue and soaks through your [Am] shirt
And drips down your [Dm] back [G] I envy the [C] rain
Verse 3:
I envy the [C] sun that brightens your [Am] summer
And warms your [Dm] body and holds you in [G] heat
It makes your days [C] longer and makes you [Am] hot
It makes you [Dm] sweat [G] I envy the [C] sun

I envy the [C] wind I envy the [Am] rain
I envy the [Dm] sun [G] I envy the [C] wind

(Capo 1 to play along with the original – in Db)
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I Like Birds (by Eels

)

{ 2000 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8a }

Intro: [C] //// [Bb] // [F] // (x2)
[C] I can’t look at the [Bb] rocket [F] launch
The [C] trophy wives of the [Bb] astro[F]-nauts
And [C] I won’t listen [Bb] to their [F] words
Cause [C] I like [NC] <slap><slap> birds
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] I don’t care for [Bb] walkin’ down[F]-town
[C] Crazy auto-car gonna [Bb] mow me [F] down
[C] Look at all the people like [Bb] cows in a [F] herd
Well, [C] I like [NC] <slap><slap> birds
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] If you’re small and [Bb] on a [F] search
[C] I've got a feeder for [Bb] you to [F] perch on
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] I can’t stand in line [Bb] at the [F] store
The [C] mean little people are [Bb] such a [F] bore
But [C] it's alright if you [Bb] act like a [F] turd
Cause [C] I like [NC] <slap><slap> birds
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] If you’re small and [Bb] on a [F] search
[C] I've got a feeder for [Bb] you to [F] perch on
[C] I've got a feeder for [Bb] you to [F] perch on
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] If you’re small and [Bb] on a [F] search
[C] I've got a feeder for [Bb] you to [F] perch on
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] //
[C] I've got a feeder for [Bb] you to [F] perch on
[C] //// [Bb] // [F] // <C>
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I Shall Be Released (by Bob Dylan

)

{ 1968 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8F }

[A] They say ev'rything can be re[Bm]-placed,
[C#m] Yet ev'ry [Bm] distance is not [A] near.
[A] So I remember ev'ry [Bm] face
[C#m] Of ev'ry [Bm] man who put me [A] here.

[A] I see my light come [Bm] shining
[C#m] From the [Bm] west unto the [A] east.
[A] Any day now, [Bm] any day now,
[C#m] I [Bm] shall be re[A]-leased.

[A] They say ev'ry man needs pro[Bm]-tection,
[C#m] They say ev'ry [Bm] man must [A] fall.
[A] Yet I swear I see my re[Bm]-flection
[C#m] Some place so [Bm] high above this [A] wall.

[A] I see my light come [Bm] shining
[C#m] From the [Bm] west unto the [A] east.
[A] Any day now, [Bm] any day now,
[C#m] I [Bm] shall be re[A]-leased.

[A] Standing next to me in this lonely [Bm] crowd,
[C#m] Is a man who [Bm] swears he's not to [A] blame.
[A] All day long I hear him shout so [Bm] loud,
[C#m] Crying [Bm] out that he was [A] framed.

[A] I see my light come [Bm] shining
[C#m] From the [Bm] west unto the [A] east.
[A] Any day now, [Bm] any day now,
[C#m] I [Bm] shall be re[A]-leased.
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I’ll Find My Way Home (by Jon & Vangelis

)

{ 1980 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7k }

Intro: [C] (x2)
You ask me [C] where to be[G]-gin [F] [G]
Am I so [C] lost in my [G] sin [F] [G]
You ask me [C] where did I [G] fall [F] [G]
I'll say I [C] can't tell you [G] when [F] [G]
But if my [Em] spirit is [Am] lost [F] [G]
How will I [C] find what is [G] near [F] [G]
Don't question [Em] I'm not a[Am]-lone [F] [G]
Somehow I'll [C] find my way [G] home [F] [G]
My sun shall [C] rise in the [G] east [F] [G]
So shall my [C] heart be at [G] peace [F] [G]
And if you're [C] asking me [G] when [F] [G]
I'll say it [C] starts at the [G] end [F] [G]
You know your [Em] will to be [Am] free [F] [G]
Is matched with [C] love secret[G]-ly [F] [G]
And talk will [Em] alter your [Am] prayer [F] [G]
Somehow you'll [C] find you are [G] there. [F] [G]
Your friend is [C] close by your [G] side [F] [G]
And speaks in [C] far ancient [G] tongue [F] [G]
A seasons [C] wish will come [G] true [F] [G]
All seasons [C] begin with [G] you [F] [G]
A world we [Em] all come [Am] from [F] [G]
A world we [Em] melt into [Am] one [F] [G]
Just hold my [F] hand and we're [C] there [F] [G]
Somehow we're [G] going some[C]-where [F] [G]
Somehow we're [G] going some[C]-where [F] [G]
You ask me [C] where to be[G]-gin [F] [G]
Am I so [C] lost in my [G] sin [F] [G]
You ask me [C] where did I [G] fall [F] [G]
I'll say I [C] can't tell you [G] when [F] [G]
But if my [Em] spirit is [Am] strong [F] [G]
I know it [Em] can't be [Am] long [F] [G]
No questions [F] I'm not a[C]-lone [F] [G]
Sometime I'll [G] find my way [C] home [F]
Somehow I'll [G] find my way [C] home [F]
Sometime I'll [G] find my way [C] home [F]
Somehow I'll [G] find my way [C] home [F]
[C]
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I’m In Love With A German Filmstar
(by The Passions)
{ 1981 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-6d }

Intro:
[B] [G] [E] [B] (x2)
I'm in [G] love with a German film star
I [E] once saw in a bar
[B] Sitting in a corner in imperfect clothes
[G] Trying not to pose
For the cameras and the [E] girls
It's a glamorous [B] world
I'm in [G] love with a German film star
I [E] once saw in a movie
[B] Playing the part of a real troublemaker
But I [G] didn't care
It really [E] moved me, it really [B] moved me
[G] [E] [B] [G] [E] [B] (x2)
I'm in [G] love with a German film star
I [E] once saw in a bar
[B] Sitting in a corner in imperfect clothes
[G] Trying not to pose
For the cameras and the [E] girls
It's a glamorous [B] world
[G] [E] [B]
I'm in [G] love with a German film star
I [E] once saw in a movie
[B] Playing the part of a real troublemaker
But I [G] didn't care
It really [E] moved me, it really [B] moved me
It really [G] moved me, it really [E] moved me
I'm in [B] love, I'm in love
I'm in [G] love, I'm in love
I'm in [E] love, I'm in love
I'm in [B] love, I'm in love
I'm in [G] love, I'm in love
I'm in [E] love, I'm in love
I'm in <B> love
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In My Hour Of Darkness (by Gram Parsons)
{ 1974 }

Intro: [C] [C] [Bb] [F] [F]
Chorus:
[F] In my hour of darkness
In my time of need
[C] Oh, Lord grant me vision
[Bb] Oh, Lord grant me [F] speed
[F] Once I knew a young man
Went driving through the night
[C] Miles and miles without a word
With [Bb] just his high-beam [F] lights
[Bb] Who'd have ever [F] thought they'd build such
a [Bb] deadly Denver [F] bend
To [C] be so strong, to take as long as
[Bb] it would till the [F] end
[C] [C] [Bb] [F] [C] [C] [Bb] [F]
Repeat Chorus:
An[F]-other young man safely strummed his
silver string guitar
And he [C] played to people everywhere
Some [Bb] say he was a [F] star
But [Bb] he was just a [F] country boy,
his [Bb] simple songs con[F]-fess
And the [C] music he had in him,
so [Bb] very few po[F]-ssess
Repeat Chorus:
[C] [C] [Bb] [F]
[F] Then there was an old man
Kind and wise with age
And [C] he read me just like a book and he
[Bb] never missed a [F] page
And I [Bb] loved him like my [F] father
And I [Bb] loved him like my [F] friend
And I [C] knew his time would shortly come
but I [Bb] did not know just [F] when
Repeat Chorus:
[C] Oh, Lord grant me vision
[Bb] Oh, Lord grant me [F] speed (slow down on last line)
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It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue (by Bob Dylan)
{ 1965 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-b4 }

Intro: [A] [D] [A] [D]
[A] You must leave now take what you need you [D] think will last
But what[A]-ever you wish to keep you better [D] grab it fast
[Em] Yonder stands your [G] orphan with his [D] gun
[Em] Crying like a [G] fire in the [D] sun
[F#] Look out baby the saints are coming [A] through
And [Em] it's all over [G] now Baby [D] Blue
The [A] highway is for gamblers better [D] use your sense
[A] Take what you have gathered from co-[D]incidence
The [Em] empty handed [G] painter from your [D] streets
Is [Em] drawing crazy [G] patterns on your [D] sheets
[F#] This sky too is folding under [A] you
And [Em] it's all over [G] now Baby [D] Blue
[A] [G] [A] [G] [D] [D]
[A] All your seasick sailors they are [D] rowing home
Your [A] empty handed armies are all [D] going home
The [Em] lover who just [G] walked out your [D] door
Has [Em] taken all his [G] blankets from the [D] floor
The [F#] carpet too is moving under [A] you
And [Em] it's all over [G] now Baby [D] Blue
Leave your [A] stepping stones behind something [D] calls for you
For[A]-get the dead you've left they will not [D] follow you
The [Em] vagabond who's [G] rapping at your [D] door
Is [Em] standing in the [G] clothes that you once [D] wore
[F#] Strike another match go start a[A]-new
And [Em] it's all over [G] now Baby [D] Blue
Yes [Em] it's all over [G] now Baby [D] Blue
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It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue (in F) (by Bob Dylan)
{ 1965 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-b4 }

Intro: [F] [Bb] [F] [Bb]
[F] You must leave now take what you need you [Bb] think will last
But what[F]-ever you wish to keep you better [Bb] grab it fast
[Cm] Yonder stands your [Eb] orphan with his [Bb] gun
[Cm] Crying like a [Eb] fire in the [Bb] sun
[D] Look out baby the saints are coming [F] through
And [Cm] it's all over [Eb] now Baby [Bb] Blue
The [F] highway is for gamblers better [Bb] use your sense
[F] Take what you have gathered from co-[Bb]incidence
The [Cm] empty handed [Eb] painter from your [Bb] streets
Is [Cm] drawing crazy [Eb] patterns on your [Bb] sheets
[D] This sky too is folding under [F] you
And [Cm] it's all over [Eb] now Baby [Bb] Blue
[F] [Eb] [F] [Eb] [Bb] [Bb]
[F] All your seasick sailors they are [Bb] rowing home
Your [F] empty handed armies are all [Bb] going home
The [Cm] lover who just [Eb] walked out your [Bb] door
Has [Cm] taken all his [Eb] blankets from the [Bb] floor
The [D] carpet too is moving under [F] you
And [Cm] it's all over [Eb] now Baby [Bb] Blue
Leave your [F] stepping stones behind something [Bb] calls for you
For[F]-get the dead you've left they will not [Bb] follow you
The [Cm] vagabond who's [Eb] rapping at your [Bb] door
Is [Cm] standing in the [Eb] clothes that you once [Bb] wore
[D] Strike another match go start a[F]-new
And [Cm] it's all over [Eb] now Baby [Bb] Blue
Yes [Cm] it's all over [Eb] now Baby [Bb] Blue
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Just Like Heaven (by The Cure)
{ 1987 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8S }

Intro:

[A] [E] [Bm] [D] (x4)
[A] [E] [Bm] [D] (x4) (with solo riff 1)

“Show me, Show me, [A] Show me how you [E] do that trick
The [Bm] one that makes me [D] scream" she said
"The [A] one that makes me [E] laugh" she said
And [Bm] threw her arms a[D]-round my neck
[A] "Show me how you [E] do it
And I [Bm] promise you I [D] promise that
I'll run a[A]-way with you [E]
I'll run a[Bm]-way with you" [D]
Instrumental: [A] [E] [Bm] [D] (x4) (with solo riff 1)
[A] Spinning on that [E] dizzy edge
I [Bm] kissed her face and [D] kissed her head
And [A] dreamed of all the [E] different ways
I [Bm] had to make her [D] glow
[A] "Why are you so [E] far away?"
She [Bm] said "Why won't you [D] ever know
That I'm in [A] love with you [E]
That I'm in [Bm] love with you" [D]
[F#m] You, [G] soft and only
[F#m] You, [G] lost and lonely
[F#m] You, [G] strange as angels
[D] Dancing in the deepest oceans
[E] Twisting in the water
You're just like a dream
Instrumental: [A] [E] [Bm] [D] (x4) (with solo riff 2)
[A] Daylight licked me [E] into shape
I [Bm] must have been a[D]-sleep for days
And [A] moving lips to [E] breathe her name
I [Bm] opened up my [D] eyes
And [A] found myself a[E]-lone alone
A[Bm]-lone above a [D] raging sea
That [A] stole the only [E] girl I loved
And [Bm] drowned her deep in[D]-side of me
[F#m] You, [G] soft and only
[F#m] You, [G] lost and lonely
[F#m] You, [G] just like heaven [D]
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Solo riff 1
xA|4-42-200|--------|--------|--------|4-42-200|--------|--------|--------|
xE|--------|4442-200|--------|--------|--------|4442-200|--------|--------|
xC|--------|--------|2-2212-2|-2-2-222|--------|--------|2-2212-2|-2-2-222|
xG|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
xA|--------|------00|2224-455|7775-555|4442-20-|--------|--------|--------|
xE|--------|2224-4--|--------|--------|--------|4442-200|--------|--------|
xC|1-12-244|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|2-2212-2|--------|
xG|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|

Solo riff 2
xA|7-4-0-02|-2-02-4-|--------|-----777|7-4-0-02|-2-02-4-|54-5-7-0|-----(12)(12)(12)|
xE|--------|--------|2-------|--------|--------|--------|--------|-----------------|
xC|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|-----------------|
xG|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|-----------------|
xA|(12)(12)-(14)-(16)-(12)|(14)-(12)(14)-(12)(14)-|--------|-----545|
xE|-----------------------|-----------------------|--------|--------|
xC|-----------------------|-----------------------|--------|--------|
xG|-----------------------|-----------------------|--------|--------|
xA|4-42-200|-----545|4-00----|--------|
xE|--------|4442----|-----222|2-------|
xC|--------|--------|--------|--------|
xG|--------|--------|--------|--------|
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Just Like Honey (by The Jesus and Mary Chain)
{ 1985 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-4B }

Intro: [G] [C]
[G] Listen to the girl as she [C] takes on half the world
Moving [G] up and so alive
In her [C] honey dripping … bee[G]-hive …
Bee[C]-hive, it's good, so good,
It's so [G] good …
So [C] good …
[D] Walking back to you is the [C] hardest thing that …
I can [G] do …
That I can [C] do for you …
For [G] you …
I'll be your plastic [C] toy …
I'll be your plastic [G] toy …
For [C] you
[D] Eating up the scum is the [C] hardest thing for …
Me to [G] do
Instrumental: [G] [C] [G] [C] [D] [C]
Just like [G] honey …
Just like [C] honey …
Just like [G] honey …
Just like [C] honey …

(repeat "Just like honey" alternating
between G and C chords)

Solo (over instrumental section):
[G]
[C]
[G]
[C]
xA|-----------------|7775-555-7775-555|-----------------|7775-555-7775-555|
xE|7775-555-7775-555|-----------------|7775-555-7775-555|-----------------|
xC|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
xG|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
[D]
[C]
xA|5-5-555-5555-555|7-7-777-7777-777|
xE|----------------|----------------|
xC|----------------|----------------|
xG|----------------|----------------|
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Just Now (by John Martyn)
{ 1971 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7V }

Intro: [D] [D] [D] [D]
[D] Searching back through the friends I’ve known
[G] Sometimes sad for the way it’s grown
[D] Ranging up and ranging out
And [G] trying to change my ways about
There’s a [A] place in the leaf, a place in the bow
I’ve [G] found a place for me
Just [D] now, just [G] now, just [D] now.
[D] Moving on with every word
[G] Moving with all the words I heard
[D] Turning the wheel as fast as I can
[G] Turning the wheel to make me a man
There’s a [A] man in the moon, a man in the sea
[G] Growing strong, there’s a man in me
Just [D] now, just [G] now, just [D] now.
[D] No behind and no before
[G] There’s no need to worry any more
[D] Happy then, happy now
There’s [G] always a way to get happy somehow
[A] Friend on the road, friend in the home
A [G] better friend than I’ve ever known
Just [D] now, just [G] now, just [D] now.
(Instrumental verse)
[D] Searching back for the friends I’ve known
[G] Sometimes sad for the way it’s grown
[D] Changing up and ranging out
And [G] trying to change my ways about
There’s a [A] place in the leaf, a place in the bow
I’ve [G] found a place for me
Just [D] now, just [G] now,
Just [D] now, just [G] now… (ad lib ‘til end)
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Lawnchairs (by Our Daughters Wedding)
{ 1981 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-6v }

Intro: [G] [G] [G] [G] [F] [F] [F] [F] (x2)
Chorus:
[G] Lawnchairs are everywhere, they’re everywhere,
my mind describes them to [F] me – only to me.
[G] Lawnchairs are everywhere, they’re everywhere,
my mind describes them to [F] me – only to me.
[C] [C]
[G] As you screen out the light that colours your skin
Can you use protection? Are you having some [F] fun?
Some fun.
[G] And are you sleeping with someone special tonight?
Does she drink tall drinks, just to make it feel [F] right?
Feel right.
Chorus:
Because [G] lawnchairs are everywhere, they’re everywhere,
my mind describes them to [F] me – only to me.
[G] Lawnchairs are everywhere, they’re everywhere,
my mind describes them to [F] me – only to me.
[C] [C] [C] [C]
Bridge:
And it’s a [D] holiday in the middle of the week
as you leave from your job, just like a [C] holiday.
And it’s a [D] holiday in the middle of the week
as you leave from your job, for only [C] two weeks.
She’s a [G] boy that we like and gonna go far.
She’s a boy that we like, and he’s gonna go [F] far.
Well, she’s got to, and he’s got to, and we got to.
She’s a [G] boy that we like and gonna go far.
She’s a boy that we like, and he’s gonna go [F] far.
Chorus:
Because [G] lawnchairs are everywhere,
They’re everywhere, my mind describes them.
Lawnchairs are everywhere,
They’re everywhere, my mind describes them.
Lawnchairs are everywhere,
They’re everywhere, my mind describes them.
Lawnchairs are everywhere,
They’re everywhere, my mind describes them.
And my mind describes them.
And my mind describes them.
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Let’s Dance (by David Bowie)
{ 1983 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-cN }

Intro:

[D] Ahh, [D] Ahh, [D] Ahh, [D7] Ahh,
[A7sus4] [A7sus4] [Am6] [Am6] [F] [F] [Am7] [Am7]

Let's [A7sus4] dance, put on your red shoes and [Am6] dance the blues
Let's [F] dance, to the song they're playin' on the [Am7] radio
Let's [A7sus4] sway, while colour lights up your [Am6] face
Let's [F] sway, sway through the crowd to an [Am7] empty space
[G] If you say run, I'll [C] run with [D] you [C] [D]
[G] And if you say hide, we'll [C] hide [D] [C] [D]
Be[G]-cause my love for [Em] you
Would [C] break my heart in [D] two
If you should fall into my arms
And [D7] tremble like a [A7sus4] flower [A7sus4]
[Am6] [Am6] Let's [F] dance [F] [Am7] [Am7]
Let's [A7sus4] dance, for fear your grace should [Am6] fall
Let's [F] dance, for fear tonight is all [Am7]
Let's [A7sus4] sway, you could look into my eyes [Am6]
Let's [F] sway, under the moonlight, this [Am7] serious moonlight
[G] If you say run, I'll [C] run with [D] you [C] [D]
[G] And if you say hide, we'll [C] hide [D] [C] [D]
Be[G]-cause my love for [Em] you
Would [C] break my heart in [D] two
If you should fall into my arms
And [D7] tremble like a [A7sus4] flower [A7sus4]
[Am6] [Am6] [F] [F] [Am7] [Am7]
Let's [A7sus4] dance, put on your red shoes and [Am6] dance the blues
Let's [F] sway, under the moonlight, [Am7] this serious moonlight
[A7sus4] [A7sus4] [Am6] [Am6] [F] [F] [Am7] [Am7] (repeat to end)
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Life In A Northern Town

(by The Dream Academy

{ 1985 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8L }

Intro : [D] [Aadd4] [D] [Asus4] [D] [Aadd4] [D] [Asus4]
[Gmaj7] [Dadd4] [G] [A/G] [D] [Aadd4] [D] [Aadd4]
A [D] Salvation [Aadd4] Army Band [D] played [Asus4]
And [D] children drunk [Aadd4] lemon[D]-ade [Asus4]
And the [Gmaj7] morning [Dadd4] lasted all [G] day, [A/G]
All [D] day [Aadd4] [D] [Aadd4]
And [D] through an open [Aadd4] window [D] came [Asus4]
Like Sin[D]-atra in a [Aadd4] younger [D] day, [Asus4]
[Gmaj7] Pushing the [Dadd4] town a[G]-way [A/G]
[D] Ah [Aadd4] [D] [Aadd4]
Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] ma me do a [Asus4] nie ya
Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] hey-eh-[Asus4]-eh-[G6] yah
Life in a northern town
Ah [D] hey ma [Aadd4] ma ma [D] ma [Aadd4]
They [D] sat on the [Aadd4] stoney [D] ground [Asus4]
And [D] he took a [Aadd4] cigarette [D] out [Asus4]
And [Gmaj7] everyone [Dadd4] else came [G] down [A/G]
To [D] listen. [Aadd4] [D] [Aadd4]
He said "In [D] winter nineteen [Aadd4] sixty [D] three [Asus4]
It [D]felt like the [Aadd4] world would [D] freeze [Asus4]
With [Gmaj7] John F. [Dadd4] Kenne[G]-dy [A/G]
And The [D] Beatles." [Aadd4] [D] [Aadd4]
Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] ma me do a [Asus4] nie ya
Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] hey-eh-[Asus4]-eh-[G6] yah
Life in a northern town
Ah [D] hey ma [Aadd4] ma ma [D] ma [Aadd4]
Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] ma me do a [Asus4] nie ya
Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] hey-eh-[Asus4]-eh-[G6] yah
All the work shut [D] down. [Aadd4] [D] [Aadd4]
The [D] evening had [Aadd4] turned to [D] rain [Asus4]
Watch the [D] water roll [Aadd4] down the [D] drain, [Asus4]
As we [Gmaj7] followed him [Dadd4] down [G] [A/G]
To the [D] station [Aadd4] [D] [Aadd4]
And though he [D] never would [Aadd4] wave good[D]-bye, [Asus4]
You could [D] see it written [Aadd4] in his [D] eyes [Asus4]
As the [Gmaj7] train pulled [Dadd4] out of [G] sight [A/G]
[D] Bye- [Asus4] [D] [Asus4] -bye
[D] [Aadd4] [D] [Asus4]
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Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] ma me do a [Asus4] nie ya
Ah [D] hey um [Aadd4] ma ma [D] hey-eh-[Asus4]-eh-[G6] yah
Life in a northern town
Ah [D] hey ma [Aadd4] ma ma [D] ma [Aadd4]
(Repeat x3, third time unaccompanied)
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Lightning Bolt (by Jake Bugg)
{ 2012 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-e9 }

Intro: [F] //// [C] // [Bb] //
Verses: ( [F] //// [C] // [Bb] // throughout)
Morning, it's another pure, grey morning,
Don't know what the day is holding
When I get uptight
And I walk right into the path of a lightning bolt.
Siren of an ambulance comes howling
Right through the centre of town and
No one blinks an eye and I look up to the sky
For the path of a lightning bolt.
Met her as the angels parted for her,
But she only brought me torture
But that's what happens when it's you that’s standing
In the path of a lightning bolt. (hold [F])
[Bb] Everyone I see just wants to walk with gritted teeth
But I just [F] stand by and I wait my time
They say you [Bb] gotta tow the line,
They want the water not the wine
But when I [F] see the signs
I [C] jump on that [Bb] lightning [F] bolt. [C] // [Bb] //
Verses: ( [F] //// [C] // [Bb] // throughout)
Chances, people tell you not to take chances,
When they tell you there aren't any answers,
And I was starting to agree but I awoke suddenly
In the path of a lightning bolt.
Fortune, people talking all about fortune
Do you make it or does it just call you.
In the blinking of an eye just another passer-by
In the path of a lightning bolt. (hold [F])
[Bb] Everyone I see just wants to walk with gritted teeth
But I just [F] stand by and I wait my time
They say you [Bb] gotta tow the line
They want the water not the wine
But when I [F] see the signs
I [C] jump on that [Bb] lightning [F] bolt. [C] // [Bb] //
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Verse: ( [F] //// [C] // [Bb] // throughout)
It was silent, I was laying back gazing skyward
When the moment got shattered
I remembered what you said and then she fled
In the path of a lightning bolt
[F] //// [C] // [Bb] //
[F] //// [C] // [Bb] //
[F] //// [C] // [Bb] //
[F]
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Living On The Ceiling

(by Blancmange)

{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-96 }

Intro:

[B] (x4)

[B] “You keep me running round and round,
well that's alright with me,
Up and down, I'm up the wall,
I'm up the bloody tree.
That's alright with me,
Yeah, that's alright with me,
Well, it feels alight to me,
Yeah, it looks alright to me.
[F#] And, I'm so tall, I'm so tall,
[B] You raise me up and then you let me fall.
[F#] And I'm so small, I'm so small,
[B] Wrap me round your finger, seen before.
Here we go
Instrumental: [B]
[B] You keep me running round and round,
well that's alright with me,
Nothing, nothing, nothing's gonna
step in my way.
Living on the ceiling,
No more room down there.
Things fall into place,
you got the joke, fall into place.
[F#] And I'm so tall, I'm so tall,
[B] You raise me up and then you let me fall.
[F#] And I'm so small, I'm so small,
[B] Wrap me round your finger, seen before.
Instrumental: [B]
[B] You keep me running round and round,
well that's alright with me,
Up and down, I'm up the wall,
I'm up the bloody tree.
Hiding from your questions,
Questions you won't ask.
"Why am I up the tree" you say,
"Why are you down there" I'm saying.
[F#] And I'm so tall, I'm so tall,
[B] You raise me up and then you let me fall.
[F#] And I'm so small, I'm so small,
[B] Wrap me round your finger, seen before.
Instrumental: [B]
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Instrumental:
xA|--------------|7-9-7-6-----|-------------|------------|--------------|7-9-7-6-----|
xE|7-8-10-8-7-10-|------------|7-8-10-8-7---|7-----------|7-8-10-8-7-10-|------------|
xC|--------------|------------|-----------8-|------------|--------------|------------|
xG|--------------|------------|-------------|------------|--------------|------------|
xA|-------------|------------|9--7-9--7-9-14|9--7-9--7-9-14|-------------|------------|
xE|7-8-10-8-7---|7-----------|--------------|--------------|7-8-10-8-7---|7-----------|
xC|-----------8-|------------|--------------|--------------|-----------9-|------------|
xG|-------------|------------|--------------|--------------|-------------|------------|
xA|9--7-9--7-9-14|9--7-9--7-9-14|-------------|------------|
xE|--------------|--------------|7-8-10-8-7---|7-----------|
xC|--------------|--------------|-----------9-|------------|
xG|--------------|--------------|-------------|------------|
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Living On The Ceiling (in C)

(by Blancmange)

{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-96 }

Intro:

[C] (x4)

[C] You keep me running round and round,
well that's alright with me,
Up and down, I'm up the wall,
I'm up the bloody tree.
That's alright with me,
Yeah, that's alright with me,
Well, it feels alight to me,
Yeah, it looks alright to me.
[G] And, I'm so tall, I'm so tall,
[C] You raise me up and then you let me fall.
[G] And I'm so small, I'm so small,
[C] Wrap me round your finger, seen before.
Here we go
Instrumental: [C]
[C] You keep me running round and round,
well that's alright with me,
Nothing, nothing, nothing's gonna
step in my way.
Living on the ceiling,
No more room down there.
Things fall into place,
you got the joke, fall into place.
[G] And I'm so tall, I'm so tall,
[C] You raise me up and then you let me fall.
[G] And I'm so small, I'm so small,
[C] Wrap me round your finger, seen before.
Instrumental: [C]
[C] You keep me running round and round,
well that's alright with me,
Up and down, I'm up the wall,
I'm up the bloody tree.
Hiding from your questions,
Questions you won't ask.
"Why am I up the tree" you say,
"Why are you down there" I'm saying.
[G] And I'm so tall, I'm so tall,
[C] You raise me up and then you let me fall.
[G] And I'm so small, I'm so small,
[C] Wrap me round your finger, seen before.
Instrumental: [C]
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Instrumental:
xA|--------------|8-10-8-7-----|-------------|------------|--------------|8-10-8-7-----|
xE|8-9-11-9-8-11-|-------------|8-9-11-9-8---|8-----------|8-9-11-9-8-11-|-------------|
xC|--------------|-------------|-----------9-|------------|--------------|-------------|
xG|--------------|-------------|-------------|------------|--------------|-------------|
xA|-------------|------------|10--8-10--8-10-15|10--8-10--8-10-15|--------------|------------|
xE|8-9-11-9-8---|8-----------|-----------------|-----------------|8-9-11-9-8----|8-----------|
xC|-----------9-|------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------10-|------------|
xG|-------------|------------|-----------------|-----------------|--------------|------------|
xA|10--8-10--8-10-15|10--8-10--8-10-15|--------------|------------|
xE|-----------------|-----------------|8-9-11-9-8----|8-----------|
xC|-----------------|-----------------|-----------10-|------------|
xG|-----------------|-----------------|--------------|------------|
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Let Your Yeah Be Yeah (by The Pioneers)
{ 1971 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-6T }

Intro: [Bb] / / [Ab] / / [Eb] / / <F>
[Bb] You keep telling me [C] 'yes', [Eb] but you don't [Bb] mean it,
[Bb] You keep telling me [C] 'no', [Eb] and try to [Bb] lean it, [Bb7]
[Eb] You're giving me [Bb] 'buts' and 'maybes',
[Eb] You know this will [Bb] drive me crazy,
[Eb] Why can't you [Bb] tell it like it [F] is? [F7]
Chorus:
[Eb] Let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no', now, [Bb7] baby,
[Eb] Let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no', now, [Bb7] mama,
Because I'm [Eb] on my guard, and I'm [F] watching you from head to [Bb] toe, [Bb7]
You better [Eb] let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no'
[Bb] You wear a plastic [C] smile, [Eb] I know by your [Bb] eyes,
You [Bb] speak with indefinite [C] style, [Eb] you're telling me [Bb] lies, [Bb7]
[Eb] You've got to face re[Bb]-ality.
[Eb] What is wrong with [Bb] you and me?
[Eb] Why can't you [Bb] free your hones[F]-ty? [F7]
Chorus:
[Eb] Let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no', now, [Bb7] baby,
[Eb] Let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no', now, [Bb7] mama,
Because I'm [Eb] on my guard, and I'm [F] watching you from head to [Bb] toe, [Bb7]
You better [Eb] let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no'
[Bb] / / [Ab] / / [Eb] / / <F>
[Bb] You keep telling me [C] 'yes', [Eb] but you don't [Bb] mean it,
[Bb] You keep telling me [C] 'no', [Eb] and try to [Bb] lean it, [Bb7]
[Eb] You're giving me [Bb] 'buts' and 'maybes',
[Eb] You know this will [Bb] drive me crazy,
[Eb] Why can't you [Bb] tell it like it [F] is? [F7]
Chorus:
[Eb] Let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no', now, [Bb7] baby,
[Eb] Let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no', now, [Bb7] mama,
Because I'm [Eb] on my guard, and I'm [F] watching you from head to [Bb] toe, [Bb7]
You better [Eb] let your 'yeah' be [F] 'yeah', and your 'no' be [Bb] 'no'
[Bb] / / [Ab] / / [Eb] / / <F> [Bb] / / [Ab] / / [Eb] / / <F>
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Look At Miss Ohio

(written by Gillian Welch and David Rawlings)

{ 2003 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-54 }

Intro: [F] [C] [G] [Am] [F] [C] [G] [G]
[F] Oh me oh [C] my oh, [G] look at Miss O[Am]-hio
She’s a-[F]running around with her [C] rag-top down [G]
She says I [F] wanna do right but [C] not right now [G]
Gonna [F] drive to At[C]-lanta and [G] live out this [Am] fantasy
[F] Running around with the [C] rag-top down [G]
Yeah I [F] wanna do right but [C] not right now [G]
Instrumental: [Am] [Am] [Am6] [Am6] [Am] [Am] [D7sus2] [D7sus2]
Had your [F] arm around her [C] shoulder, a [G] regimental [Am] soldier
An’ [F] mamma starts pushing that [C] wedding gown [G]
Yeah you [F] wanna do right but [C] not right now [G]
[F] Oh me oh [C] my oh, would ya [G] look at Miss O[Am]-hio
She’s a-[F]running around with her [C] rag-top down [G]
She says I [F] wanna do right but [C] not right now [G]
Instrumental: [Am] [Am] [Am6] [Am6] [Am] [Am] [D7sus2] [D7sus2]
[F] [C] [G] [Am] [F] [C] [G] [G]
I [F] know all a[C]-bout it, so [G] you don’t have to [Am] shout it
[F] I’m gonna straighten it [C] out somehow [G]
Yeah I [F] wanna do right but [C] not right now [G]
[F] Oh me oh [C] my oh, [G] look at Miss O[Am]-hio
She’s a-[F]running around with her [C] rag-top down [G]
She says I [F] wanna do right but [C] not right now [G]
Oh I [F] wanna do right but [C] not right now [G]
[F] [C] [G] [G] x2
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Lord Of The Starfields

(written by Bruce Cockburn)

{ 1976 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-54 }

Intro: [Dm] [Dm7] [Bbmaj7] [Bbmaj7] (x2)
Verse 1:
[Dm] Lord of the [C] starfields
[Am] Ancient of [G] days
[Dm] Universe [C] maker
[Am] Here's a song in your [Bbmaj7] praise
Verse 2:
[Dm] Wings of the [C] storm clouds
[Am] Beginning and [G] end
[Dm] You make my [C] heart leap
[Am] Like a banner in the wind [Bbmaj7]
Refrain:
[Gm7] O Love, [Bb] that [Am] fires the [Gm] sun, [F] keep me [Dm] burning
[Gm7] O Love, [Bb] that [Am] fires the [Gm] sun, [F] keep me [Dm] burning
Instrumental: [Dm] [Dm7] [Bbmaj7] [Bbmaj7] (x2)
[Dm] Lord of the [C] starfields
[Am] Sower of [G] life
[Dm] Heaven and [C] earth are
[Am] Full of your [Bbmaj7] light
[Dm] Voice of the [C] nova
[Am] Smile of the [G] dew
[Dm] All of our [C] yearning
[Am] Only comes home to [Bbmaj7] you
Refrain:
[Gm7] O Love, [Bb] that [Am] fires the [Gm] sun, [F] keep me [Dm] burning
[Gm7] O Love, [Bb] that [Am] fires the [Gm] sun, [F] keep me [Dm] burning
Instrumental: [Bb] [C] [Dm] [Bb] [C] [Dm]
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Lost Stars

(by Adam Levine)

{ 2014 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-an }

Intro: [Fmaj7] (x4)
[Fmaj7] Please don't see just a [boy/girl] caught up in dreams and fantasies
[Fmaj7] Please see me reaching out for someone I can see
Take my [Em] hand let's see where we wake up to[Fmaj7]-morrow
Best laid [Em] plans sometimes it's just a one night [Fmaj7] stand
I'd be [Em] damned Cupid's demanding back his [Fmaj7] arrow
So let's get [G] drunk on our tears and
Chorus:
[Fmaj7] God, tell us the [C] reason youth is wasted on the [Fmaj7] young
It's hunting [C] season and the lambs are on the [Fmaj7] run
Searching for [Em] meaning
But are we [D] all lost stars, trying to [Dm] light up the [G] dark?
[Fmaj7] Who are we? Just a speck of dust within the galaxy
[Fmaj7] Woe is me, if we're not careful turns into reality
Don't you [Em] dare let our best memories bring you [Fmaj7] sorrow
Yester[Em]-day I saw a lion kiss a [Fmaj7] deer
Turn the [Em] page maybe we'll find a brand new [Fmaj7] ending
Where we're [G] dancing in our tears and
Chorus:
[Fmaj7] God, tell us the [C] reason youth is wasted on the [Fmaj7] young
It's hunting [C] season and the lambs are on the [Fmaj7] run
Searching for [Em] meaning
But are we [D] all lost stars, trying to [Dm] light up the [G] dark?
[Fmaj7] I thought I saw you out there [C] crying
[Fmaj7] I thought I heard you call my [C] name
[Fmaj7] I thought I saw you out there [Em] crying
Just the [G] same
Chorus:
[Fmaj7] God, tell us the [C] reason youth is wasted on the [Fmaj7] young
It's hunting [C] season and the lambs are on the [Fmaj7] run
Searching for [Em] meaning
But are we [D] all lost stars, trying to [Dm] light up the [G] dark?
But are we [D] all lost stars, trying to [Dm] light up the [G] dark?
[C]
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Love Is The Drug

(by Roxy Music)

{ 1975 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-54 }

Intro (x2):
| [Dm] / / / | / / [F] / | [Am] / / / | / / / / |
| [Dm] / / / | / / [C] / | [Am] / / / | / / / / |
Ain't [Dm] no big thing to [F] wait for the [Am] bell to ring
Ain't [Dm] no big thing, the [C] toll of the [Am] bell
[Dm] Aggravated - I spare for [F] days
I [Am] troll downtown the red light place
[Dm] Jump up, bubble up, what's in [C] store?
[Am] Love is the drug and I need to score
[Dm] Showing out, showing out, hit and [F] run,
[Am] Boy meets girl where the beat goes on
[Em] Stitched up tight, can't shake [G] free
[Am] Love is the drug, got a hook on me
Chorus:
[Dm] Oh-oh catch that [F] buzz [Am] Love is the drug I´m thinking of
[Em] Oh-oh can´t you [G] see [Am] Love is the drug for me <Am>
[C] Oh [G] Oh [F] [Em] [Dm] [C]
[C] Oh [G] Oh [F] [Em] [Dm] [C]
[Dm] Late that night I park my [F] car
[Am] Stake my place in the singles bar
[Dm] Face to face, toe to [C] toe
[Am] Heart to heart as we hit the floor
[Dm] Lumber up, limbo [F] down
The [Am] locked embrace, the stumble round
[Dm] I say go, she say [C] yes
[Am] Dim the lights, you can guess the rest
Chorus:
[Dm] Oh-oh catch that [F] buzz [Am] Love is the drug I´m thinking of
[Em] Oh-oh can´t you [G] see [Am] Love is the drug got a [Am] hook in
me
[Dm] Oh-oh catch that [F] buzz [Am] Love is the drug I´m thinking of
[Em] Oh-oh can´t you [G] see [Am] Love is the drug for me <Am>
[C] Oh [G] Oh [F] [Em] [Dm] [C]
[C] Oh [G] Oh
[F] Love [Em] is
[F] Love [Em] is
[F] Love [Em] is the <C> drug
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Man On The Moon

(by R.E.M.)

{ 1992 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-1z }

Intro: [C] [D] [C] [C] (x2)
[C] Mott the Hoople and the [D] game of Life, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
[C] Andy Kaufman in the [D] wrestling match, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
[C] Monopoly, Twenty-one, [D] checkers, and chess, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah,
yeah.
[C] Mister Fred Blassie, and a [D] breakfast mess, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
[C] Let's play Twister, [D] let's play Risk, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
[C] I'll see you in heaven if you [D] make the list, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
Pre-chorus:
Now [Am] Andy did you hear about [G] this one,
[Am] Tell me are you locked in the [G] punch?
Hey [Am] Andy are you goofing on [G] Elvis? Hey [C] baby,
[D] Are we losing touch?
Chorus:
[G] If you [Am] believed [C] they put a [Bm] man on the [G] moon,
[Am] man on the [D] moon
[G] If you [Am] believe [C] there's nothing [Bm] up my [Am] sleeve,
then nothing is cool.

[C] Moses went walking with the [D] staff of wood, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
[C] Newton got beaned by the [D] apple good, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
[C] Egypt was troubled by the [D] horrible asp, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
[C] Mister Charles Darwin had the [D] gall to ask, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Repeat Pre-chorus + Chorus
Instrumental: [Em] [D] [Em] [D] [Em] [D] [D]
[C] Here's a little agit for the [D] never believer, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
[C] Here's a little ghost for the [D] offering, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
[C] Here's a truck stop in[D]-stead of Saint Peter's, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
[C] Mister Andy Kaufman's gone [D] wrestling, [C] yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Repeat Pre-chorus + Chorus
Instrumental: [Em] [D] [Em] [D] [Em] [D] [D]
Repeat Chorus (x2)
<Em>
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Lyin’ Eyes (by Eagles)
{ 1975 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-bO }

[G] City girls just [Gmaj7] seem to find out [C] early,
[Am] How to open doors with just a [D] smile.
A [G] rich old man and [Gmaj7] she won't have to [C] worry;
She'll [Am] dress up all in [C] lace and go in [G] style.
[G] Late at night a [Gmaj7] big old house gets [C] lonely;
I [Am] guess every form of refuge has its [D] price.
And it [G] breaks her heart to [Gmaj7] think her love is [C] only
Given [Am] to a man with [C] hands as cold as [G] ice.
So she [G] tells him she must [Gmaj7] go out for the [C] evening
To [Am] comfort an old friend who's feeling [D] down.
But [G] he knows where she's [Gmaj7] goin' as she's [C] leavin';
She's [Am] headed for the [C] cheatin' side of [G] town.
Chorus:
You can't [G] hide [C] your lyin' [G] eyes,
And your [Em] smile [Bm] is a thin dis[Am]-guise [D]
I thought by [G] now [G9] you'd rea[C]-lise [A]
There [Am] ain't no way to [D] hide your lying [G] eyes.
On the [G] other side of [Gmaj7] town a boy is [C] waiting
With [Am] stormy eyes and dreams no-one could [D] steal
She [G] drives on through the [Gmaj7] night antici[C]-pating
‘Cos she [Am] makes him feel the [C] way she used to [G] feel
She [G] rushes to his [Gmaj7] arms they fall to[C]-gether
She [Am] whispers that its only for a [D] while
She [G] says that soon she'll be [Gmaj7] coming back for[C]-ever
She [Am] pulls away and [C] leaves him with a [G] smile
Chorus:
You can't [G] hide [C] your lyin' [G] eyes,
And your [Em] smile [Bm] is a thin dis[Am]-guise [D]
I thought by [G] now [G9] you'd rea[C]-lise [A]
There [Am] ain't no way to [D] hide your lying [G] eyes.
[G] She gets up and [Gmaj7] pours herself a [C] strong one
And [Am] stares out at the stars up in the [D] sky.
An[G]-other night, it's [Gmaj7] gonna be a long [C] one;
She [Am] draws the shade and [C] hangs her head to [G] cry.
And she [G] wonders how it [Gmaj7] ever got this [C] crazy
She [Am] thinks about a boy she knew in [D] school
Did [G] she get tired or [Gmaj7] did she just get [C] lazy
She's [Am] so far gone, she [C] feels just like a [G] fool
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[G] My, oh my, you [Gmaj7] sure know how to ar[C]-range things;
You [Am] set it up so well, so careful[D]-ly.
Ain't it [G] funny how your [Gmaj7] new life didn't [C] change things;
You're [Am] still the same old [C] girl you used to [G] be.
Chorus:
You can't [G] hide [C] your lyin' [G] eyes,
And your [Em] smile [Bm] is a thin dis[Am]-guise [D]
I thought by [G] now [G9] you'd rea[C]-lise [A]
There [Am] ain't no way to [D] hide your lying [G] eyes
There [Am] ain't no way to [D] hide your lying [G] eyes
[Am] Honey you can’t [D] hide your lyin [G] eyes

* Use G7 as an alternative to G9
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Mad World

(by Tears For Fears.)

{ 1983 }

Intro: [Am] [C] [G] [D] [Am] [C] [G] [D]
[Am] All around me are fa[C]-miliar faces
[G] Worn out places [D] worn out faces
[Am] Bright and early for their [C] daily races
[G] Going nowhere [D] going nowhere
[Am] And their tears are filling [C] up their glasses
[G] No expression [D] no expression
[Am] Hide my head I want to [C] drown my sorrow
[G] No tomorrow [D] no tomorrow
Chorus:
[Am] And I find it kind of [D] funny I find it kind of [Am] sad
The dreams in which I'm [D] dying are the best I've ever [Am] had
I find it hard to [D] tell you cause I find it hard to [Am] take
When people run in [D] circles it's a very very
[Am] Ma[C]d [D] world [Am] Ma[C]d [D] world
[Am] Ma[C]d [D] world [Am] Ma[C]d [D] world
[Am] Children waiting for the [C] day they feel good
[G] Happy birthday [D] happy birthday
[Am] Made to feel the way that [C] every child should
[G] Sit and listen [D] sit and listen.
[Am] Went to school and I was [C] very nervous
[G] No one knew me [D] no one knew me
[Am] Hello teacher tell me [C] what's my lesson
[G] Look right through me [D] look right through me
Chorus:
[Am] And I find it kind of [D] funny I find it kind of [Am] sad
The dreams in which I'm [D] dying are the best I've ever [Am] had
I find it hard to [D] tell you cause I find it hard to [Am] take
When people run in [D] circles it's a very very
[Am] Ma[C]d [D] world [Am] Ma[C]d [D] world
[Am] Ma[C]d [D] world [Am] Ma[C]d [D] world
Instrumental: [Am] [C] [G] [D] [Am] [C] [G] [D]
Chorus:
[Am] And I find it kind of [D] funny I find it kind of [Am] sad
The dreams in which I'm [D] dying are the best I've ever [Am] had
I find it hard to [D] tell you cause I find it hard to [Am] take
When people run in [D] circles it's a very very
[Am] Ma[C]d [D] world [Am] Ma[C]d [D] world
[Am] Ma[C]d [D] world [Am] Ma[C]d <D> world
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All around me are familiar faces…

And I find it kind of funny…

Mad World…
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Missing (by Everything But The Girl)
{ 1994 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-eh }

Intro: | [Am] / / / [Amadd9] / | [Am/C] / / / [Amadd9] / | (x2)
[Am] Step off the [Am7] train
[Em] Walking down your [Em7] street again
[Am] Past your [Am7] door
But [Em] you don't live there [Em7] anymore
It's [Am] years since you've been [Am7] there
[Em] And now you've [Em7] disappeared some[Am]-where
Like [Am7] out of space
[Em] You've found some [Em7] better place
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
[Am] Could you be [Am7] dead?
[Em] Always were two [Em7] steps ahead
[Am] Of every[Am7]-one
[Em] Walked behind while [Em7] you run
I [Am] look up by your [Am7] house
[Em] And I can [Em7] almost hear you [Am] shout down to [Am7] me
Where I [Em] always used to be [Em7]
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
[Am] Back on the [Am7] train
[Em] Asked why did I [Em7] come again
[Am] Can I con[Am7]-fess
I've been [Em] hanging round your [Em7] old address
[Am] Years have [Am7] proved
[Em] To offer [Em7] nothing since you [Am] moved
[Am7] You’re long gone
<Em> And I can't <Em7> move on
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
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[Am] Step off the [Am7] train
[Em] Walking down your [Em7] street again
[Am] Past your [Am7] door
I guess [Em] you don't live there [Em7] anymore
It's [Am] years since you've been [Am7] there
[Em] And now you've [Em7] disappeared some[Am]-where
Like [Am7] out of space
[Em] You've found some [Em7] better place
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
And I miss [Am] you [F]
Like the [G] deserts miss the [Dm] rain
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Moon River

(written by Henry Mancini )

{ 1962 }

[G] Moon [Em] river, [C] wider than a [G] mile
I'm [C] crossing you in [G] style some [Am] day [B7]
Oh, [Em] dream [G] maker, you [C] heart [Cm] breaker
Wher[Em]-ever you're [Em6] going, I'm [Am7] going your [D7] way

[G] Two [Em] drifters, [C] off to see the [G] world
There's [C] such a lot of [G] world to [Am] see [B7]
We're [G] af[Em]-ter the [Em6] same [Am7] rainbow's [G] end,
[C] Waiting, round the [G] bend
[C] My Huckleberry [G] Friend,
[Em] Moon [Am7] River, [D7] and [G] me [Cm] [Bm] [G]

[G] Moon [Em] river, [C] wider than a [G] mile
I'm [C] crossing you in [G] style some [Am] day [B7]
Oh, [Em] dream [G] maker, you [C] heart [Cm] breaker
Wher[Em]-ever you're [Em6] going, I'm [Am7] going your [D7] way

[G] Two [Em] drifters, [C] off to see the [G] world
There's [C] such a lot of [G] world to [Am] see [B7]
We're [G] af[Em]-ter the [Em6] same [Am7] rainbow's [G] end,
[C] Waiting, round the [G] bend
[C] My Huckleberry [G] Friend,
[Em] Moon [Am7] River, [D7] and [C] me [Cm] [G]
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My Zero (by Ezra Furman)
{ 2013 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-c9 }

Intro : [G] / / / / [Dm] / / / / [F] / / / / [C] / / / <C>
[G] Out on the [Dm] open prairie [F] the amber [C] weighs a grain
[G] I sat and [Dm] lit my fire [F] I saw your [C] passing train
[G] I watched your [Dm] yellow windows [F] I couldn't [C] see your face
[G] I thought you'd [Dm] always be [F] [C] my zero
[G] I thought you'd [Dm] always be [F] [C] my zero
[G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] (with riff 1)
[G] Sitting down [Dm] by the fire [F] I cook my [C] can of beans
[G] I draw the [Dm] constellations [F] I wonder [C] what they mean
[G] Sit back, re[Dm]-play my movie [F] I go through [C] all the scenes
[G] I thought you'd [Dm] always be [F] [C] my zero
[G] I thought you'd [Dm] always be [F] [C] my zero
[G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] My zero (with riff 1)
[G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C]
[G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] (with riff 2)
[G] I've gone a[Dm]-way forever [F] the wrong side [C] of the tracks
[G] My blood all [Dm] filled with garbage, [F] my heart shot [C] through with cracks
[G] I saw her [Dm] dark hair falling [F] all down her [C] snow-white back
[G] I thought she'd [Dm] always be [F] [C] my zero
[G] I thought you'd [Dm] always be [F] [C] my zero
[G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] (with riff 1)
[G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] My zero (with riff 2)
[G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C]

Riff 1 :
xA|-----5-5-7-7-5-5----------|---------5-5----------|
xE|-7-7-------------8-8-5-8--|-5-5-8-8-----8-8-5----|
xC|--------------------------|-------------------7--|
xG|--------------------------|----------------------|

Riff 2 :
xA|-10-------8--------8------7-----7--|-----10---8--------8------7-----7--|
xE|-----10------10-------8------8---8-|-10----------10-------8------8---8-|
xC|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
xG|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
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Never Never (by The Assembly)
{ 1983 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-cg }

Intro: [F] [F] [F] [F] (with intro riff)
[F] I know just what to say [Am] it's just a game I play [Bb]
Now I'm here on my own
[F] I'd like to be with you [Am] I guess you always knew [Bb]
Still I'm all alone
[C] I know the story, got it [Bb] all worked out
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(maybe that's the way my life was meant to be)
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(love is just the door that's locked and there's no key)
[F] It never happens to [Bb] me [Bb]
[F] I know my every line [Am] it's just a waste of time [Bb]
Guess it's all such a shame
[F] I've seen it all before [Am] and every time I'm sure [Bb]
That it ends up the same
[C] I know the story, got it [Bb] all worked out
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(maybe that's the way my life was meant to be)
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(love is just the door that's locked and there's no key)
[F] It never happens to [Bb] me [Bb]
Instrumental: [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [Am] [Bb]
[F] I know just what to say [Am] it's just a game I play [Bb]
Now I'm here on my own
[F] I'd like to be with you [Am] I guess you always knew [Bb]
Still I'm all alone
[C] I know the story, got it [Bb] all worked out
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(maybe that's the way my life was meant to be)
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(love is just the door that's locked and there's no key)
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(maybe that's the way my life was meant to be)
[F] It never happens to me, [Am] it never happens to [Bb] me
(love is just the door that's locked and there's no key)
[F] It never happens to [Bb] me [Bb] <F>
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Intro riff:
xA|-1----0---------|-1----0--1-3-----1-0---|
xE|-----------1----|---------------------1-|
xC|----------------|-----------------------|
xG|----------------|-----------------------|

Instrumental:
xA|---------------------|--------0------------|--------3--------------------|
xE|-0-1-3--0-1-3-1------|-0-1-3----3-0-1------|-0-1-3----3-0-1--------------|
xC|----------------2--2-|----------------2--2-|----------------2--2---------|
xG|---------------------|---------------------|-----------------------------|
xA|-7-------5---------|
xE|---8-8-----6-6---8-|
xC|-------------------|
xG|-------------------|
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No One Knows My Name
(written by Gillian Welch and David Rawlings)
{ 2003 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-O }

Intro: [C]
Oh my [C] mother was just a [G7] girl, seven[C]-teen
Oh my [C] mother was just a girl, seventeen
And my [C] dad was passin’ [C7] through doing [F] things a man will [Am] do
Oh my [Am] mother was just a [G] girl, seven[C]-teen
It’s a [C] wonder that I’m [G7] in this world at [C] all
It’s a [C] wonder that I’m in this world at all
And I [C] have a life to [C7] claim though I [F] really don’t know my [Am] name
It’s a [Am] wonder that I’m [G] in this world at [C] all
Chorus:
Ain’t one [C] soul in the whole [G7] world knows my [C] name
Ain’t one [C] soul in the whole world knows my name
But it’s [C] written up in the [C7] sky and I’ll [F] see it by and [Am] by
Ain’t one [Am] soul in the whole [G] world knows my [C] name
Instrumental: [Am] [G] [C] [C]
Well I [C] had a good mother and [G7] dad just the [C] same
Well I [C] had a good mother and dad just the same
And they [C] took me to their [C7] rest and they [F] surely stayed the [Am] test
Well I [Am] had a good mother and [G] dad just the [C] same
Chorus:
Ain’t one [C] soul in the whole [G7] world knows my [C] name
Ain’t one [C] soul in the whole world knows my name
Just an[C]-other baby [C7] born to a [F] girl lost and [Am] lorn
Ain’t one [Am] soul in the whole [G] world knows my [C] name
Instrumental: [C] [C7] [F] [Am] [Am] [G] [C] [C]
Now and [C] then there’s a lonesome [G7] thought in my [C] mind
Now and [C] then there’s a lonesome thought in my mind
And on the [C] crowded street I [C7] see a strangers [F] face that looks like [Am] m
e
Now and [Am] then there’s a lonesome [G] thought in my [C] mind
Chorus:
Ain’t one [C] soul in the whole [G7] world knows my [C] name
Ain’t one [C] soul in the whole world knows my name
But I’ll [C] see it by and [C7] by cause it’s [F] written up in the [Am] sky
Ain’t one [Am] soul in the whole [G] world knows my [C] name
Instrumental: [C] [C7] [F] [C] [Am] [G] [C] [C]
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Ode To Billy Joe (by Bobbie Gentry)
{ 1967 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-cq }

Intro: [D7] [D7] [D7] [D7]
It was the [D7] Third of June another sleepy dusty delta day
I was [D7] out choppin cotton and my brother was balin' hay
And at [G7] dinner time we stopped and walked back to the house to eat
And Mama [D7] hollered out the back door "y'all remember to wipe your feet”
And then she [G7] said "I got some news this mornin' from Choctaw Ridge"
"Today <D7> Billy Joe MacAllister jumped <C7> off the Tallahatchie [D7] Bridge"
And [D7] Papa said to Mama as he passed around the black-eyed peas
"Well, Billy [D7] Joe never had a lick of sense, pass the biscuits, please"
"There's [G7] five more acres in the lower forty I've got to plow"
And Mama [D7] said it was shame about Billy Joe, anyhow
Seems like [G7] nothin' ever comes to no good up on Choctaw Ridge
And now <D7> Billy Joe MacAllister's jumped <C7> off the Tallahatchie [D7] Bridge
And [D7] brother said he recollected when he and Tom and Billie Joe
Put a [D7] frog down my back at the Carroll County picture show
And wasn't [G7] I talkin' to him after church last Sunday night?
"I'll have an[D7]-other piece of apple pie, you know it don't seem right"
"I [G7] saw him at the sawmill yesterday on Choctaw Ridge"
"And now you <D7> tell me Billie Joe's jumped <C7> off the Tallahatchie [D7] Bridge"
And [D7] Mama said to me "Child, what's happened to your appetite?
Well I've been [D7] cookin' all morning and you haven't touched a single bite
That [G7] nice young preacher, Brother Taylor, dropped by today
Said he'd be [D7] pleased to have dinner on Sunday, oh, by the way"
He [G7] said he saw a girl that looked a lot like you up on Choctaw Ridge
And she and <D7> Billy Joe was throwing somethin' <C7> off the Tallahatchie [D7] Bridge”
A [D7] year has come 'n' gone since we heard the news 'bout Billy Joe
And [D7] brother married Becky Thompson, they bought a store in Tupelo
There was a [G7] virus going 'round, Papa caught it and he died last Spring
And now [D7] Mama doesn't seem to wanna do much of anything
And [G7] me, I spend a lot of time pickin' flowers up on Choctaw Ridge
And drop them <D7> in to the muddy water <C7> off the Tallahatchie [D7] Bridge
[D7] <D7>
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One (written by U2, as performed by Johnny Cash)
{ 1991, 2000 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-4R }

Intro: [Am] [Dsus2] [Fmaj7] [G]
[Am] Is it getting [Dsus2] better, [Fmaj7] or do you feel the [G] same
[Am] Will it make it [Dsus2] easier on you now [Fmaj7] you got someone to [G] blame
You say [C] one love, [Am] one life, [Fmaj7] when it's one need [C] in the night
It's one love, we get to [Am] share it
[Fmaj7] It leaves you baby if you don't [C] care for it
[Am] [Dsus2] [Fmaj7] [G]
[Am] Did I disa[Dsus2]-ppoint you, [Fmaj7] or leave a bad taste in your [G] mouth
[Am] You act like you never [Dsus2] had love, [Fmaj7] and you want me to go with[G]-out
Well it's [C] too late [Am] tonight, [Fmaj7] to drag the past out [C] into the light
We're one but we're [Am] not the same,
We get to [Fmaj7] carry each other, [C] carry each other
[Am] One [Dsus2] [Fmaj7] [G]
[Am] Have you come here for for[Dsus2]-giveness,
[Fmaj7] Have you come to raise the [G] dead
[Am] Have you come here to play [Dsus2] Jesus
[Fmaj7] To the lepers in your [G] head
Did I [C] ask too much, [Am] more than a lot,
[Fmaj7] You gave me nothing now [C] it's all I got
We're one but we're [Am] not the same,
We [Fmaj7] hurt each other then we’re [C] doing it again, you say
[C] Love is a temple, [Am] love the higher law
[C] Love is a temple, [Am] love the higher law
[C] You ask me to enter, [G] but then you make me crawl
And I can't be holding on [Fmaj7] to what you got when all you got is [C] hurt
One love, [Am] One blood, [Fmaj7] One life you got to [C] do what you should
One life with each [Am] other, [Fmaj7] sisters, [C] brothers
One life but we're [Am] not the same,
We get to [Fmaj7] carry each other, [C] carry each other
One [C] [Am] One [Fmaj7] [C]
One [C] [Am] [Fmaj7] One [C]
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One Way Or Another

(by Blondie)

{ 1978 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-aL }

Intro: [D] [D] [D] [D] [C#]-[C] [B] [B] [B] [B] [C]-[C#] (x2)
[D] One way or another I'm gonna find ya
I'm gonna getcha getcha getcha [C#] get[C]-cha
[B] One way or another I'm gonna win ya
I'm gonna getcha getcha getcha [C] get[C#]-cha
[D] One way or another I'm gonna see ya
I'm gonna meetcha meetcha meetcha [C#] meet[C]-cha
[B] One day, maybe next week
I'm gonna meetcha, I'm gonna meetcha, I'll meetcha
[G] I [Bm7] will [A] drive past your [F#m] house
[G] And [Bm7] if the [A] lights are all [F#m] down
I'll [G] see who's a[E]-round [F#] [F#]
[D] One way or another I'm gonna find ya
I'm gonna getcha getcha getcha [C#] get[C]-cha
[B] One way or another I'm gonna win ya
I'll getcha, I'll getcha [C] [C#]
[D] One way or another I'm gonna see ya
I'm gonna meetcha meetcha meetcha [C#] meet[C]-cha
[B] One day, maybe next week
I'm gonna meetcha, I'll meetcha
[G] And [Bm7] if the [A] lights are all [F#m] out
[G] I'll [Bm7] follow [A] your bus down[F#m]-town
See [G] who's hanging [E] out [F#] [F#]
Instrumental:

[F#m] [F#m] [A] [C#m] [F#m] [F#m] [A] [C#m]
[B] [E] [F#m] [F#m]
[A] [A] [B] [B] [C]-[C#]

[D] One way or another I'm gonna lose ya
I'm gonna give you the slip, [C#] [C]
A [B] slip of the lip or another,
I'm gonna lose ya, I'm gonna trick ya, I'll trick ya [C] [C#]
[D] One way or another I'm gonna lose ya
I'm gonna trick ya trick ya trick ya [C#] trick [C] ya
[B] One way or another I'm gonna lose ya
I'm gonna give you the slip
[D] I'll walk down the mall, stand over by the wall
[B] Where I can see it all, find out who ya call
[D] Lead you to the supermarket checkout
[B] Some specials and rat food, get lost in the crowd
[D] One way or another I'm gonna [B] getcha, I'll getcha, I'll getcha getcha getcha getcha
(Where I can see it all, find out who ya call)
[B] One way or another I'm gonna [B] getcha, I'll getcha, I'll getcha getcha getcha getcha
(Where I can see it all, find out who ya call)
[repeat until fade]
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Over The Hill

(by John Martyn)

{ 1973 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-2A }

Intro: [G] [G]
[G] I'm going away to leave you, going to leave you in disgrace
Nothing in my favour, got the wind in my face
I'm going [Am] home, [C] Hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
Over the [Am] hill, [C] Hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill.
[G] Can't get enough of sweet cocaine, get enough of Mary Jane
Going back to where I come from, going to roll 'em back home again
Over the [Am] hill, [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
Over the [Am] hill; [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill.
Instrumental verse
[G] I've been worried about my babies, been worried about my wife
There's just one place for a man to be, when he's worried about his life
I'm going [Am] home, [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
Over the [Am] hill; [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
[G] Well I'm going away to leave you, going to leave you in disgrace
I got nothing in my favour; the rain in my face
I'm going [Am] home, [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
Over the [Am] hill; [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
Over the [Am] hill, [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
Over the [Am] hill; [C] hey, hey, hey, over the [G] hill
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Picture This

(by Blondie)

{ 1978 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-4x }

Intro: [C] [F] [C] [F] [C] [F] [F] [Ab] [Ab] [C] <C>
Riff:
xA|-------------|
xE|---0-1-2-3---|
xC|-0---------0-|
xG|-------------|

Verse 1:
[C] All I want is a [F] room with a view
[C] A sight worth seeing a [F] vision of you
[C] All I want [F] is a room with a [F] view, oooooh [Ab] [Ab] [C] <C> (riff)
Verse 2:
[C] I will give you my [F] finest hour
[C] The one I spent [F] watching you shower
[C] I will give you [F] my finest hour [C] oh [G] yeah
[C] All I want is a [F] photo in my wallet
[C] A small remembrance of [F] something more solid
[C] All I want [F] is a picture of you [C] [C]
Chorus:
[F] Picture this a [G] day in December
[F] Picture this [G] freezing cold weather
You got [F] clouds on your lids and you'd [G] be on the skids
If it [Am] weren't for your job at the garage
If you could only, oohh, [F] oh
Picture this a [G] sky full of thunder
[F] Picture this my [G] telephone number
[F] One and one is what I'm [G] telling you oh [A] yeah
Instrumental:
… [D] [A] [D] [A] [D] [D] [D] [F] [F] [G] [G] <Am>
Verse 3:
[C] All I want is [F] twenty-twenty vision
[C] A total portrait with [F] no omissions
[C] All I want [F] is a vision of [F] you, oooooh [Ab] If you can
Chorus:
[F] Picture this a [G] day in December
[F] Picture this [G] freezing cold weather
You got [F] clouds on your lids and you'd [G] be on the skids
If it [Am] weren't for your job at the garage
If you could only, oohh, [F] oh
Picture this a [G] sky full of thunder
[F] Picture this my [G] telephone number
[F] One and one is what I'm [G] telling you
Get a [Am] pocket computer, try to do what you used to do, <Am> yeah
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Rainbow Connection (from “The Muppet Movie”)
{ 1979 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-di }

Intro : [D] [G] (x4 - riff)
[D] Why are there [Bm] so many [G] songs about [A] rainbows
And [D] what's on the [Bm] other [G] side? [A]
[D] Rainbows are [Bm] visions, but [G] only il[A]-lusions
And [D] rainbows have [Bm] nothing to [G] hide. [A]
[Gmaj7] So we've been told and some choose to believe it.
[F#m] I know they're wrong, wait and see.
[Em] Someday we'll [A] find it, the [D] rainbow con[B]-nection.
The [G] lovers, the [A] dreamers and [D] me.
[D] [G] (x2 - riff)
[D] Who said that [Bm] every wish would [G] be heard and [A] answered
When [D] wished on the [Bm] morning [G] star? [A]
[D] Somebody [Bm] thought of that and [G] someone be[A]-lieved it.
[D] Look what it's [Bm] done so [G] far. [A]
[Gmaj7] What's so amazing that keeps us stargazing
And [F#m] what do we think we might see?
[Em] Someday we'll [A] find it, the [D] rainbow con[B]-nection.
The [G] lovers, the [A] dreamers and [D] me.
[A] All of us [Bm] under its [D] spell.
We [G] know that it's [D] probably [A] magic. [A] [A] [A]
Solo :

[D] [Bm] [G] [A]
[D] [Bm] [G] [A]
[Gmaj7] [Gmaj7]
[Em] [A] [D] [B]
[A] [Bm] [D] [G]

[D] [Bm] [G] [A]
[D] [Bm] [G] [A]
[Gmaj7] [Gmaj7] [F#m] [F#m] [F#m] [F#m]
[G] [A] [D]
[D] [A] [A] [A] [A]

[D] Have you been [Bm] half asleep and [G] have you heard [A] voices?
[D] I've heard them [Bm] calling my [G] name. [A]
[D] Is this the [Bm] sweet sound that [G] calls the young [A] sailors?
The [D] voice might be [Bm] one and the [G] same. [A]
[Gmaj7] I've heard it too many times to ignore it.
[F#m] It's something that I'm supposed to be.
[Em] Someday we'll [A] find it, the [D] rainbow con[B]-nection,
The [G] lovers, the [A] dreamers and [D] me.
[A] La da da [Bm] dee da da [D] doo
La [G] da de dee [A] da dee da <D> doo
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Riff

Solo
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Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head
(written by Burt Bacharach and Hal David )
{ 1969 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8n }

Intro: | [F] / [Am] / | [Gm7] / [C] / |
Verse 1:
[F] Raindrops keep fallin' on my [Am] head
And [F7] just like the guy whose feet are [Bb] too big for his [Am7] bed
[D7] Nothin' seems to [Am7] fit
[D7] Those [Gm7] raindrops are fallin' on my head and they keep fallin'
Verse 2:
[C7sus4] So I [C] just [F] did me some talkin' to the [Am] sun
And [F7] I said I didn't like the [Bb] way he got things [Am7] done
[D7] Sleepin' on the [Am7] job
[D7] Those [Gm7] raindrops are fallin' on my head and they keep fallin'
Bridge:
[C7sus4] But there's [C] one [F] thing I [Am] know
The [Bb] blues they send to [C] meet me [C7] won't de[Am7]-feat me
It won't be long till [D7] happiness steps [Gm7] up to greet me
Solo:
| [Bb] / [C] / | [Bb] / [C] / |
Verse 3:
[F] Raindrops keep fallin' on my [Am] head
But [F7] that doesn't mean my eyes will [Bb] soon be turnin' [Am7] red
[D7] Cryin's not for [Am7] me
[D7] 'Cause [Gm7] I'm never gonna stop the rain by complainin'
[C7sus4] Because [C] I'm [F] free [Am] [Gm7] nothin's [C7sus4] worryin' [F] me
Bridge:
| [Am] / / / | [Bb] / / / | [C] / / [C7] | [Am7] / / / |
It won't be long till [D7] happiness steps [Gm7] up to greet me
Solo:
| [Bb] / [C] / | [Bb] / [C] / |
(Repeat verse 3)
[Am] [Gm7] nothin's [C7sus4] worryin' [F] me
[Am] [Gm7] nothin's [C7sus4] worryin' [F] me
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Revelator (written by Gillian Welch and David Rawlings )
{ 2001 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-9v }

Intro: [Am] / / / [F] / / / [D] / / / [Am] / [Am/C] /
[Am] Darling remem[F]-ber, [D] when you [Am] come to [Am/C] me
[Am] That I’m the preten[F]-der, I’m [D] not what I’m su[Am]-pposed to [Am/C] be
[Dm] But who could [F] know, if I’m a [C] traitor? [G]
Time’s the reve[Dm]-lator [F]
[Am] They caught the Ka[F]-ty, [D] and left me a [Am] mule to [Am/C] ride
[Am] The fortune la[F]-dy [D] came along she [Am] walked be[Am/C]-side
[Dm] But every [F] word seemed to [C] date her [G]
Time’s the reve[Dm]-lator [F], the reve[F]-lator [G]
Instrumental: [Am] / / / [F] / / / [D] / / / [Am] / [Am/C] / (x2)
[Am] Up in the mor[F]-ning, [D] up and [Am] on the [Am/C] ride
[Am] Driving to cor[F]-ning [D] and all the spin[Am]-dles [Am/C] whine
[Dm] And every [F] day is getting [C] straighter [G]
Time’s the reve[Dm]-lator [F], the reve[F]-lator [G]
Instrumental: [Am] / / / [F] / / / [D] / / / [Am] / [Am/C] / (x2)
[Am] Leaving the val[F]-ley [D] and fucking [Am] out of [Am/C] sight
[Am] I’ll go back to Ca[F]-li, where [D] I can sleep out [Am] every [Am/C] night
[Dm] And watch the [F] waves and move the [C] fader [G]
Time’s the reve[Dm]-lator [F], the reve[F]-lator [G]
[Dm] Queen of [F] fakes and imi[C]-tators [G]
Time’s a reve[Dm]-lator [F]
Instrumental: [Am] / / / [F] / / / [D] / / / [Am] / [Am/C] / (to fade)
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Rhinestone Cowboy
(written by written by Larry Weiss, sung by Glen Campbell )
{ 1975 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-A }

Intro: | C / / Csus4 | C5 / / Csus4 | (x2)
I've been [C] walking these streets [Csus4] so [C] long
Singing the same [Csus4] old [C] song
I know every crack in [Csus4] these [C] dirty sidewalks of [G] Broadway [Gsus4] [G]
Where [F] hustle’s the name [Fsus4] of the [F] game
And [Dm] nice guys get washed a[F]-way like the snow and the [C] rain [Csus4] [C]
There's been a [G] load of compromising
On the [F] road to my hor[C]-izon
But [F] I'm gonna be where the [Dm] lights are shining on [G] me [Dm] [G]
Like a [F] rhine[G]-stone [C] cowboy [F] [C]
Riding [C] out on a horse in a [Cmaj7] star spangled rode[G]-o [C] [G]
Like a [F] rhine[G]-stone [C] cowboy [F] [C]
Getting [C] cards and letters from [Cmaj7] people I don't even [G] know
And offers coming over the [F] phone / / / | / / / / | [G] / / / | / / [F] [G] |
I [C] really don't mind [Csus4] the [C] rain,
And smiles can hide all [Csus4] the [C] pain
You're down while taking [Csus4] the [C] train that's taking the [G] long way [Gsus4] [G]
And I [F] dream of things [Fsus4] I'll [F] do
With a [Dm] subway token and a [F] dollar tucked inside my [C] shoe [Csus4] [C]
There's been a [G] load of compromising
On the [F] road to my hor[C]-izon
But [F] I'm gonna be where the [Dm] lights are shining on [G] me [Dm] [G]
Like a [F] rhine[G]-stone [C] cowboy [F] [C]
Riding [C] out on a horse in a [Cmaj7] star spangled rode[G]-o [C] [G]
Like a [F] rhine[G]-stone [C] cowboy [F] [C]
Getting [C] cards and letters from [Cmaj7] people I don't even [G] know
And offers coming over the [F] phone / / / | / / / / | [G] / / / | / / …
Like a [F] rhine[G]-stone [C] cowboy [F] [C]
Riding [C] out on a horse in a [Cmaj7] star spangled rode[G]-o [C] [G]
Like a [F] rhine[G]-stone [C] cowboy [F] [C]
Getting [C] cards and letters from [Cmaj7] people I don't even [G] know
And offers coming over the [F] phone / / / | / / / / | [G] / / / | / / [F] [G] | [C]
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Rhythm Of The Rain (by The Cascades )
{ 1963 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-9C }

Intro:

[G] [Em] [G] [D]

[G] Listen to the rhythm of the [C] falling rain
[G] Telling me just what a fool I've [D] been
I [G] wish that it would go and let me [C] cry in vain
And [G] let me be a-[D]-lone a-[G]-gain
The [G] only girl I care about is [C] gone away
[G] Looking for a brand new [D] start
But [G] little does she know that when she [C] left that day
A-[G]- long with her she [D] took my [G] heart
[C] Rain please tell me now does [Bm] that seem fair
For [C] her to steal my heart away when [G] she don't care
I [Em] can't love another when my [Am] heart is some-[D]-where far a-[G]-way [D]
The [G] only girl I care about is [C] gone away
[G] Looking for a brand new [D] start
But [G] little does she know that when she [C] left that day
A-[G]-long with her she [D] took my [G] heart
[C] Rain won't you tell her that I [Bm] love her so
[C] Please ask the sun to set her [G] heart aglow
[Em] Rain in her heart and let the [Am] love we [D] knew start to [G] grow [D]
[G] Listen to the rhythm of the [C] falling rain
[G] Telling me just what a fool I've [D] been
I [G] wish that it would go and let [C] me cry in vain
And [G] let me be a-[D]-lone a-[G]-gain
[G] Oh listen to the [Em] falling rain, [G] pitter patter pitter [Em] patter
[G] Oh listen to the [Em] falling rain, [G] pitter patter pitter [Em] patter
[G]
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Road To Nowhere (by Talking Heads)
{ 1985 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-2F }

[D] [D] [D] [D]
[D] We’re on a road to nowhere, [Bm] come on inside
[D] Taking that ride to nowhere, [Bm] we’ll take that ride
[G] I’m feeling okay this morning [D], and you know [A]
[G] We’re on the road to para[D]-dise,
Here we go [A], here we go [D] [D]
[D] We’re on a road to nowhere, [Bm] come on inside
[D] Taking that ride to nowhere, [Bm] we’ll take that ride
[G] Maybe you wonder where you are [D], I don’t care [A]
[G] Here is where time is on our [D] side,
Take you there [A], take you there [D] [D]
[D] We’re on a road to nowhere, [Bm] come on inside
[D] Taking that ride to nowhere, [Bm] we’ll take that ride
There’s a [D] city in my mind, come along and take that ride
And it’s all [Bm] right, baby it’s alright
And it’s [D] very far away, but it’s growing day by day
And it’s all [Bm] right, baby it’s alright
Would you [D] like to come along, you can help me sing this song
And it’s all [Bm] right, baby it’s alright
They can [D] tell you what to do, but they’ll make a fool of you
And it’s all [Bm] right, baby it’s alright
[D] We’re on a road to nowhere [Bm] (x3)
<D> We’re on a road to nowhere
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Rock ‘n’ Roll Star (by Oasis)
{ 1994 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-bJ }

Intro: | [C] / / / | [C] / [F] / | [C] / / / | [C] / [F] / |
| [Dm] / / / | [Bb] / / /
| [C] / / / | [C] / [F] / |
Verse 1:
[C] I live my life in the city [F]
[C] And there's no easy way out [F]
[Dm] The day's moving [Bb] just too fast for me [C] / / / [C] / [F] /
[C] I need some time in the sunshine [F]
[C] I gotta slow it right down [F]
[Dm] The day's moving [Bb] just too fast for me [C] [C]
Pre-chorus:
I [Am] live my life for the [F] stars that shine
[C] People say it's just a waste of time
[Am] Then they said I should [F] feed my head
[C] That to me was just a day in bed
I'll [Am] take my car and [F] drive real far
[C] They're not concerned about the way we are
[Bb] In my mind my dreams are real
[G] Now you concerned about the way I feel
Chorus:
To[Bb]-niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight [F] I'm a rock ‘n' roll [C] star [C] / [F] /
To[Bb]-niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight [F] I'm a rock ‘n' roll [C] star [C] / [F] /
Verse 1
Pre-chorus
Chorus
To[Bb]-niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight [F] I'm a rock n' roll [C] star [C] / [F] /
[Bb] You're not down with who I am
[F] Look at you now, you're all in my hands tonight
[C] / / /
[C] / [F] / [C] / / / [C] / [F] /
[Dm] / / / [Bb] / / /
[C] / / / [C] / [F] /
To[Bb]-niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight [F] I'm a rock ‘n' roll [C] star [C] / [F] /
To[Bb]-niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight [F] I'm a rock ‘n' roll [C] star [C] / [F] /
To[Bb]-niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight [F] I'm a rock ‘n' roll [C] star [C] / [F] /
To[Bb]-niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight <F> I'm a rock ‘n' roll <C> star
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Running Up That Hill (by Kate Bush)
{ 1985 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-5R }

Intro: [G] [A] [Bm] [Bm] [G] [A]

(riff)

[Bm] It doesn't hurt [G] me. [A]
[Bm] Do you want to feel [F#m] how it feels? [G] [A]
[Bm] Do you want to know [F#m] that it doesn't hurt [G] me? [A]
[Bm] Do you want to hear [F#m] about the [G] deal that I'm [A] making?
[G] You [D] -ou [Em] -ou,
[G] It's you and [D] me. [Em]
And [G] if I only could,
I'd make a [A] deal with God,
And I'd [Bm] get him to swap our places,
Be running up that road, [G]
Be running up that hill, [A]
Be running up that build[Bm]-ing.
If I only could, [G] oh [A] oh [Bm] [Bm] [G] [A] (riff)
[Bm] You don't want to hurt [G] me, [A]
[Bm] But see how deep [F#m] the bullet lies. [G] [A]
[Bm] Unaware I'm tear[F#m]-ing you asun[G]-der. [A]
[Bm] There is [F#m] thunder in our [G] hearts. [A]
[Bm] Is there so much hate [F#m] for the ones we love? [G] [A]
[Bm] Tell me, [F#m] we both matter, [G] don't we? [A]
[G] You [D] -ou [Em] -ou,
[G] It's you and [D] me. [Em]
[G] It’s you and [D] me won't [Em] be unhappy.
And [G] if I only could,
I'd make a [A] deal with God,
And I'd [Bm] get him to swap our places,
Be running up that road, [G]
Be running up that hill, [A]
Be running up that build[Bm]-ing.
If I only could, [G] oh [A] oh [Bm] [Bm] [G] [A] [Bm] (riff)
[G] You [D] -ou [Em] -ou,
[G] It's you and [D] me. [Em]
[G] It’s you and [D] me won't [Em] be unhappy.
[G] C'mon baby, [A] c'mon darling,
[Bm] Let me steal this moment from you now.
[G] C'mon angel, [A] c'mon, c'mon, darling,
[Bm] Let's exchange the experience, [G] oh [A] [Bm] [Bm] (riff)
[G] [A] [Bm] [Bm]
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And if I only could, [G]
I'd make a deal with God, [A]
And I'd get him to swap [Bm] our places,
Be running up that road, [G]
Be running up that hill, [A]
With no [Bm] problems. [Bm]

x2

[G] [A] <Bm>

Riff
xA|-12-9---|-12-9---|-12-9---|---------|-5-------7-|-------7-|-----9-|-7-5------|
xE|------7-|------7-|------5-|-7---5-7-|------12---|----12---|-------|-----7----|
xC|--------|--------|--------|---------|-----------|---------|-------|----------|
xG|--------|--------|--------|---------|-----------|---------|-------|----------|
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Save A Prayer (by Duran Duran)
{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-d4 }

Intro:

[Dm] / / / [F] / / / [Bbmaj7] / / / [G] / [F] / (x2 – with intro arpeggio & riff)

[Dm] You saw me [F] standing by the [Bbmaj7] wall,
[G] Corner of a [F] main street
[Dm] And the [F] lights are flashing [Bbmaj7] on your window [G] sill [C]
[Dm] All a[F]-lone, ain't much [Bbmaj7] fun,
So you're [G] looking [F] for the [Dm] thrill
And you [F] know just what it [Bbmaj7] takes and where to [G] go [C]
[Bm] Don't [Dmaj7] say a prayer for me [G] now,
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter
No, don't [Dmaj7] say a prayer for me [G] now,
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Dm]-ter [F] [Bbmaj7] [G]
[Dm] [F] [Bbmaj7] [G]

(intro riff)
(intro riff)

[Dm] Feel the [F] breeze deep on the in[Bbmaj7]-side,
Look you [G] down in[F]-to the [Dm] well
If you [F] can, you'll see the [Bbmaj7] world in all his [G] fire [C]
[Dm] Take a [F] chance, like all [Bbmaj7] dreamers
You can't [G] find a[F]-nother [Dm] way
You don't [F] have to dream it [Bbmaj7] all, just live a [G] day [C]
[Bm] Don't [Dmaj7] say a prayer for me [G] now,
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter
No, don't [Dmaj7] say a prayer for me [G] now,
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter [D] [G]
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter [D] [G]
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Dm]-ter [F] [Bbmaj7] [G]
[Dm] [F] [Bbmaj7] [G]

(chorus riff)
(chorus riff)

[Dm] Pretty looking [F] road I try to [Bbmaj7] hold
The rising [G] floods that [F] know my [Dm] skin
Don't ask me [F] why, I'll keep my pro[Bbmaj7]-mise,
Melt the ice [G] [C]
[Dm] And you want[F]-ed to dance, so I as[Bbmaj7]-ked you to dance,
But [G] fear is [F] in your [Dm] soul
Some people [F] call it a one night [Bbmaj7] stand
But we can [G] call it par[C]-adise
[Bm] Don't [Dmaj7] say a prayer for me [G] now,
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter
No, don't [Dmaj7] say a prayer for me [G] now,
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter [D]
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter [D]
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter [D]
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Bm]-ter [D]
[F#m] Save it for the [A] morning af[Dm]-ter [C]
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[Dm] [C] [Bbmaj7] [Am]
[Dm] Save a prayer ‘till the [C] morning after [Bbmaj7] [Am]
[Dm] Save a prayer ‘till the [C] morning after [Bbmaj7] [Am]
[Dm] Save a prayer ‘till the [C] morning after
[Bbmaj7] Save a prayer ‘till the [Am] morning af[C]-ter
[Dm] Save a prayer ‘till the [C] morning after
[Bbmaj7] Save a prayer ‘till the [Am] morning af[C]-ter
(repeat to end)

Intro arpeggio

Intro riff

Chorus riff
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Situation (by Yazoo)
{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-6D }

Intro: [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb]
[C] Blue eyed dressed for [Bb] every situ[C]-ation [Bb]
[C] Moving through the [Bb] doorway of a [C] nation [Bb]
[F] Pick me up and shake the doubt
[G] Baby I can’t do without
Chorus:
[C] Don’t [Bb] mess around
[C] You [Bb] bring me down
[C] How you [Bb] get about
[D] Don’t make a sound just [G] move out
[C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb]
[C] I remember [Bb] only for an [C] hour [Bb]
[C] Move right through me [Bb] can you feel the [C] power [Bb]
[F] I don’t know what’s going on
[G] It scares me but it won’t take long
Chorus:
[C] (Move out) Don’t [Bb] mess around
[C] (Move out) You [Bb] bring me down
[C] (Move out) How you [Bb] get about
[D] Don’t make a sound just [G] move out
[C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb]
[C] Now he’s in con[Bb]-trol he is my [C] lover [Bb]
[C] Nations stand a[Bb]-gainst him he’s your [C] brother [Bb]
[F] Been a long time, been a long time now
[G] I’ll get to you somehow
Chorus: (x2)
[C] (Move out) Don’t [Bb] mess around
[C] (Move out) You [Bb] bring me down
[C] (Move out) How you [Bb] get about
[D] Don’t make a sound just [G] move out
[C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb] [C] [Bb]
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Songs From Under The Floorboard (by Magazine)
{ 1980 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7M }

Intro: [Dm] //// [Bb] //// [F] //// [G] //// (x2) (with riff)
[Dm] I am angry I am [C] ill and I'm as [Bb] ugly as [F] sin
[Dm] My irritabili[C]-ty keeps me [Bb] alive and [F] kicking
[Dm] I know the meaning [C] of life, it does[Bb]-n't help me a [G] bit
[Dm] I know beauty and I [C] know a good thing [Bb] when I [F] see it
Chorus:
This is a [Bb] song from under the floor[F]-boards
This is a [Bb] song from where the wall is [F] cracked
My force of [Bb] habit, I am an [F] insect
I have to con[Bb]-fess I'm proud as hell of that [F] fact
Instrumental:

[Dm] //// [C] // [Bb] // [F] //// ////

[Dm] I [C] know the highest [Bb] and the best [F]
[Dm] I ac[C]-cord them all [Bb] due res[F]-pect
[Dm] But the brightest [C] jewel in[Bb]-side of [G] me
[Dm] Glows with pleasure [C] at my own stu[Bb]-pidity [F]
Chorus:
This is a [Bb] song from under the floor[F]-boards
This is a [Bb] song from where the wall is [F] cracked
My force of [Bb] habit, I am an [F] insect
I have to con[Bb]-fess I'm proud as hell of that [F] fact
Instrumental:

[G] //// [G] //// [G] //// [G] ////
[Dm] //// [Bb] //// [F] //// [G] //// (with riff)
[Dm] //// [C] // [Bb] // [F] //// ////

[Dm] I used to make [C] phantoms I could [Bb] later [F] chase
[Dm] Images of [C] all that could [Bb] be des[F]-ired
[Dm] Then I got tired of [C] counting all [Bb] of these bless[G]-ings
[Dm] [C] And then I [Bb] just got [F] tired
Chorus: (x2)
This is a [Bb] song from under the floor[F]-boards
This is a [Bb] song from where the wall is [F] cracked
My force of [Bb] habit, I am an [F] insect
I have to con[Bb]-fess I'm proud as hell of that [F] fact
Opening riff
[Dm]
[Bb]
[F]
[G]
xA|--3---3-|--3---3-|--0---0-|22222222|
xE|-1---1--|-1---1--|-1---1--|33333333|
xC|2---2---|0---0---|2---2---|22222222|
xG|--------|--------|--------|--------|
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Some Candy Talking (by The Jesus and Mary Chain)
{ 1986 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-4B }

Intro: [A] [A]
[A] I’m going down to the place tonight
To see if I can get a taste tonight
[E] A taste of something warm and sweet
That shivers your bones and rises to your heat
[A] I’m going down to the place tonight
The damp and hungry place tonight
[E] Should all the stars shine in the sky
They couldn’t outshine your sparkling eyes
But [D] it’s so hard to be the one
To [G] touch and tease and to do it all for fun
But [D] it’s too much for a young heart to take
Cause [E] hearts are the easiest things you could break
And I [A] talk to the filth and I walk to the door
I’m knee [D] deep in myself
But I want to get more of that [E] stuff [D]
Of that [E] stuff <D>
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Talk [A] [D] (x4) (instrumental / solo)
And I [E] want [D]
And I [E] want [D]
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Some candy [A] talking <D>
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Some candy [A] talking [D]
Some candy [A] talking [D]
I love the way she's [A] walking [D]
I love the way she's [A] talking [D]
It's just the way she's [A] walking [D]
It's just the way she's [A] talking [D]
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And I [A] need all that [D] stuff
Give me [A] some of that [D] stuff
I want your [A] candy, I want your [D] candy
And I [A] need, give me [D] some
Of your [A] stuff, give me [D] some
I want your [A] candy, I want your [D] candy.
I want your [A] candy, I want your [D] candy.
I want <A> stuff

Solo (over instrumental section):
[A]
[D]
[A]
[D]
[A]
[D]
[A]
[D]
xA|5554-455|4-20----|5554-422|0----02-|0----02-|7777-777|7777-79-|0-------|
xE|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
xC|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
xG|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
(n.b. each “-“ is half a beat)
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Substitute (by Righteous Brothers and by Clout)
{ 1975 } { 1978 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7u }

Intro: [D] (x4)
[D] Sam, you've been waiting much too long now
It [C] looks like she's not coming [D] home
[D] Sam, you've been loyal, true and faithful
[C] All this time with being a[D]-lone
If [G] I could get that same dedi[D]-cation
I'd [G] give you everything in cre[D]-ation
[A7] If she doesn't come back (If she doesn't come back)
I'll be your [D] substitute [G] [A]
When[G]-ever you [D] want me [G] [A]
Don't you know [G] I'll be your [D] substitute [G] [A]
When[G]-ever you [D] need me? [G] [A]
[D] Sam, every day you waited for her
[C] I've been waiting here for [D] you
[D] Sam, all this time I've been lonely
I [C] know what you've been going [D] through
I'll [G] wait until my chances oc[D]-cur
'Cause [G] you can't keep relying on [D] her
[A7] If she doesn't come back (If she doesn't come back)
I'll be your [D] substitute [G] [A]
When[G]-ever you [D] want me [G] [A]
Don't you know [G] I'll be your [D] substitute [G] [A]
When[G]-ever you [D] need me? [G] [A]
[C] Each day by your [G] window
You sit and sigh, [D] hoping to see her [G] face
Oh, you [Bm] might as well for[F#m]-get about her
And [Em] find some[F#m]-one to [G] take her [A7] place
(If she doesn't come back)
I'll be your [D] substitute [G] [A]
When[G]-ever you [D] want me [G] [A]
Don't you know [G] I'll be your [D] substitute [G] [A]
When[G]-ever you [D] need me? [G] [A]
(Don’t you know…)
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Sugar Town (written by Lee Hazelwood, sung by Nancy Sinatra)
{ 1966 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7R }

Intro: [G] [Am] [C] [Bm] (x2)
[G] I got some [Am] troubles but [C] they won't [Bm] last
[G] I'm gonna [Am] lay right down [C] here in the [Bm] grass
[G] And pretty [Am] soon all my [C] troubles will [Bm] pass
'Cause I'm in [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D], [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D]
[Am] Shoo-shoo, shoo-shoo, [D] shoo-shoo [G] sugar town [Am] [C] [Bm]
[G] I never [Am] had a dog that [C] liked me [Bm] some
[G] Never [Am] had a friend or [C] wanted [Bm] one
[G] So, I just [Am] lay back and [C] laugh at the [Bm] sun
'Cause I'm in [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D], [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D]
[Am] Shoo-shoo, shoo-shoo, [D] shoo-shoo [G] sugar town [Am] [C] [Bm]
Instrumental: [G] [Am] [C] [Bm] (x4)
[G] Yester[Am]-day it rained in [C] Tennes[Bm]-see
[G] I heard it [Am] also rained in [C] Tallahas[Bm]-see
[G] But not a [Am] drop fell on [C] little old [Bm] me
'Cause I was in [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D], [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D]
[Am] Shoo-shoo, shoo-shoo, [D] shoo-shoo [G] sugar town [Am] [C] [Bm]
[G] If I [Am] had a million [C] dollars or [Bm] ten
[G] I'd [Am] give it to ya, [C] world, and [Bm] then
[G] You'd [Am] go away and [C] let me [Bm] spend
My life in [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D], [Am] shoo-shoo-shoo [D]
[Am] Shoo-shoo, shoo-shoo, [D] shoo-shoo [G] sugar town [Am] [C] [Bm]
[G] [Am] [C] [Bm] La, la, la
[G] [Am] [C] [Bm] La, la, la
[G] [Am] [C] [Bm] La, la, la
[G]

Riff
xA|------5-7-|-10------5-7-|------------|
xE|----------|-------------|-3----------|
xC|----------|-------------|------------|
xG|----------|-------------|------------|
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Sunshine Superman (by Donovan)
{ 1966 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-dP }

Intro: [C7] [C7] [C7] [C7]
[C7] Sunshine came softly through my … a-window today
[C7] Could've tripped out easy a-but I've … a-changed my ways
[F] It'll take time I know it … but in a while
[C7] You're gonna be mine I know it, … we'll do it in style
[G7] 'Cause I made my mind up you're [F] going to be mine,
[F] I'll tell you right [C7] now
[C7] Any trick in the book a-now baby … a-that I can find
[C7] Everybody's hustlin' a-just to … have a little scene
[C7] When I say we'll be cool I think that … you know what I mean
[F] We stood on the beach at sunset, do you remember when?
[C7] I know a beach where baby … a-it never ends
[G7] When you've made your mind up, for[F]-ever to be mine …
[F] I'll pick up your [C7] hand and slowly … blow your little mind
(Instrumental / Solo)
[C7] [C7] [C7] [C7] [F] [F] [C7] [C7]
[G7] 'Cause I made my mind up, you're [F] going to be mine.
[F] I'll tell you right [C7] now
[C7] Any trick in the book now baby … a-that I can find.
[C7] Superman or Green Lantern ain't got … a-nothin' on me
[C7] I can make like a turtle and dive for … your pearls in the sea
[F] A-you-you-you can just sit there a-thinkin' … on your velvet throne
[C7] 'Bout all the rainbows a-you can … a-have for your own
[G7] When you've made your mind up for[F]-ever to be mine …
[C7] I'll pick up your hand and slowly … blow your little mind
[G7] When you've made your mind up, for-[F]ever to be mine.
[F] I'll pick up your hand [C7]
[C7] I'll pick up your hand and slowly … blow your little mind
(Instrumental / Solo)
[C7] [C7] [C7] [C7] [F] [F] [C7] [C7]
[G7] [F] [C7] [C7]
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Intro riff:
xA|-3--3----------6-----3----------|
xE|--------3--6-------------6---3--|
xC|--------------------------------|
xG|--------------------------------|

Verse riff:
xA|-3---------------|-3-(3)-(2)-(1)-----------|
xE|----------0---3--|-------------------0--3--|
xC|-------0---------|----------------0--------|
xG|-----------------|-------------------------|

Solo:
xA|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
xE|---0-1-2/3---2/3---2/3---1---3--|---0-1-2/3---2/3---2/3---1---3--|
xC|-0------------------------------|-0------------------------------|
xG|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
xA|-------2/3---3---2/3---3-3--|--------------------------------|
xE|---0-1----------------------|---0-1-2/3---2/3---2/3---1---3--|
xC|-0--------------------------|-0------------------------------|
xG|----------------------------|--------------------------------|
xA|-----------8------8-------8------8--8--|-----8------8-------8------8--8--|
xE|---0-1—7/8----7/8-----7/8----7/8---8-8-|-7/8----7/8-----7/8----7/8---8-8-|
xC|-0-------------------------------------|---------------------------------|
xG|---------------------------------------|---------------------------------|
xA|-------------------------------|-----------------------------|
xE|---0-1--3-3-3---3-3--3—---0-1--|---0-1—3-3-3---3-3--3----0-1-|
xC|-0----------------------0------|-0---------------------0-----|
xG|-------------------------------|-----------------------------|

xA|-10--10----10--10----10--10-|-8--8---8--8----8--8-|
xE|----------------------------|---------------------|
xC|----------------------------|---------------------|
xG|----------------------------|---------------------|

xA|-------------------------------|-----------------------------|
xE|---0-1--3-3-3---3-3--3—---0-1--|---0-1—3-3-3---3-3--3----3-1-|
xC|-0----------------------0------|-0---------------------0-----|
xG|-------------------------------|-----------------------------|
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Sunspots (by Julian Cope)
{ 1984 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-1T }

Intro: [C] [A] [D] [E] (x4)
Verse 1:
[C] Sunspots, [A] changing there
[D] Walking round with my [E] very best friend
I've got a [C] love song [A] in my head
[D] Strolling round with my [E] very best friend
I [C] look back, but [A] I don’t see
[D] Walking round with my [E] very best friend
[C] She looks good, [A] fine to me
[D] I'm in love with my [E] very best friend
Chorus:
[F] Meeeeeeeeee[C]-oh, it goes a[E]-way
And [F] Meeeeeeeeee[C]-oh, it goes a[E]-way [E]
Verse 2:
[C] Sunspots, [A] changing gear
[D] Driving round with my [E] very best friend
I got a [C] love song [A] in my head
[D] Holding on to my [E] very best friend
We [C] look back, but [A] I can't see
[D] Moving on with my [E] very best friend
She [C] looks good, [A] fine to me
[D] I'm in love with my [E] very best friend
Repeat chorus
Instrumental verse
Repeat chorus
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Take A Chance With Me (by Roxy Music)
{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-cl }

Intro: [Em7] [Em7] [Em7] [Em7] (with riff)
[G] As they [Bm] say, two can [A] play [Am]
[G] But keep that [Bm] song away from [A] me [Am]
[G] In my [Bm] time, too much [A] love [Am]
[G] Has made me [Bm] sad for so [A] long [Am]
[Em] I was [A] blind, can't you [D] see [G] [G/F#]
[Em] Through the [A] long, lonely [D] night [G] [G/F#]
[Em] Heaven [A] knows I be[D]-lieve [G] [G/F#]
[Em] Won't you [A] take a chance with [D] me [G] [G/F#]
[Em7] [Em7] [Em7] [Em7] (with riff)
[G] Sometimes [Bm] I get so [A] blue [Am]
[G] People [Bm] say I'm just a [A] fool [Am]
[G] All the [Bm] world, even [A] you [Am]
[G] Should learn to [Bm] love the way I [A] do [Am]
[Em] I was [A] lost, can't you [D] see [G] [G/F#]
[Em] Through the [A] long, lonely [D] night [G] [G/F#]
[Em] Heaven [A] knows I be[D]-lieve [G] [G/F#]
[Em] Won't you [A] take a chance with [D] me [G] [G/F#]
[Em7] [Em7] [Em7] <Em7> (with riff)

Riff:
xA|-2-2-2-2---2---2-|
xE|-5-3-5-3---3---3-|
xC|-2-2-2-2---2---2-|
xG|-----------------|
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Tears Of A Clown
(written by Stevie Wonder, Hank Cosby and Smokey Robinson, as performed by The Beat)
{ 1979 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-6N }

Intro:

[A] [D] [G] Say [D] oh yeah [A] baby [D] baby [G]

Verse 1:
Now [D] if there's a [A] smile [D] on my [G] face, [D]
It's only [A] there trying to [D] fool the [G] public [D]
But when it [A] comes down to [D] fooling [G] you, [D]
Now honey [A] that's quite a [D] different [G] subject [D]
So don't [A] let my [D] glad ex[G]-pression [D]
Give [A] you the [D] wrong im[G]-pression [D]
‘Cos really I'm [A] sad, [D] [G]
Oh I’m [D] sadder than [A] sad [D]
Well I’m [G] hurt and I [D] want you so [A] bad [D]
Like a [G] clown I a[D]-ppear to be [A] glad [D]
[G] Ooh [D] yeah
Chorus:
Now there's some [E] sad things known to [C#] man
But ain't [F#m] too much sadder [D] than
The tears of a [A] clown [D] [G]
When there's [D] no one a[A]-round [D] [G]
Say [D] oh yeah [A] baby [D] baby [G] baby
[D] Oh yeah [A] baby [D] baby [G] baby [D]
Verse 2
If I a[A]-ppear to [D] be care[G]-free [D]
It's only to [A] camou[D]-flage my [G] sadness
And [D] honey to [A] shield my [D] pride I [G] try
To [D] cover this [A] hurt with a [D] show of [G] gladness [D]
So don't [A] let my [D] show con[G]-vince you [D]
That [A] I've been [D] happy [G] since you [D]
Decided to [A] go, [D] [G] oh I [D] need you [A] so [D]
Look I'm [G] hurt and I [D] want you to [A] know, [D]
Just for [G] others I [D] put on a [A] show [D]
[G] Ooh [D] yeah
Chorus:
Now there's some [E] sad things known to [C#] man
But ain't [F#m] too much sadder [D] than
The tears of a [A] clown [D] [G]
When there's [D] no one a[A]-round [D] [G]
Say [D] oh yeah [A] baby [D] baby [G] baby
[D] Oh yeah [A] baby [D] baby [G] baby [D]
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Bridge
[A] Just [D] like Pagli[G]-acci [D] did
[A] I'm gonna [D] keep my [G] surface [D] hid
[A] Hiding in my [D] room I [G] try [D]
But in this [A] lonely [D] room I [G] cry
The [D] tears of a [A] clown [D] [G]
When there's [D] no one a[A]-round [D] [G] [D]
[A] [D] [G] [D]
[A] [D] [G] [D]
[A] [D] [G]
Verse 3
Now [D] if there's a [A] smile [D] on my [G] face [D]
Don't [A] let my [D] glad ex[G]-pression [D]
Give [A] you the [D] wrong im[G]-pression [D]
Don't [A] let this [D] smile I [G] wear [D]
Make [A] you feel that [D] I don't [G] care
The [D] tears of a [A] clown [D] [G] (the tears of a clown)
The [D] tears of a [A] clown [D] [G] (the tears of a clown)
The [D] tears of a [A] clown [D] [G] (I'm going down de town)
The [D] tears of a [A] clown [D] [G] [D] (I'm going downtown)

Riff:
xA|-0---7---7-9-10-9-7---------|
xE|---9----------------10-9-7—-|
xC|----------------------------|
xG|----------------------------|
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Tempted (by Squeeze)
{ 1981 }

Intro: | [C] / [C/Bb] / | [F7] / / / | [C] / [C/Bb] / | [F7] / / / |
I bought a [C] toothbrush, some [Em] toothpaste,
A [Am] flannel for my [Am7] face,
Py[D7]-jamas, a hairbrush, new [Fm] shoes, and a case,
I [Cm7] said to my reflection,
"Let's get [Gm7] out of this pla-a-[Ab] a-ce!" [Bb]
Past the [F] church and the [F7] steeple, the [Ab] laundry on the hill,
[C] Billboards and the buildings,
[Bb] Memories of it [Bbaug] still keep [Cm7] calling,
And [F] calling, but for[Cm]-get it all, [Ab] I know I [F] will! [F/Eb]
Chorus:
[C] Tempted by the [C/Bb] fruit of a[F]-nother,
[C] Tempted, but the [C/Bb] truth is dis[F]-covered,
What's been [D7] going on,
And now that [Dm7] you have gone, there's no [C] other, [C/Bb]
[F] Tempted by the fruit of a[C]-nother, [C/Bb]
[F] Tempted, but the truth is dis[Dm]-covered!
| [Fm] [Fsus2] [Fm] [F4] | [Fm] [Fsus2] [Fm]
| /
/
/
/ | /
/
/
I'm [F4] at the [C] car park, the [G/B] airport,
The [Am] baggage carou[Am7]-sel,
The [D7] people keep on grabbing, ain't [Fm7] wishing I was well,
I [Cm7] said ,"It's no occasion, it's no [Gm7] story I can tell!" [Ab] [Bb]
At my [Eb] bedside, empty [F7] pocket, a [Ab] foot without a sock,
Your [C] body gets much closer, I [Bb] fumble for the [Bbaug] clock,
A[Cm7]-larmed by the se[F]-duction,
I [Cm7] wish [Ab] that it would [F] stop! [F/Eb]
Chorus:
[C] Tempted by the [C/Bb] fruit of a[F]-nother,
[C] Tempted, but the [C/Bb] truth is dis[F]-covered,
What's been [D7] going on,
And now that [Dm7] you have gone, there's no [C] other, [C/Bb]
[F] Tempted by the fruit of a[C]-nother, [C/Bb]
[F] Tempted, but the truth is dis[Dm]-covered!
| [Fm] [Fsus2] [Fm] [F4] | [Fm] [Fsus2] [Fm]
| /
/
/
/ | /
/
/
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I [F4] bought a [C] novel, some [C/Bb] perfume,
A [Am] fortune all for [Am7] you,
[D7] But it's not my conscience that [Fm7] hates to be untrue,
I [Cm7] asked of my reflection,
"Tell me, [Gm7] what is there to do-o-[Ab] o?" [Bb] [Eb]
Chorus:
[C] Tempted by the [C/Bb] fruit of a[F]-nother,
[C] Tempted, but the [C/Bb] truth is dis[F]-covered,
What's been [D7] going on,
And now that [Dm7] you have gone, there's no [C] other, [C/Bb]
[F] Tempted by the fruit of a[C]-nother, [C/Bb]
[F] Tempted, but the truth is dis[Dm]-covered!
Huh! [C] Tempted by the [C/Bb] fruit of a[F]-nother,
[C] Tempted, but the [C/Bb] truth is dis[F]-covered,
[F] Tempted by the fruit of a[C]-nother, [C/Bb]
[F] Tempted, but the truth is dis[Dm]-covered!
| [Fm] [Fsus2] [Fm] [F4] | [Fm] [Fsus2] [Fm] [F4] | <C>
| /
/
/
/ | /
/
/
/ | /
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Tell That Girl To Shut Up
(by Holly and the Italians, and by Transvision Vamp)
{ 1980 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-5H }

Intro: [D] [C] [D] [C] [D] [C] [C] [D]
Well you [G] got that [D] girl and she [C] lives with [D] you
And she [G] does just [D] what you [C] want her [D] to
And [G] when I [D] call you [C] on the [D] phone
She [G] says you're not [D] there but I [C] know you're [D] home [D]
Chorus:
You better [C] tell that [G] girl to [D] shut up
[C] Tell that [G] girl I'm gonna [D] beat her up
You better [C] tell that [G] girl
[C] Tell that [G] girl
[C] Tell that [D] girl [D]
Well we [G] used to [D] be the [C] best of [D] friends
[G] Now all [D] that's gonna [C] have to [D] end
But [G] there's one [D] thing I [C] just can't [D] see
That she's [G] got you [D] hanging [C] up on [D] me [D]
Repeat chorus
Bridge:
Well I [B] guess you're [C] like that [D] all of the time
But it [B] takes a [C] lot for [D] me to lose my mind
[B] Don't you [C] know that [D] I don't care?
[F] Maybe if I hit her, [C] maybe if I pulled her [D] hair
[D] Oh hey yeah yeah
[C] [D] [G] [G] [C] [D] [G] [G]
[C] [G] [C] [G] [C] [D] [D]
Well, <G> she likes to <D><D> seem inte<C>-llectuel <D><D>
And to <G> be a mu<D><D>-sician she <C>goes to <D><D>school
And the <G>way she <D><D>acts is <C>so un<D><D>cool
I <G> just can't <D><D> stand her <C> -er -er [D] [D]
Repeat chorus (x2)
[D] Girl (girl), [D]
[D] Girl (girl), [D] Girl (girl),
[D] Yeah, yeah, [D] tell that girl…
Repeat chorus – end with <D>
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The Great Dominions (by The Teardrop Explodes)
{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-cB }

Intro: [D]
Verse 1:
[D] Suddenly [C] I came to my [G] senses
[D] A night on fire put [C] out all [G] traces of feeling
[D] I'm only concerned with [C] looking con[G]-cerned
[D] I don't want to get my [C] laces burned [G]
[D] [D] [C] [G]
Verse 2:
[D] We talked for hours, [C] except for the [G] fainting
[D] We seemed so enchanted, but [C] now my ex[G]-pression is changing
[D] See, see for yourself I'm [C] run down by a [G] train
[D] I stand back from a shark attack
And it's [C] all the same [G]
Chorus:
Mummy I've been [D] fighting again
Mummy I've been [C] fighting again [G]
Mummy I've been [D] fighting again
Mummy I've been [C] fighting again [G]
[D] [D] [C] [G]
Verse 3:
[D] I should have known [C] you'd seek my o[G]-pinion
[D] From all over the country and [C] out to the [G] great dominions
[D] Careful some of the blunders of [C] history have been [G] made that way
[D] I'm still stuck in this pickle jar on a [C] paper carpet [G]
Chorus: (x2)
Mummy I've been [D] fighting again
Mummy I've been [C] fighting again [G]
Mummy I've been [D] fighting again
Mummy I've been [C] fighting again [G]
Fight, fight, fight [D] fighting again
Fight, fight, fight [C] fighting again [G]
Fight, fight, fight [D] fighting again
Fight, fight, fight [C] fighting again [G]
Fight, fight, fight [D] fighting again
Fight, fight, fight [C] fighting again [G]
[D] [D] [C] [G] (repeat to end on <D>)
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The Miracle (Of Joey Ramone) (by U2)
{ 2014 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-9c }

Intro:

[A] / / / [A] / [G] / [A] / / / [A] / [G] /

I was [A] chasing down the [C] days of fear
[G] Chasing down a dream before it [F] disappeared
[Am] I was [A] aching to be [C] somewhere near
Your [G] voice was all I heard [G] / [F] /
I was [A] shaking from a [C] storm in me
[G] Haunted by the spectres that we [F] had to see
[Am] Yeah, I [A] wanted to be the [C] melody
Above the [G] noise, above the hurt [G] / [F] /
I was [A] young, not [C] dumb
Just [G] wishing to be [F] blinded [E]
By [A] you, brand [C] new
And we were [D] pilgrims on our way [D] / / / [D] / / / [D] / / /
Chorus:
I [G] woke up at the [D] moment when the [Bm] miracle o[A]-ccurred [Asus4] / [A]
Heard a [G] song that made some [D] sense out of the [A] world
[Asus4] / [A] [A] [Asus4] / [A]
[G] Everything I [D] ever lost, [Bm] now has been re-[A]turned [Asus4] / [A]
The most [G] beautiful [D] sound I'd ever [A] heard
[Asus4] / [A] [A] [Asus4] / [A]
[A] Oh–oh–oh–[C]-oh–oh–oh–oh–[G]-oh Oh-oh–[F]-oh–oh–[E]-oh-oh
[A] Oh–oh–oh–[C]-oh–oh–oh–oh–[G]-oh [F] Oh–oh-oh
We got [A] language so we can't com[C]-municate
Re[G]-ligion so I can [F] love and hate
[A] Music so I can ex[C]-aggerate my [G] pain, and [F] give it a name
I was [A] young, not [C] dumb
Just [G] wishing to be [F] blinded [E]
By [A] you, brand [C] new
And we were [D] pilgrims on our way [D] / / / [D] / / / [D] / / /
Chorus:
I [G] woke up at the [D] moment when the [Bm] miracle o[A]-ccurred [Asus4] / [A]
Heard a [G] song that made some [D] sense out of the [A] world
[Asus4] / [A] [A] [Asus4] / [A]
[G] Everything I [D] ever lost, [Bm] now has been re-[A]turned [Asus4] / [A]
The most [G] beautiful [D] sound I'd ever [A] heard
[Asus4] / [A] [A] [Asus4] / [A]
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We can [A] hear you [C] (hear [G] you)
We can [A] he-e-ear [C] you [G]
We can [A] hear you [C] (hear [G] you)
[G] Ooooo-[F]-ooh-[E]-ooh
[A5] (clap-clap) [A5] (clap-clap) [A5] (clap-clap) [G] [F]
[A5] (clap-clap) [A5] (clap-clap) [A5] (clap-clap) [G] [F]

Chorus:
I [G] woke up at the [D] moment when the [Bm] miracle o[A]-ccurred [Asus4] / [A]
I [G] get so many [D] things I don’t de[A]-serve
[Asus4] / [A] [A] [Asus4] / [A]
[G] All the stolen [D] voices will [Bm] someday be re-[A]turned [Asus4] / [A]
The most [G] beautiful [D] sound I'd ever [A] heard
[Asus4] / [A] [A] [Asus4] / [A]
[A] Oh–oh–oh–[C]-oh–oh–oh–oh–[G]-oh Oh-oh–[F]-oh–oh–[E]-oh-oh
[A] Oh–oh–oh–[C]-oh–oh–oh–oh–[G]-oh [F] Oh–oh-oh (Your voices will be heard)
[A5] [A5]
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The Mating Game (by The Monochrome Set)
{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-2l }

Intro: [D] [D]
[D] Kiss, [A] lick, [D] stroke, [A] flick
[G] Quiver, quiver, [A] shake and shiver, [D] baby, wow [A]
[D] Un-[A]clasp, [D] flop, [A] gasp
[G] Sopping, sopping, [A] there's no stopping [D] now [G] [D]
Blonde, brunette, or [G] redhead
Black, yellow or [D] white
They're all the same
[C] In the mating game
[G] But I can' t complain [A] now [A]
[D] Squeeze, [A] suck, [D] pinch, [A] pluck
[G] Wobble, wobble, [A] grab and gobble, [D] darling, moan [A]
[D] Un-[A]zip, [D] ooze, [A] drip
[G] Dippy, dippy, [A] wet and slippy, [D] groan [G] [D]
Blonde, brunette, or [G] redhead
Black, yellow or [D] white
They kiss the same
[C] In the mating game
[G] But I can' t complain [A] now [A]
[C] Bend, [G] peel, [C] slap, [G] squeal
[F] Doggie, doggie, [G] shudder, on your [C] bended knees [G]
[C] Thrust, [G] pump, [C] spurt, [G] slump
[F] Ciggy, ciggy, [G] puff, puff, cough and [C] wheeze [F] [C]
Blonde, brunette, or [F] redhead
Black, yellow or [C] white
They taste the same
[Bb] In the mating game
[F] But I can' t complain [G] now <G>
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The Only Way Is Up
(written by George Jackson and Johnny Henderson, sung by Yazz )
{ 1988 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-be }

Intro:

[C] [C] [F] [F] [C] [C] [F] [F]

We’ve been broken [C] down
To the [F] lowest turn
And [C] being on the bottom line
Sure [F] ain't no fun
But if [C] we should be evicted
[F] From our homes
We'll just [C] move somewhere [Am] else
And still [F] carry on [G]
If we [C] hold on (hold on), [E] hold on (hold on), [F] mmmm [G]
If we [C] hold on (hold on), [E] hold on (won’t be lo[F]-ng [G]now)
Chorus:
The only way is [C] up, [E] baby
For [F] you and me, now [G]
The only way is [C] up, [E] baby
For [F] you and me, now [G]
Now we may not [C] know
Where our next [F] meal is coming from
But [C] with you by my side
We’ll [F] face what is to come
[C] [Girl/Boy], I wanna thank you
For [F] loving me this way
Things may [C] be a little [Am] hard now
But we'll [F] find a brighter day [G]
If we [C] hold on (hold on), [E] hold on (hold on), [F] mmmm [G]
If we [C] hold on (hold on), [E] hold on (won’t be lo[F]-ng [G]now)
Chorus
Instrumental: [Am] [Am] [D] [D] [Am] [Am] [Bb] [Bb]
If we <C> hold on (hold on), <E> hold on (hold on), <F> mmmm <G>
If we <C> hold on (hold on), <E> hold on (won’t be lo<F>-ng <G>now)
Chorus
The only way is [C] up, [E] baby
For [F] you and me, now [G]
The only way is [C] up, [E] baby
For <F> you and <Fm> me, <C> now
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The Universal (by Blur )
{ 1995 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-2u }

Intro: [G] [Bm] (x3)
[G] This is the next cen[Bm]-tury, [G] [Bm]
Where the [G] universal's [Bm] free, [G] [Bm]
You can [D] find it any[Am]-where,
[D] Yes, the fu[Am]-ture's been sold.
[G] Every night we're [Bm] gone, [G] [Bm]
[G] And to karaoke [Bm] songs, [G] [Bm]
How we [D] like to sing a[Am]-long,
[D] Although the [Am] words are wrong.
Chorus:
It [Gsus4] real-[G]ly, [Gsus4] real-[G]ly, [Gsus4] real-[G]ly, could hap[C]-pen,
Yes, it [Gsus4] real-[G]ly, [Gsus4] real-[G]ly, [Gsus4] real-[G]ly, could hap[C]-pen,
When the [Bm] days they seem to fall through you,
Well [C] just [C/B] let them [Am] go [Am] [D] [D]
[G] [Bm] [G] [Bm]
No [G] one here is a[Bm]-lone, [G] [Bm]
Sate[G]-llites in every [Bm] home, [G] [Bm]
Yes the [D] universal's [Am] here,
[D] Here for [Am] everyone.
Bridge: [G] [Bm] [G] [Bm]
Every [G] paper that you [Bm] read [G] [Bm]
Says tomor[D]-row's your lucky [Am] day,
[D] Well, here's your [Am] lucky day.
Chorus (x2)
(end on [G])
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There’s A Whole Lotta Heaven (by Iris DeMent )
{ 2012 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-72 }

Intro: [G] // [Em] // [C] // [D] // (x3)
[G] // [C] // [G] // [D] //
Verse 1:
There's a [G] lot of people talkin' 'bout [C] getting in the gloryland [G] way [C] [G]
[Em] Walkin' straight and narrow just [A] trying to get to heaven some[Am]-day [D]
But I've been [G] saved by the love of the [C] people livin' right [G] here [B] [Em] [C]
And there's a [G] whole lotta [Em] heaven [C] shinin' in this [D] river of [G] tears [C] [G]
Verse 2:
[G] We don't have a prophet who can [C] tell us what our future [G] holds [C] [G]
We've [Em] only got each other and the [A] love we carry in our [Am] souls [D]

Though this [G] world's full of trouble and the
[C] path we walk is never quite [G] clear [B] [Em] [C]
There's still this [G] whole lotta [Em] heaven [C] shinin' in this [D] river of [G] tears [C] [G]
Chorus:
There's a [C] whole lotta heaven shinin' in this river of [G] tears [C] [G]
If you [Em] pull back the [A] curtain little diamonds will a[Am]-ppear [D]
You can have your [G] streets of gold if you [C] want 'em
and your mansion so [G] dear [B] [Em] [C]
But I'll take the [G] whole lotta [Em] heaven [C] shinin' in this [D] river of [G] tears
[C] [G]
Verse 3:
This [G] life that I'm livin' is like a [C] ship that don't want to be [G] steered [C] [G]
Sometimes I [Em] wake up in the mornin' thinkin'
[A] I could buckle beneath the [Am] weight of my own [D] fears
It's some [G] pain, some strain and some [C] struggle but I perse[G]-vere [B] [Em] [C]
There’s a [G] whole lotta [Em] heaven [C] shinin' in my [D] river of [G] tears [C] [G]
There's a [C] whole lotta heaven shinin' in this river of [G] tears [C] [G]
If you [Em] pull back the [A] curtain little diamonds will a[Am]-ppear [D]
You can have your [G] streets of gold if you [C] want 'em
and your mansion so [G] dear [B] [Em] [C]
But I'll take the [G] whole lotta [Em] heaven [C] shinin' [D]
I want the [G] whole lotta [Em] heaven [C] shinin' [D]
I love the [G] whole lotta [Em] heaven [C] shinin' in this [D] river of [G] tears [C] [G]
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Thinking Out Loud (by Ed Sheeran )
{ 2014 }

Intro : [D] [Bm7] [G] [A] (x2)
[D] When your [Bm7] legs don't work like they [G] used to before [A]
[D] And I [Bm7] can't sweep you off of your [G] feet [A]
[D] Will your [Bm7] mouth still remember the [G] taste of my [A] love
[D] Will your [Bm7] eyes still smile from your [G] cheeks [A]
Pre-chorus:
And darling [D] I [Bm7] will be loving you [G] ‘til [A] we're 70 [D] [Bm7] [G] [A]
And baby my [D] [Bm7] heart could still fall as [G] hard [A] at 23
[D] [Bm7] [G] And I'm thinking [A] ‘bout how
Chorus:
[Em] People fall in love in myst[A]-erious [D] ways
[Em] Maybe just the touch of a [A] hand
[Em] Well me I fall in love with you every [A] single [D] day
And [Em] I just wanna tell you I [A] am <A>
So honey now [D] [Bm7]
[G] [A] Take me into your loving arms [D] [Bm7]
[G] Kiss me [A] under the light of a [D] thousand [Bm7] stars
[G] Place your [A] hand on my beating heart [D] [Bm7]
I'm thinking [G] out [A] loud
And maybe [Bm] we [D] found [G] love [D] right [Em] where [A] we [D] are
[D] When my [Bm7] hair's all but gone and my [G] memory fades [A]
[D] And the [Bm7] crowds don't remember my [G] name [A]
[D] When my [Bm7] hands don't [G] play the strings the [A] same way
[D] I know [Bm7] you will still love me the [G] same [A]
Pre-chorus:
Cause honey [D] your [Bm7] soul could never [G] grow [A] old it's evergreen
[D] [Bm7] [G] [A]
And baby your [D] [Bm7] smile's forever in [G] my [A] mind and memory
[D] [Bm7] [G] And I'm thinking [A] ‘bout how
Chorus:
[Em] People fall in love in myst[A]-erious [D] ways
And [Em] maybe it’s all part of a [A] plan
Well [Em] I’ll just keep on making the [A] same [D] mistakes
[Em] Hoping that you’ll under[A]-stand <A>
Well baby now [D] [Bm7]
[G] [A] Take me into your loving arms [D] [Bm7]
[G] Kiss me [A] under the light of a [D] thousand [Bm7] stars
[G] Place your [A] hand on my beating heart [D] [Bm7]
I'm thinking [G] out [A] loud
Well maybe [Bm] we [D] found [G] love [D] right [Em] where [A] we [D] are
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Instrumental: [D] [Bm7] [G] [A] (x4)
So baby now [D] [Bm7]
[G] [A] Take me into your loving [D] arms [Bm7]
[G] Kiss me [A] under the light of a [D] thousand [Bm7] stars
[G] Place your [A] hand on my beating heart [D] [Bm7]
I'm thinking [G] out [A] loud
Well maybe [Bm] we [D] found [G] love [D] right [Em] where [A] we [D] are
Maybe [Bm] we [D] found [G] love [D] right [Em] where [A] we [D] are
[Bm] We [D] found [G] love [D] right [Em] where [A] we [D] are
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This Old Town
(written by by Janis Ian & Jon Vezner, as performed by Nanci Griffith )
{ 1993 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-9U }

Intro: [A] [A]
[A] This old town should've burned down in [E] 192[F#m]-9
[E] That's when we stood in [F#m] line
[D] Waiting for our [E] soup
[D] Swallowing our [E] pride
[A] This old town should've burned down in [E] 193[F#m]-1
When the [E] rain refused to [F#m] come
[D] Air filled up our [E] bellies,
[D] dust filled up our [E] lungs
And we [D] thought [C#m] our [Bm] time [C#m] had [D] come [E]
Chorus:
This old [D] town was [E] built by [A] hand
In the [D] dust bowl [E] of the [A] mother[E]-land [D] [C#m] [Bm]
[F#m] There must be [C#m] rock [D] beneath this sand
Oh [Bm] I'll be damned, <E> this town still [A] stands [A]
[A] This old town should've burned down in [E] 194[F#m]-4
When the [E] last men went to [F#m] war
[D] They came back [E] different
If [D] they came back at [E] all
[A] This old town should've burned down in [E] 195[F#m]-6
[E] That's when the twister [F#m] hit
And [D] all our hopes were [E] buried
Be[D]-neath the boards and [E] bricks
And we [D] al[C#m]-most [Bm] called [C#m] it [D] quits [E]
Chorus
[F#m] Somewhere in the distance
The [C#m] city lights do [D] shine
The sidewalks gleam with [A] neon dreams
That call from time to [E] time
[F#m] When my children's children
Ask me [C#m] why I didn't [D] go
They say the heart of any [E] town
Is the [D] people that you've [E] known
They'll [D] al[C#m]-ways [Bm] call [C#m] you [D] home [E]
Chorus
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Tiny Children (written by Julian Cope, performed by The Teardrop Explodes )
{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-5a }

Intro:
[C] [Dm] [Em] [Dm] (x2)
Verse 1:
[C] Half the [Dm] time as I [Em] sit in disa[Dm]-rray
I am [C] thinking of a [Dm] dream I never [Em] had [Dm]
Then [C] lie awake, and [Dm] for a while
I [Em] call your name in [Dm] Colin’s house
But [C] tiny children have a [Dm] way of falling [Em] down [Dm]
Interlude 1:
Oh, [Eb] I could make a [Dm] meal
Of that [Eb] wonderful des[Dm]-pair I feel
But [Eb] waking up I [Dm] turn and face the [G] wall [G]
Verse 2:
The [C] car ar[Dm]-rives and [Em] takes me back a[Dm]-gain
[C] Drifting through im[Dm]-aginary [Em] planes [Dm]
And [C] fighting men a[Dm]-board a raft
A [Em] sailing ship has [Dm] run aground
And [C] confidence is [Dm] valued in these [Em] days [Dm]
Interlude 2:
But [Eb] each charac[Dm]-ter
Is [Eb] plundering my [Dm] home
And [Eb] taking every[Dm]-thing that is my [G] own [G]
Interlude 3:
Oh [Dm] no, I’m not [C] sure about
Those [Dm] things that I [C] care about
Oh [Dm] no, I’m not [C] sure, not any [G] more [G]
Repeat Interlude 3
Instrumental: [C] [Dm] [Em] [Dm] (repeat to fade)
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Together In Electric Dreams
(by Phil Oakey & Giorgio Moroder )
{ 1985 }

Intro: [C] [F] [G] [C] (x2)
Verse 1:
I [C] only knew you [G] for a while I [Am] never saw your [F] smile
'til it was [C] time to go
[Bb] Time to go a[Dm]-way ([F] time to [G] go away)
Some[C]-times it's hard to [G] recognize
Love [Am] comes as a sur[F]-prise
And it's too [C] late
It's [Bb] just too late to [Dm] stay, too [F] late to [G] stay
Chorus:
[C] [F] We’ll always be to[Am]-gether
How[F]-ever [G] far it [C] seems (love never ends)
[F] We’ll always be to[Am]-gether
To[Dm]-gether in e[G]-lectric [C] dreams
Instrumental: [C] [F] [G] [C] (x2)
Verse 2:
Be[C]-cause the friendship [G] that you gave
Has [Am] taught me to be [F] brave
No matter where I [C] go
I’ll never [Bb] find a better [Dm] prize ([F] find a [G] better prize)
[C] Though you're miles and [G] miles away
I [Am] see you every [F] day I don't have to [C] try
I [Bb] just close my [Dm] eyes, I [F] close my [G] eyes
Repeat Chorus (x2)
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Top Of The Pops (by The Rezillos)
{ 1978 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-I }

Intro:

| [C] / / / | [A] / / [X] |

Verse 1:
(Hold [D] Tight!) Now we’re [A] on our own
(Cue [D] light!) Now it’s [G] ready to roll
(To[D]-night!) How I’ve waited for, [C] aggravated for [A] years [Bm]
(It’s [D] fun!) Oh I [A] just can’t wait
(Hold [D] on!) Do I [G] look up to date?
(You're [D] on!) I’ll do anything [C] if that’s the right thing to [A] see [Bm]
Bridge 1:
[G] Does it matter [Bm] what is shown?
[A] Just as long as everyone knows
[G] What is selling [Bm] what to buy
[A] The stock market for your hi-fi
Chorus:
(Riff)
(Riff)
| [D] | [A] (Take the money!) | [D] | [A] (Leave the box) |
(Riff)
| [D] | [A] Everybody’s on [G]Top Of The [A] Pops
Verse 2:
(There's [D] one!) Born [A] every day
(Sing [D] song!) Then [G] fade away
(Ding [D] dong!) What's the future in [C] the pop music [A] industry [Bm]
(Al[D]-right!) So you [A] make the grade
(Hold [D] tight!) To the [G] buck you made
(Just [D] wait!) You been rated for [C] constipated peak [A] viewing time [Bm]
Bridge 2:
[G] Does it matter [Bm] what is shown?
[A] Just as long as everyone knows
[G] What's in fashion [Bm] what is seen
[A] On the front of a television screen
Repeat Chorus:
Repeat Verse 1 / Bridge 1
Repeat Chorus (x2)
Everybody’s on [G]Top Of The [A] Pops [X] Hey!
Riff:
xA|-----------------------|
xE|-------(0)-(2)-2-------|
xC|-2-2-2-----------2-----|
xG|-------------------2---|
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True Faith (by New Order)
{ 1987 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-8i }

Intro: [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] [Bb] [Bb]
Verse 1:
[Dm] I feel so ex[Bb]-traordi[C]-nary
[Am] Something's got a [C] hold on me
I [Dm] get this feeling [Bb] I'm in [C] motion
A [Am] sudden sense of [C] liber[G]-ty
[Dm] I don't care 'cause [C] I'm not there
And [Bb] I don't care if I'm [Am] here tomorrow
A[C]-gain and again I've [Bb] taken too much
Of [Am] all the things that [A] cost you too much
Chorus:
[Dm] I used to think that the [F] day would never [C] come
I'd see delight in the [G] shade of the morning [Dm] sun
My morning sun is the [F] drug that brings me [C] near
To the childhood I [G] lost, replaced by [Dm] fear
I used to think that the [F] day would never [C] come
That my life would de[Bb]-pend on the morning sun [Bb] [Bb]
Verse 2:
[Dm] When I was a [Bb] very [C] small boy,
[Am] Very small boys [C] talked to me
[Dm] Now that we've grown [Bb] up to[C]-gether
[Am] They're afraid of [C] what they [G] see
[Dm] That's the price that [C] we all pay
And the [Bb] value of destiny [Am] comes to nothing
[C] I can't tell you [Bb] where we're going
I [Am] guess there was just no [A] way of knowing
Repeat Chorus
Bridge:
[C] [G] [C] [G] [C] [G] [C] [Am]
[Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] [G] [Dm] [F] [C] [Bb] [Bb]
Verse 3:
[Dm] I feel so ex[Bb]-traordi[C]-nary
[Am] Something's got a [C] hold on me
I [Dm] get this feeling [Bb] I'm in [C] motion
A [Am] sudden sense of [C] liber[G]-ty
The [Dm] chances are we've [C] gone too far
You [Bb] took my time and you [Am] took my money
[C] Now I fear you've [Bb] left me standing
[Am] In a world that's [A] so demanding
Repeat Chorus [Dm]
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Understanding Jane (by The Icicle Works)
{ 1986 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7g }

Intro: [C] [F] [C] [G]
I've been so [C] lonely, she can't understand the [F] way I feel
I'm holding on, I'm [C] walking home alone,
I'm here with[G]-out her
It seems that [C] all the boys appreciate her
[F] All the girls speak highly of her [C] energy
Do you think that it could [G] work for Jane and me?
Chorus:
'Cause I still [C] want her, I still re[F]-member summer
[C] Way back when, we both felt the [G] same
And I still [C] love her, I can't stop [F] thinking of her
I'm [C] having trouble [G] understanding [C] Jane
[C] One by one my marbles left me,
[F] Jane would smile but never hold me
[C] One night at the pool hall, asked her [G] if she'd hold my cue
Can't im[C]-press her with no fancy car,
Re[F]-signed to lean here at the bar
I'll [C] lose my mind, shiver in re[G]-sponsibility
Chorus:
'Cause I still [C] want her, I still re[F]-member summer
[C] Way back when, we both felt the [G] same
And I still [C] love her, I can't stop [F] thinking of her
I'm [C] having trouble [G] understanding [C] Jane
[C] [F] [C] [G]
[C] [F] [C]-[G] [C]
[C] [F] [C] [G]
Chorus:
'Cause I still [C] want her, I still re[F]-member summer
[C] Way back when, we both felt the [G] same
And I still [C] love her, I can't stop [F] thinking of her
I'm [C] having trouble [G] understanding [C] Jane
Yes I'm [C] having trouble [G] understanding [C] Jane
Yes I'm [C] having trouble [G] understanding [F] Jane
Understanding <C> Jane
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Virginia Plain (by Roxy Music)
{ 1972 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-43 }

Intro: [G] [D] [G] [D]

(with Opening Riff)

Verse 1:
[G] Make me a deal, and make it [D] straight, all signed & sealed I'll take it
[G] To Robert E. Lee I'll show it, [D] I hope & pray he don't blow it cos
[C] We've been around a long time
<A> Tryin', just tryin', just tryin' to <D> make-a the big time
Verse 2:
[G] Take me on a roller-coaster, [D] take me for an airplane ride
[G] Take me for a six-day wonder, but don’t you, [D] don’t throw my pride aside
Besides, [C] what's real and make believe
<A> Baby Jane's in Acapulco, <D> we are flying down to Rio
Instrumental verse: [G] [D] [G] [D] [C] <A>
<D>
(with solo)
(A G# G F# F) (E D# D C# C)
Verse 3:
[G] Throw me a line I'm sinking fast, [D] clutching at straws, can’t make it
[G] A Havana sound we're tryin', [D] a hard edged a-hipster jivin' oh
[C] Last picture show's down the drive-in
<A> You're so sheer, you're so chic,
<D> Teenage rebel of the week
Verse 4:
[G] Flavours of the mountain streamline, [D] midnight blue casino floors
[G] Dance the cha-cha thru till sunrise, [D] opens up exclusive doors, oh wow
[C] Just like flamingos look the same
So <A> me and you, just we two, <D> got to search for something new
Bridge:
<D> <D>
<G> <D> <G> <D> <G> <D> <G> <D> <G> <D>
[G] [D]

(let G’s ring, clip D’s)

Verse 5:
[G] Far beyond the pale horizon [D] someplace near the desert strand
[G] A-where my Studebaker takes me, [D] that's where I'll make my stand, but wait
[C] Can't you see that Holtzer mane
<A> What's her name? Virginia Plain

Opening Riff:
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[G]
[D]
xA|---5-5--5-5---5-|-5---5-5---5-5---|---0-0---0-0---0-|-0---0-0---0-0---|
xE|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
xC|----------------|-----------------|-2-----2-----2---|---2-----2-------|
xG|-0----0-----0---|---0-----0-------|-----------------|-----------------|

Bridge Riff:
xA|---5-5--5-5---5-|
xE|----------------|
xC|-2----2-----2---|
xG|----------------|

Solo:
[G]
[D]
[G]
xA|---14-14-|-14-----|---14-14-14-14-12|-----|-----5-5---5-5---5-|-5---5-5---5-5---|
xE|---------|--------|-----------------|-----|-5>7-----7-----7---|---7-----7-----7-|
xC|---------|--------|-----------------|-----|-------------------|-----------------|
xG|---------|--------|-----------------|-----|-------------------|-----------------|
[D]
[C]
xA|-----5-5---5-5---5-|-5---5-5---5-5---|3-333-333-333-33|3-333-333-333-33|
xE|-5>7-----7-----7---|---7-----7-------|3-333-333-333-33|3-333-333-333-33|
xC|-------------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
xG|-------------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
[A]
[D]
xA|-4-3-2-1-0----|-7-6-5-4-3----|
xE|-5-4-3-2-1----|-4-3-2-1-0----|
xC|-4-3-2-1-0----|-4-3-2-1-0----|
xG|-6-5-4-3-2----|-4-3-2-1-0----|

Instrumental chord rundown:
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Venus (by Shocking Blue and by Bananarama)
{ 1969, 1986 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-5m }

Intro:

[B7sus4] [B7sus4]
[Em] [A] [Em] [A]

(x2)

A [Em] goddess on a [A] mountain [Em] top [A],
Was [Em] burning like a [A] silver [Em] flame [A]
The [Em] summit of [A] beauty and [Em] love [A]
And [Em] Venus was her [A] name <Em> (Riff)
Chorus:
She's [Am] got it [D] [Am] yeah, [D] baby, she's [Em] got it [A] [Em] [A]
[C] I'm your Venus [B7] I'm your fire at [Em] your desire [A] [Em] [A]
Well, [C] I'm your Venus [B7] I'm your fire at [Em] your desire [A] [Em] [A]
Her [Em] weapons were her [A] crystal [Em] eyes [A]
[Em] Making every [A] man [Em] mad [A]
[Em] Black as a dark [A] night she [Em] was [A]
Got what [Em] no one [A] else had <Em> (Riff)
Chorus
[B7sus4] [B7sus4] [Em] [A] [Em] [A]
[B7sus4] [B7sus4] [Em] [A] [Em] [A]
[Em] [A] [Em] [A]
A [Em] goddess on a [A] mountain [Em] top [A],
Was [Em] burning like a [A] silver [Em] flame [A]
The [Em] summit of [A] beauty and [Em] love [A]
And [Em] Venus was her [A] name <Em> (Riff)
Chorus
Outro: [Em] [A]
[Em] Yeah, [A] baby, she's [Em] got it [A] (x4)
<Em>

Riff:
xA|-----0-2-2-0---|
xE|-0-3---------3-|
xC|---------------|
xG|---------------|
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Walk On By (by Burt Bacharach and Hal David)
{ 1964 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-c1 }

Intro : [F#m] [F#m]
[F#m] If you see me walking down the street
And [B] I start to [F#m] cry [B] each time we [F#m] meet
Walk on [Em7] by [F#m], walk on [Em7] by
[F#m] Make believe that [Bm] you don't see the tears
Just [F#m] let me grieve in [Em7] private
'cause each time I [A7] see you
I break down and [Dmaj7] cry [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [Dmaj7]
[F#m] I just can't get over losing you
And [B] so if I [F#m] seem [B] broken and [F#m] blue
Walk on [Em7] by [F#m], walk on [Em7] by
[F#m] Foolish pride is [Bm] all that I have left
So [F#m] let me hide the [Em7] tears
And the sadness you [A7] gave me
When you said good[Dmaj7]-bye [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
[F#m] 1 2 3 4 [F#m] 1 2 [B] 3 4 [F#m] 1 2 [B] 3 4 [F#m] 1 2 …
Walk on [Em7] by [F#m],
Walk on [Em7] by
[F#m] Foolish pride is [Bm] all that I have left
So [F#m] let me hide the [Em7] tears
And the sadness you [A7] gave me
When you said good[Dmaj7]-bye [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G]
Walk on [Dmaj7] by [G] (ad lib ‘til end)
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Wanda (Darling Of The Jockey Club)
(written by Neil Hannon, performed by Duke Special)
{ 2009 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-7z }

Intro:

[C] //////// [D7] //////// [G] //////// [Ab] //// [G] ////
[C] //////// [D7] //////// [F] //// [G7] //// [C] ////// [Fm] // [C] ///// [C] [B] [Bb]

[A] I was a waiter at the Jockey Club
[F7] And though the great and the good would all come
[D7] Wanda was feted above everyone
They <G> threw a banquet <G7> in her honour
<Eb> me the lucky man to [G] wait upon her
[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
[G] Oh to go on crazy day trips, [Ab] with that famous [G] aviatrix
[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
[F] Darling of the [G7] Jockey [C] Club! [Fm] // [C] ///// [C] [B] [Bb]
[A] She wanted to be the first one to do
[F7] The journey from Greenland, down to Peru
[D7] But she got thirsty near Kalamazoo
So she <G> took a quick spin a<G7>-cross the Rockies,
<Eb> just to have a Gin Sling [G] at the Jockey's
[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
[G] Oh to go on crazy day trips, [Ab] with that famous [G] aviatrix
[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
[F] Darling of the [G7] Jockey [C] Club! [Fm] // [C] ///// [C] [B] [Bb]
[A] While waiting tables I noticed this guy
[F7] Trying to take all the jewels he could find
[D7] I was just able to stop him in time
Well you <G> don't get far if <G7> you get hit
O<Eb>-ver the head with a bottle [G] of Veuve Clicquot
[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
[G] Oh to go on crazy day trips, [Ab] with that famous [G] aviatrix
[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
[F] Darling of the [G7] Jockey [C] Club! [Fm] // [C] ///// [C] [B] [Bb] (slowing)
[A] But in a rotten turn of events
[F7] The champagne cork popped, the head waiter got drenched
I was [D7] sacked on the spot; Wanda, she was incensed
She <G> said to me "Hey, <G7> Mr Waiter!
<Eb> Would you like to be my [G] Navigator?"
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[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
And [G] now we go on crazy day trips, [Ab] me and my sweet [G] aviatrix
[C] Wanda, oh [D7] Wanda!
[F] When it’s five o’[G7]-clock we
[F] Fly across the [G7] Rockies
[F] And dine out at the [G7] Jockey [C] Club!
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Wayfaring Stranger (Folk Spiritual)
{ http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-4b }

Intro: [Am] / / / / [Dm] / / / / [Am] / / / /
Verse 1:
[Am] I am a poor wayfaring stranger
Traveling [Dm] through this world a[Am]-lone
There is no [Am] sickness, toil or danger
In that bright [Dm] land to which I [Am] go
Chorus:
I'm going [F] home to see my [C] Father
I'm going [F] home, [C] no more to [E7] roam
I am just [Am] going over Jordan
I am just [Dm] go[E7]-ing over [Am] home
Verse 2:
[Am] I know dark clouds will gather round me
I know my [Dm] way is rough and [Am] steep
But golden [Am] fields lie out before me
Where weary [Dm] eyes, no more will [Am] weep
Chorus:
I'm going [F] home to see my [C] Mother
She said she’d [F] meet [C] me when I [E7] come
I am just [Am] going over Jordan
I am just [Dm] go[E7]-ing over [Am] home
Verse 1 (repeat):
[Am] I am a poor wayfaring stranger
Traveling [Dm] through this world a[Am]-lone
There is no [Am] sickness, toil or danger
In that bright [Dm] land to which I [Am] go
Chorus:
I'm going [F] home to see my [C] Father
I'm going [F] home, [C] no more to [E7] roam
I am just [Am] going over Jordan
I am just [Dm] go[E7]-ing over [Am] home
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(What’s So Funny ‘bout) Peace, Love and
Understanding (written by Nick Lowe)
{ 1974 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-2D }

Intro: [G] [D] [C] (x4)
As I walk [G] through [D] [C] this wicked [G] world [D] [C]
Searchin' for [Em] light in the [A] darkness of in[D]-sanity [C]
I ask my[G]-self [D] [C] is all hope [G] lost? [D] [C]
Is there only [Em] pain and [A] hatred, and [D] misery? [C]
And each [G] time I feel like [D] this inside,
there's [G7] one thing I wanna [C] know,
Chorus:
[G] What's so funny 'bout [D] peace love & under[Em]-standing? [A] Ohhhh
[G] What's so funny 'bout [D] peace love & under[Em]-standing? [D]
[G] [D] [C] [G] [D] [C]
And as I walked [G] on [D] [C] through troubled [G] times [D] [C]
My spirit gets [Em] so down[A]-hearted some[D]-times [C]
So where are the [G] strong [D] [C] and who are the [G] trusted? [D] [C]
And where is the [Em] har - [A] ar - mo - [D] ny, sweet harmo[C]-ny?
'Cause each [G] time I feel it [D] slippin' away,
[G7] just makes me wanna [C] cry,
Chorus:
[G] What's so funny 'bout [D] peace love & under[Em]-standing? [A] Ohhhh
[G] What's so funny 'bout [D] peace love & under[Em]-standing? [D]
[G] [D] [C] [G] [D] [C]
[Em] [A] [D] [C]
So where are the [G] strong [D] [C] and who are the [G] trusted? [D] [C]
And where is the [Em] har - [A] ar - mo - [D] ny, sweet harmo[C]-ny?
'Cause each [G] time I feel it [D] slippin' away,
[G7] just makes me wanna [C] cry.
Chorus:
[G] What's so funny 'bout [D] peace love & under[Em]-standing? [A] Ohhhh
[G] What's so funny 'bout [D] peace love & under[Em]-standing? [A] Ohhhh
[G] What's so funny 'bout [D] peace love & under[Em]-standing? [D]
[G] [D] [C] [G] [D] [C]
[G] [D] [C] [G] [D] [C]
[G]
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What! (by Soft Cell, original by Judy Street)
{ 1982 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-dt}

Intro:

[G] / / / / [F] / / [G] / / / / [F] / / (intro riff)

[G] Do you want me to get down on my knees
Beg you baby, please, cry a million [F] tears (riff 1)
[G] Do you want me to call you on the phone
Beg you to come home, think of all the [C] years [Am]
[G] When I once lived in [F] paradise
[F] When the love light shone [G] in your eyes
Oh baby [C] What can I [F] do when I still love you
[C] What can I [F] say when I still want you
<C> What <C> can <C> I <F> do
<C> What <C> can <C> I [Dm] say
You'll never know this [E] way [E]
[G] Do you want me to follow you around
Everywhere in town, do you want a [F] clown (riff 1)
[G] Why do you treat me mean and cruel
Breaking every rule, can I be your [C] fool [Am]
[G] We can make this our [F] happy home
[F] So come back where [G] you belong
Oh baby [C] What can I [F] do when I still love you
[C] What can I [F] say when I still want you
<C> What <C> can <C> I <F> do
<C> What <C> can <C> I [Dm] say
You'll never know this [E] way [E]
(instrumental with solo – first four lines of verse)
[G] [G] [G] [F] [F] [G] [G] [G] [C] [Am]
[D] Please forgive me, come [C] back, and then
[Bb] We can fall in love [F] over and over and over and over a[G]-gain
Oh baby [F] What can I [Bb] do when I still love you
[F] What can I [Bb] say when I still want you
[F] Won't you come [Bb] back
Oh baby, [F] what can I [Bb] say
I said, [F] what can I [Bb] do
Oh baby, [F] what can I [Bb] say
I said, [F] won't you come [Bb] back
I said, [F] won't you come [Bb] back
I said, [F] what can I [Bb] do
I said, [F] what can I [Bb] say
I said, [F] won't you come [Bb] back
I said, [F] won't you come [Bb] back
[F] Won't you come [Bb] back
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Oh baby, [F] won't you come [Bb] back
Oh baby, [F] what can I [Bb] say
I said, [F] what, what, [Bb] what...can I [F] say
Won't [Bb] you come [F] back, back, back
[Bb] Won't you come [F] back
Won't you [Bb]
Won't you come [F] back
What can I [Bb] say
What can I [F] say
What can I [Bb] do
What can I [F] do
What can I [Bb] say
What can I [F] say
Won't you come [Bb] back
Won't you come [F] back
What can I [Bb] do, do, [F] do, do
[Bb] What can I <F> do
Intro riff

Riff 1

Riff 2

Solo
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Whistle Down The Wind (by Nick Heyward)
{ 1983 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-ee }

Intro: [Fmaj7] [A] [Fmaj7] [A]
[Fmaj7] Out the window, [A] look what's happening
[Fmaj7] In my prism [A] watching day by (day by day)
[Fmaj7] In my humor, [A] kiss and make up friend
[Fmaj7] Out the window [A] look what's happening
[D] Give my time a-way[Cadd9]
[D] Give me all the [Cadd9] time I pay
[D] Kiss my cross a[Cadd9]-way-y-ay
[D] I break down doors my [Cadd9] candle whistles
Chorus:
[E] Hello, hello, [A] hope you're feeling [B] fine [A]
[E] Hello, hello, [A] hope you're feeling [B] mine [A]
[E] Hello, hello, [A] hope you're feeling [B] fine [A]
[E] [A] Hope you're feeling [B] time [A]
[Fmaj7] [A]
[Fmaj7] Out the window, [A] bring me back my rose I gave away
[Fmaj7] In a picture [A] a freckle and a famous feature
[Fmaj7] [A] She's not smiling
[D] Give my time away[Cadd9]
[D] Give me all the [Cadd9] love you need
[D] I want to watch you [Cadd9] bloom and breathe
[D] Kiss my mouth I [Cadd9] hear you whistle
Chorus:
[E] Hello, hello, [A] hope you're feeling [B] fine [A]
[E] Hello, hello, [A] hope you're feeling [B] mine [A]
[E] Hello, hello, [A] hope you're feeling [B] fine [A]
[E] [A] Hope you're feeling [B] time [A]
[E] Whistle down the wind (Whistle softly)
[E] Whistle down the wind (Whistle softly)
[E] Kiss and be my friend (Whistle softly)
[E] Whistle down the wind [Fmaj7] [A]
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Wichita Lineman (written by Jimmy Webb, performed by Glen Campbell)
{ 1968 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-3K }

Intro: [F] //// [Gm7] //// [F] ////
Verse 1:
[Gm7] I am a lineman for the [Bbmaj7] county [F] and I drive the main [Gm7] road
[Dm7] searchin' in the [Am7] sun for an[G]-other overload [D] [Dsus4] [D]
I hear you singing in the [Am7] wires, I can hear you in the [G] whine
[Gm] And the Wichita [D] Lineman [Asus4] is still on the [Bb] line //// [Am7] //// [Bb] ////

Verse 2:
[Gm7] I know I need a small va[Bbmaj7]-cation, [F] but it don't look like [Gm7] rain
And [Dm7] if it snows that [Am7] stretch down south won't [G] ever stand the strain [D] [Dsus4] [D]
And I need you more than [Am7] want you, and I want you for all [G] time
[Gm] And the Wichita [D] Lineman [Asus4] is still on the [Bb] line //// [Am7] //// [Bb] ////

Instrumental break:
[Gm7] //// [Bbmaj7] //// [F] //// [Gm7] //// [Dm7] // [Am7] // [G] //// [D] /// [Dsus4] / [D]

And I need you more than [Am7] want you, and I want you for all [G] time
[Gm] And the Wichita [D] Lineman [Asus4] is still on the [Bb] line ////

[Am7] /// [Bb] /// [Gm7] /// [Bb] /// [C] /// [Bb] /// [C] /// [G]
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Wichita Lineman (with solos)
(written by Jimmy Webb, performed by Glen Campbell)
{ #1968 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-3K }

Opening Riff:
xA|-------------|
xE|-----1-------|
xC|-------2-0---|
xG|-3-2---------|

Intro: [F] //// [Gm7] //// [F] ////
[Gm7] I am a lineman for the [Bbmaj7] county [F] and I drive the main [Gm7] road
[Dm7] searchin' in the [Am7] sun for an[G]-other overload [D] [Dsus4] [D]
I hear you singing in the [Am7] wires, I can hear you in the [G] whine
[Gm] And the Wichita [D] Lineman [Asus4] is still on the [Bb] line //// [Am7] //// [Bb] ////
[Bb]
[Am7]
[Bb]
[Gm7]
xA|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-----|
xE|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|
xC|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|
xG|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|

[Gm7] I know I need a small va[Bbmaj7]-cation, [F] but it don't look like [Gm7] rain
And [Dm7] if it snows that [Am7] stretch down south won't [G] ever stand the strain [D] [Dsus4] [D]
And I need you more than [Am7] want you, and I want you for all [G] time
[Gm] And the Wichita [D] Lineman [Asus4] is still on the [Bb] line //// [Am7] //// [Bb] ////
[Bb]
[Am7]
[Bb]
[Gm7]
xA|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-----|
xE|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|
xC|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|
xG|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|

Instrumental break:
[Gm7]
[Bbmaj7] [F]
[Gm7]
[Dm7]
[Am7]
[G]
[D]
xA|-------1-1-0-0---0-3------|-----1-0----------|----3-3-2-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-5--2-0---0-----|
xE|---1-3---------3----------|-1-3-----1--------|--1----------------------------3-------|
xC|-0------------------------|-----------0------|-0-------------------------------------|
xG|--------------------------|------------------|---------------------------------------|

And I need you more than [Am7] want you, and I want you for all [G] time
[Gm] And the Wichita [D] Lineman [Asus4] is still on the [Bb] line ////
[Bb]
[Am7]
[Bb]
[Gm7]
xA|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-7-8-7-|-5-----|
xE|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|
xC|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|
xG|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-------|

[Am7] /// [Bb] /// [Gm7] /// [Bb] /// [C] /// [Bb] /// [C] /// [G]
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(Instrumental verse):
n.b. this isn’t part of the song arrangement on the previous page – it’s just here for reference
[Gm7]
[Bbmaj7] [F]
[Gm7]
[Dm7]
[Am7]
[G]
[D][Dsus4]
xA|-------1-1-0-0---0-3------|-----1-0----------|----3-3-2-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-5--2-0---0-----|
xE|---1-3---------3----------|-1-3-----1--------|--1----------------------------3-------|
xC|-0------------------------|-----------0------|-0-------------------------------------|
xG|--------------------------|------------------|---------------------------------------|

[D]
[Am7]
[G]
[Gm]
[D]
[Asus4] [Bb]
xA|-0-0-0-0-0----------------|-0-0-0-0-----------|-----0-----------|---------5----------|
xE|-----------3-2---0--------|---------3-2-3-2---|-------3-2-3-2---|---0----------------|
xC|---------------2----------|-----------------2-|-2-2-----------2-|-2---2-2------------|
xG|--------------------------|-------------------|-----------------|--------------------|
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Wish You Were Here
(written by Jimmy Webb, performed by Glen Campbell)
{ 2011 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-5y }

Intro: [F/C] [Bbadd9] [F/C] [Bbadd9]
Dear [F/C] friend of mine, the [Bbadd9] weather's fine
To[F/C]-day I saw some ruins of the [Bbadd9] Roman world's decline
And I [F/C] climbed old Spanish steps, you've [Bbadd9] heard so much about
But [C] Rome has lost its glory, I don't [Gm] know what [F] it's a-[Bb]bout [Bbsus4]
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re
When the shadows fall and the [Bbsus4] rushing traffic stills
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re
And the bells are ringing [Bbsus4] on the seven hills [Bb]
I [F/C] make my way to a [C] small cafe
I [Gm] wonder [F] what you [Bb] did today [Bbsus4]
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re [F]
Dear [F/C] one at home, I [Bbadd9] just flew in from Rome
And [F/C] Paris is a postcard all [Bbadd9] decked out in colour chrome
So I [F/C] climbed the Eiffel Tower and I [Bbadd9] prayed at Notre Dame
But I [C] just can't find the romance and I [Gm] wonder [F] why I [Bb] came [Bbsus4]
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re
On the Champs-Élysées, [Bbsus4] lovers walking hand in hand
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re
They take one look at me and they [Bbsus4] seem to understand [Bb]
This [F/C] city of light is a [C] lovely sight
The [Gm] first bright [F] star I [Bb] see tonight [Bbsus4]
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re
[Am] Now I write this on the [F/C] plane
[Am] And I'm drinking cheap cham[F/C]-pagne
[Gm] And wonderin' how two [Bb] people got so far a[C]-part [C]
I wish you were he[F]-re
Here in London where the rain is [Bbsus4] pouring down
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re
On this airplane headed [Bbsus4] back to L.A. town [Bb]
I'll [F] never leave you a[C]-lone again
I'm [Gm] coming [F] home, but [Bb] until then [Bbsus4]
I [Bb] wish you were he[F]-re (I wish you were he[Bb]-re)
I wish you were he[F]-re (I wish you were he[Bb]-re)
I wish you were he[F]-re (I wish you were he[Bb]-re)
I wish you were here [Bb] [Am] [Gm] [F]
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Worrisome Heart (by Melody Gardot)
{ 2006 }

Intro: [Gm7] [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
I need a [Gm7] hand [Am7] [Bb7] with my [Am7] worrisome [Gm7] heart [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
I need a [Gm7] hand [Am7] [Bb7] with my [Am7] worrisome [Gm7] heart [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
I would be [D] lucky to find me a man
<D> Who could love me the way that I am
With this here worrisome [Gm7] heart [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
[Gm7] [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]

I need a [Gm7] break [Am7] [Bb7] from my [Am7] troubling [Gm7] ways [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
I need a [Gm7] break [Am7] [Bb7] from my [Am7] troubling [Gm7] ways [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
I would be [D] lucky to find me a man
<D> Who could love me the way that I am
With all my troubling [Gm7] ways [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
[Gm7] [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]

Instrumental: [Gm7] [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7] (x4)

I need a [Gm7] man [Am7] [Bb7] who got no [Am7] baggage to [Gm7] claim [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
I need a [Gm7] man [Am7] [Bb7] who got no [Am7] baggage to [Gm7] claim [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
I would be [D] lucky to find me a man
<D> Who could love me the way that I am
A [Gm7] worrisome [Am7] troubling
[Bb7] baggage free [Am7] modern day [Gm7] dame [Am7] [Bb7] [Am7]
A [Gm7] worrisome [Am7] troubling
[Bb7] baggage free [Am7] modern day [Gm7] dame [Am7]
[Bb7] Ain't no [Am7] body the <Gm7> same
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You And Me Song (by The Wannadies)
{ 1994 }

Intro:
[Dmaj7] Always, when we [Em7] fight, I've tried to make you [F#m] laugh,
'Til everything's for[Em7]-gotten, I know you hate that! <Dmaj7>
[NC]
Bop, ba da da, ba ba ba baa
[Dmaj7] Bop, ba da da, ba ba ba baa
Verse 1:
[Dmaj7] Always, when we [Em7] fight, I kiss you once or [F#m] twice,
And everything's for[Em7]-gotten, I know you [A7sus4] hate that!
[Dmaj7] I love you Sunday [Em7] sun, the week's not yet be[F#m]-gun,
And everything is [Em7] quiet, [A7sus4] and it's [A7] always...
Chorus:
[D] You and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways, [G] and forever!
[D] You and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways, [G] and forever!
[Dmaj7] Baa, ba [Gmaj9] baa, ba [Dmaj7] baa
[Gmaj9] It was [Dmaj7] always [D] you and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways! <G>
Verse 2:
[Dmaj7] You tell me I'm a [Em7] real man, and try to look im[F#m]-pressed,
Not very con[Em7]-vincing, but you know I love it,
[Dmaj7] I know, we watch T. [Em7] V. 'til we fall a[F#m]-sleep,
Not very ex[Em7]-citing, [A7sus4] but it's [A7] you and...
Chorus:
[D] Me, and [Em7] we'll al[F#m]-ways, [G] be together!
[D] You and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways, [G] and forever!
[Dmaj7] Baa, ba [Gmaj9] baa, ba [Dmaj7] baa
[Gmaj9] It was [Dmaj7] always [D] you and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways [G] and forever!
[D] You and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways, [G] and forever!
[Dmaj7] Baa, ba [Gmaj9] baa, ba [Dmaj7] baa
[Gmaj9] It was [Dmaj7] always [D] you and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways [G] and forever!
[D] You and [Em7] me, al[F#m]-ways, [G] and forever!
[Dmaj7] Baa, ba [Gmaj9] baa, ba [Dmaj7] baa
<Gmaj9>
<Dmaj7>
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You Give A Little Love

(written by Paul Williams, from “Bugsy Malone”)

{ 1976 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-ay }

Intro :
xA|-5------00--0---00--0-----5-------00--0----00--0--------------|
xE|-4--------4-------4-------4---------4--------4-------------0--|
xC|-2----2--------2----------2-----2--------2-------------0-2----|
xG|-0------------------------0-----------------------------------|

[G] We could've been anything that we wanted to be
[A] And it's not too late to change
[D7] I'd be delighted to [G] give it some [E7] thought
[C] Maybe you'll ag[D7]-ree that we really [G] ought two, three, four

Slowly

[G] We could've been anything that we wanted to be
[A] Yes that decision was ours
[D7] It's been decided, we're [G] weaker di[E7]-vided
[C] Let friendship [D7] double up our [G] powers [G]

Speeding
up through
verse

[G] We could've been anything that we wanted to be
[A] And I'm not saying we should
[D7] But if we try it, we'd [G] learn to a[E7]-bide it
[C] We could be the [D7] best at being good [G] guys!
Flowers of the earth,
Who can even guess how much a real friend is worth?
[A] Good guys! Shake an open hand,
Maybe we'll be trusting if we try to understand
[D7] No doubt about it, it [G] must be worth[E7]-while
[C] Good friends do [D7] tend to make you [G] smile [G]
[G] We could've been anything that we wanted to be
[A] Yes, that decision is ours
[D7] It's been decided, we're [G] weaker di[E7]-vided
[C] Let friendship [D7] double up our [G] powers [G]
You [C] give a little love and it all comes back to [G] you
(La la la la-la-la-la)
You know you're [C] gonna be remembered for the things that you say and [G] do
(La la la la-la-la-la)
You [C] give a little love and it all comes back to [G] you
(La la la la-la-la-la)
You're [C] gonna be remembered for the things that you say and [G] do
(La la la la-la-la-la)
(Repeat and fade)
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Your Love Is King (by Sade)
{ 1984 } { http://wp.me/p3Nj6p-d9 }

Intro:

[Amaj7] [Dmaj7] [Amaj7] [Dmaj7]

Your love is [Amaj7] king, [Dmaj7] crown you in my heart
Your love is [Amaj7] king, [Dmaj7] never need to part
Your kisses [Amaj7] ring, [Dmaj7] round and round and round my head
[Bm] Touching the very [C#m] part of me, it’s [Dmaj7] making my soul [C#m] sing
[Bm] Tearing the very [C#m] heart of me, I’m [Dmaj7] crying out for more
Your love is [Amaj7] king, [Dmaj7] crown you in my heart
Your love is [Amaj7] king, you’re the [Dmaj7] ruler of my heart
Your kisses [Amaj7] ring, [Dmaj7] round and round and round my head
[Bm] Touching the very [C#m] part of me, it’s [Dmaj7] making my soul [C#m] sing
I’m [Bm] crying out for [C#m] more, [Dmaj7] your love is king [Dmaj7]
I’m [Amaj7] coming up, [Dmaj7] I´m [Amaj7] coming [Dmaj7]
You´re [Amaj7] making me dance [Dmaj7] in[Amaj7]-side [Dmaj7]
Your love is [Amaj7] king, [Dmaj7] crown you in my heart
Your love is [Amaj7] king, [Dmaj7] never need to part
Your kisses [Amaj7] ring, [Dmaj7] round and round and round my head
[Bm] Touching the very [C#m] part of me, it’s [Dmaj7] making my soul [C#m] sing
[Bm] Tearing the very [C#m] heart of me, I’m [Dmaj7] crying out for more [Dmaj7]
Solo:

[Amaj7] [Dmaj7] (x4)

[Bm] Touching the very [C#m] part of me, it’s [Dmaj7] making my soul [C#m] sing
I’m [Bm] crying out for [C#m] more, [Dmaj7] your love is king [Dmaj7]
This is [Amaj7] no blind [Dmaj7] faith, this is [Amaj7] no [Dmaj7] sad and sorry dream
This is [Amaj7] no [Dmaj7] blind faith, [Bm] your [C#m] love, [Dmaj7] your love is real
[Amaj7] Gotta [Dmaj7] crown me with your heart
(Your love is [Amaj7] king) [Dmaj7] Never, never need to part,
(Your love is [Amaj7] king) [Dmaj7] Touch me,
(Your love is [Amaj7] king) [Dmaj7] Never letting [Amaj7] go, [Dmaj7]
(Your love is [Amaj7] king) Never [Dmaj7] letting go of your love
(Your love is [Amaj7] king) Never [Dmaj7] going to give it up
(Your love is [Amaj7] king) [Dmaj7] I´m [Amaj7] coming, [Dmaj7]
Your [Amaj7] making me dance [Dmaj7] in[Amaj7]-side [Dmaj7] <Amaj7>
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Chords
The following chords are used in this songbook. All chords are for a GCEA tuning.
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